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ABSTRACT 

The role of management characteristics is very little known to the extent of an ability to 

explain the level of effective investment with potential impact of quality financial reports. 

Being an accounting and finance student, the area under discussion enhanced the 

motivation to conduct a research. Several research studies revealed personal attributes of 

top management team members to check the possible influence on Investment efficiency 

through positive NPV. Further, it was found that the studies ignored the fact of establishing 

the efficiency of the firm’s investment which might be influenced by many of the 

management characteristics. This confirms the notion that more reputed TMT can make the 

financial reports more reliable through which a true picture of the firms can be made 

available to the stakeholders. This contextual gap motivated to investigate the impact of 

TMT on InvEff and FRQ in Pakistan’s non-financial sector. TMT descries the MC 

perspective as team size, business education, former executive experience, gender diversity 

in the team, average tenure of team members, CEO dominance and compensation, and team 

affiliation, Investment Efficiency and financial reporting quality elements measured by 

discretionary revenues, discretionary accruals and working capital accruals. The data 

comprise of 251 non-financial PSX listed firms from year 2003 to 2018 (4016 firm years) 

to achieve the sought objectives and to build a panel data on fourteen study variables. The 

data are collected from four main sources: State Bank of Pakistan, PSX, annual reports. 

Certain TMT related data were hand-collected using personal contacts and references. 

Stepwise/hierarchical regression and correlation analysis have been used as tools for testing 

the reliability of research hypotheses. The research discovers that companies with stronger 

and more respectable TMTs complement the relationship with investment efficiency. Like-

wise, six out of eight TMT attributes showed significant relationship with FRQ. 

Furthermore, FRQAgg complements its relation with InvEff and it also mediates the impact 

of TMT on investment efficiency. The point of conclusion is that by having better TMTs, 

the investment distortions can be eliminated. Therefore, it is recommended that firms must 

emphasize on well-reputed TMTs to reduce accounting information asymmetry to improve 

the quality of reporting and Investment efficiency. 
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1 CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Chapter Introduction 

The first chapter is structured to provide context material on how Investment Efficiency 

was perceived in early research and how it is gaining central significance, accompanied by 

brief descriptions. In addition, the qualities of the top ranked management team and the 

consistency of financial statements are highlighted in this segment. This chapter moves on 

to discuss the study's importance to understanding before formulating research questions, 

goals, and a summary that explains how it differs from previous related studies. To this 

end, the researchers' formal arguments and previous findings are presented in order, which 

provides a solid foundation for the analysis and explicitly demonstrates the void that is 

weakening both past and present research. Section 1.1 starts with the background of the 

study, which is further subdivided into three sections. Sub-section 1.1.1 describes "financial 

reporting" in Pakistan, sub-section 1.1.2 explains Pakistan 's corporate culture, sub-sections 

1.1.3 elaborate investment decisions and provide an overview of the relationship between 

independent and dependent variables. Section 1.2 in Pakistan’s Scenario discusses problem 

identification. Sub-section 1.2.1 explains Statement of Problem, section 1.3 illustrates 

study motivation and value. Section 1.4, and 1.5 presents the study's scope and rationale 

respectively which is supported by a brief comprehensive past literature provided in a table 

1.1 for clear identification of the research gap of the current study. Sub-section 1.5.1 

summarizes the research gap / novelty. Section 1.6 deals with research questions and 

section 1.7 and subsection 1.7.1 describes research goals and summaries of research goals, 

respectively. Section 1.8 states Study significance, and the chapter is finally summarized 

in section 1.9. 

1.2 Background of the Study:   

Typically, a very frequent and obvious question has been asked while capturing the 

framework of the field in finance, particularly about the factors that decide the choices of 

the investment that firms make. Modigliani and Miller (1958) defined the presumption of 

a perfect market decision describing investment as the role of an opportunity to invest. It 
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means that if and when a firm understands its chance, it should opt for the investment The 

pattern of revenue growth from the previous year creates an investment base for the 

companies (Biddle, Hilary, and Verdi, 2009), (Iqbal and Khan 2020), (García-Sánchez and 

García-Meca 2020), (H. Choi and Suh 2019), (Lazonick and Shin 2019). In this way, a firm 

opts to spend only if the growth period of its revenue has been reached than the previous 

year. According to Michael C. Jensen and Meckling (1976), when a company's 

management invests in projects with a positive net present value (NPV) and avoids projects 

with a negative NPV, the investment is described as profitable. 

1.2.1  Financial Reporting in Pakistan 

Pakistan's government acted quickly to harmonize with the reporting foreign financial 

regime immediately following establishment1. The institutional growth from the 

establishment of Pakistan until now has played a vital role in improving the country's 

financial reporting practices. These benchmarks are set in the light of critical events 

towards accounting advances. In Pakistan's early years, PIA (Pakistan Institute of 

Accountants) was first a private entity but was a significant development after it was 

created by the government's Institute of Chartered Accountants of Pakistan. In 1971 the 

next big move was taken; Pakistan's Securities and Exchange Commission was established. 

It addresses its function and the requirements given for external corporate reporting. In 

1984, Companies Ordinance was another helpful footstep on this road. After reviewing all 

institutional changes and improvements in Pakistan's financial reporting framework, 

discussed the existing financial reporting status in the 2000's. The study concludes that 

significant changes and advancements made in the financial reporting framework are 

sufficient, will lead to improvements in investor security, value importance of accounting 

information, and will help the corporate sector raise capital from foreign financial markets 

and draw investors across borders. 

1.2.2  Corporate Culture of Pakistan:  

Like other countries in South Asia in particular, Pakistan was undergoing a transition from 

an agriculture-based economy to a manufacturing and service economy. As in East Asia, 

                                                 
1 An anonymous referee provided very insightful comments on the issues discussed in this paragraph, for 

which I am particularly thankful. The issues are also discussed in express tribune of June 04, 2018. 
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where manufacturing has played a leading role at various stages of economic growth, the 

gross domestic product (GDP) of South Asia has remained stagnant in all major economies 

except Bangladesh since 1980. Manufacturing and utilities have been caught up in the 

decline of agriculture. In countries like India, where the economy has been experiencing 

healthy growth rates for the past quarter of a century, a manufacturing sector lackluster 

does not translate into a major concern. The situation for Pakistan is different. The growth 

trend in the country has declined since 1960, and has been largely dependent on financial 

inflows through aid. Yet there has been a rise in young and mostly low-skilled labor force 

including women. Following China's footsteps by engaging in low-skilled labor, intensive 

manufacturing is part of the solution to get the country onto the path of growth, Investment 

Efficiency and shared prosperity. As China moves up the value chain with ever more 

sophisticated labor force and rising salaries, Pakistan could fill the gap left behind just as 

Bangladesh moves in that direction. 

Pakistan's industrial development activities during the previous administration (2008–13) 

were driven by the 2011 Framework for Economic Growth. The 2011 Framework sets out 

the growth strategy drafted by Pakistan's Planning Commission (PPC) and describes the 

policy measures required by rapid and sustainable development to create a stable, and 

industrialized Pakistan. The industrialization has the potential to become a dynamic driver 

of economic and investment growth and make major contributions to achieving Pakistan's 

economic and human development objectives. In its Vision 2025, Pakistan's Planning 

Commission places energy protection system, the private sector has led development, the 

modernization of existing infrastructure and the construction of state-of-the-art new 

infrastructure, and the enhancement of business opportunities through the transparent 

implementation of industrial laws, including proper financial reporting, competitiveness in 

industry and trade amongst the others. 

Some of the things that Pakistan's government finds important in the corporate sector are 

the corporate governance that drives the company's top management, fair financial 

reporting and investment scenario. Indeed, the 2011 Structure highlights industry's 

centrality in achieving targets. Both current and previous administrations realize that 

accelerating industrialization would entail reducing the cost of doing business, thereby 

enhancing better investment opportunities in capital expenditure and developing an 

incentive framework designed to achieve a stable, dynamic and export-driven industrial 
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sector capable of promoting investment opportunities with the aid of Pakistan also 

acknowledges the need for a socially and environmentally sustainable industrialization 

policy to compete on global markets. To that end, Pakistan needs the industrial sector inputs 

for sustainable industrial growth as follows: 

•  Economic growth and sectoral policies encouraging global competition and a 

 culturally balanced investment; 

•  Improved trade facilitation and connectivity to fix some of the industrialization’s 

 spatial aspects; 

•  Strengthened application of the international competition 'reporting' standards; and; 

•  Strong institutions for successful industrialization programs by mean of competitive 

 management features that resolve issues such as financing, 'investment,' audit and 

 company internal management. 

Despite sufficient and reliable market data and the lack of requirements for the management 

features, there can be no investment decision that will benefit the business. Solid and 

accurate financial reporting and top management team (TMT) dimensions are important 

when making wise investment decisions, particularly in Pakistan's industrial sector2. Such 

coverage must be "qualitative" The value-relevance accounting statistics can be seen in 

many preceding studies (Aboody, Hughes, and Liu, 2002; Ayyagari, Beck, and Demirguc-

Kunt, 2007; Barth, Beaver, and Landsman, 2001). Studies in less developed countries 

clearly show that the quality of financial reporting is very poor compared to advanced 

countries (Ball, Robin, and Wu, 2003; F. Chen, Hope, Li, and Wang, 2011). 

                                                 
2 Management Characteristics are defined by firms’ top management team. As an outsider, it is difficult to 

evaluate the persons comprise of TMT and who plays a vital role in determining the firms’ reporting quality 

and investment efficiency Iqbal and Khan (2020), García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), H. Choi and Suh 

(2019), Lazonick and Shin (2019). Positions such as CEO, CFO and executive directors clearly play an 

important role in determining financial reporting quality and deciding for investment particularly in Pakistan. 

However, other positions such as divisional or regional heads, VP-Sales, and COO seem more ambiguous. In 

this analysis, I try to separate the positions that are more directly related to the corporate accounting and 

investment function from other positions. The same structure of TMT have been described by many of the 

researchers such as: (Lai and Liu, 2018b), (Shu-Miao Lai  Chih-Liang Liu 2017),  (García-Sánchez and 

García-Meca, 2020), (Gauthier et al., 2019), (Lee and Moon, 2018), (Lee, Sun, and Moon, 2018), 

(Chemmanur et al., 2009), (Chemmanur and Paeglis, 2005). 
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Because of questions of willingness to share power, wealthy and concentrated ownership 

can obstruct entrance of skilled and qualified managers. The presence as head of large 

numbers of family members can intensify a conflict that affects the goals of the firm 

(Gedajlovic and Carney, 2010). 

Companies use reporting of financial matters as indicating tools in determining whether to 

invest in physical assets or capital markets. To achieve high growth and business 

development, companies are to invest in NPV investments and leave financial decision with 

negative NPV. An improved financial reporting standard is therefore required to support 

informed decisions. This study also focuses on defining the correlation that connects the 

quality of the financial reporting and the investment effectiveness. Most of the preceding 

studies showed centralized ownership structure (Ball et al. (2003); Claessens, Djankov, 

Fan, and Lang (2002)) leading to agency problems. 

This study describes particularly the existence of relation between the FRQ and IE in the 

industrial sector in Pakistan. The basic reasoning for choosing Pakistan is that the 

commercial and economic center would be in the CPEC Pakistan perspective. New markets 

will develop that will stimulate economic growth, and the increase in industrialization is 

expected to accelerate. This research will help a lot in a variety of ways. Most of the 

previous studies were mainly focused on investors but this study will target the company 

itself. As a result, this study provides empirical proof of a connection between FRQ and 

investment success, as well as knowledge of the generalizability of previous studies. 

Another major objective of financial reporting should be to have excellent comprehensive 

knowledge of the company's economic business activities that are useful for financial 

decision making. Annual reports can never be completely accurate, considering the 

conditions in which the accounting information is measured. This has led accounting and 

management researchers frequently to search for specific financial reporting variables (L. 

T. Cheng, Chan, and Leung, 2010; Davis, Ge, Matsumoto, and Zhang, 2015; Francois and 

Kyle, 2011). Companies are now under pressure to provide precise and timely data quickly 

and more effectively, in line with this prediction. This has provided further research work 

on most parsimonious predictors of the FRQ other than corporate governance, ownership 

structures and company feature. Nonetheless, little consensus has been reached about how 

higher administrative team diversity impacts quality reporting because other variables such 
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as managerial expertise, accounting preferences, native regulations, global standard 

settings and supervisory frameworks also influence the FRQ García-Sánchez and García-

Meca (2020), Iqbal and Khan (2020). All of these factors are ascribed in one way or the 

other to the specific outcomes of managers. 

D. C. Hambrick and P. A. Mason (1984) used upper echelon concept as a rationale for how 

"top management teams" (TMTs) influence the company's performance. This places the 

actions and personal characteristics of TMTs as possible explanations for financial 

reporting quality, and because managers are given some consideration to what details they 

choose to reveal and withhold, it also generates interest in how these discretionary 

accounting decisions can affect FRQ García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), Iqbal and 

Khan (2020). The history to TMTs 'particular impact on FRQ and discretionary accounting 

choices is illustrated not only by conventional accounting theories that aim to forecast 

managers' use of accounting methods, but also by other management and finance theories 

that clarify the events, actions and choices in financial reporting. 

Studies showing many of the variations in FRQ are not entirely explained by business level 

features, corporate governance measures and executive compensation (Bamber, Jiang, and 

Wang, 2010; Bertrand and Schoar, 2003; J. Francis, Huang, Rajgopal, and Zang, 2008). 

Given the multidimensional nature of accounting knowledge, this calls for further analysis 

on other sources. The demographic impact of managers has been used in other research to 

clarify shifts in budgetary accruals, gain smoothing and voluntary disclosures (Bamber et 

al., 2010). The consequences of the reforms are clarified by a number of theories such as 

government theory, stakeholder theory, disclosure discretionary theory and the top echelon 

theory (Frankel and Li, 2004; D. Hambrick and P. Mason, 1984; Verrecchia, 2001; Ross L. 

Watts and Zimmerman, 1986). The knowledge asymmetry theory between managers and 

external users allows managers to use their authority in the preparation of accounting 

information that affects the quality of financial reporting and therefore the question arises 

whether discretionary accounting choices and demographic diversity of the FRQ effect of 

"top management teams". 
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1.2.3  Investment Decisions: 

Business growth for any business mainly depends on the investment. It also contributes to 

the stock market as companies make acquisitions, which leads to jobs. Thus, investment 

decisions play a critical role not only for businesses but also for the economy as a whole. 

Therefore, companies must focus not only on the investment volume but also on the 

Investment Efficiency in order to avoid inefficient investment. This means the investment 

effectiveness in terms of efficiency comes first and quantity of investment comes later 

while defining the priorities. 

Corporate purchasing decisions were widely acknowledged as a critical consideration with 

major implications for the firm's performance. According to upper echelon theory, a 

company's top management team attributes, which are dictated by psychological assets 

such as intellectual types, beliefs, and knowledge base, have a significant effect on strategic 

decisions such as investment decisions (D. C. Hambrick and P. A. Mason, 1984). Several 

studies indicate that confidence policy and the characteristics of higher officials affect both 

investor-accessible knowledge preferences and investment decisions, according to this 

interpretation (Chemmanur, Paeglis, and Simonyan, 2009; Malmendier and Tate, 2008). 

Extended studies indicate that organizational and information disparity concerns among 

managers and private equity providers may be oriented toward inefficiency in capital 

investment, including over- and under- investment (Biddle et al., 2009; Bushman, 

Piotroski, and Smith, 2011; Lai, Liu, and Wang, 2014). In light of these two sources of 

literature, I investigated whether TMT features affect Investment efficiency Iqbal and Khan 

(2020), García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), H. Choi and Suh (2019), Lazonick and 

Shin (2019). 

For two main reasons the history of Pakistan is well suited for this research question: first, 

corporate executive personnel information plays a crucial role in some areas of business 

decision making. Listed businesses therefore have an incentive to not only measure the 

impact of TMT features on overall investment performance, but also to minimize self-

selection bias. Second, Pakistan’s businesses invested about the same amount on capital 

expenditures, such as vehicles and machinery. 
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Better TMT features are intended to reduce the disparities in capital investment, such as 

over- and under-investment. Stronger and more efficient TMTs would ensure future 

benefits from their investment projects for outsiders, thereby reducing problems with 

agencies and information disparities between companies and outside resource providers. 

As a result, companies with higher and more secure TMTs can more effectively access 

foreign capital, which can stimulate participation in ventures with a positive net present 

value (NPV), minimizing under investment. It is also expected that stronger and renowned 

management teams will choose good investment projects (i.e., with larger NPVs) because 

they have stronger knowledge and skills relevant to the project and thus minimize over-

investment. 

The data on various management characteristics based on different measurements of TMT 

have been gathered from annual reports and hand-collected as established in Chemmanur 

and Paeglis (2005); and (Chemmanur et al., 2009). The study focuses on the following 

characteristics of management: Size of the top management team (TMT), Members having 

business education; former executive experience of the members; female team members; 

average tenure of TMT members; CEO dominance; CEO compensation; TMT members’ 

team affiliation. The study suggests that a company's investment distortion be calculated as 

a deviation from its intended level of investment (Biddle et al., 2009; Lai et al., 2014). 

In keeping with my hypothesis, after accounting for a number of company attributes, I 

analyzed the interactions between such TMT behaviors (group TMT size, percentage of 

TMT members' business education, percentage of TMT members' formal experience, 

Female TMT members, Average TMT membership, CEO Dominance, CEO Salary and 

Bonus ratio, Boar number of Other Group members. 

Several studies have shown that financial reporting accuracy has a favorable impact on 

investment performance (Hilary, Biddle, and Verdi, 2009). Therefore, I have assessed 

FRQ’s positive influence on Investment Efficiency, which is definite for better 

management features for companies. I have seen that businesses with higher MC will use 

high-quality financial statements to select investment projects with a good net present 

value, minimizing over-investment. In addition, it is analyzed whether or not better TMT 

features convey good information about the company's FRQ, which can reduce the 

financial constraint that leads to a reduction in under-investment. 
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Furthermore, because my sample in non-financial firms is fixed, the key concern is the 

investment performance that is sensitive to this report. Overall, this research asserts that it 

can be generalized to other countries and markets. This work adds to the literature in a 

number of important ways, and it complements the study on the impact of management 

skills on various strategic perspectives. 

Many of the preceding studies centered on research and development decisions (H.-L. Chen 

and Hsu, 2009). However, contrary to previous studies, my research focuses on Investment 

Efficiency from the TMT dynamics of the listed companies in Pakistan. Earlier analysis on 

the relationship between TMT features and corporate investment decisions has typically 

focused on a small sample of firms that have been through a specific corporate case, such 

as an initial public offering (IPO) or an experienced stock offering (Chemmanur and Paeglis 

(2005); Chemmanur et al. (2009)), and has not looked at the effectiveness of private 

spending. This subject has not been extensively explored in previous research (according 

to existing literature). Finally, my findings will contribute to the increasing body of research 

on the effect of FRQ and disclosures on investment performance.1.1.4 Management 

Characteristics and Investment Efficiency 

Decisions on corporate spending are widely accepted as a critical consideration, with 

significant impacts on the efficiency of the organization operating in Pakistan. The upper 

echelon theory stated that the personal characteristics of the top management team (TMT) 

of a company, which are determined by psychological features such as cognitive types, 

beliefs and information base, have a significant impact on the making of practical choices, 

such as investment decisions Both the consistency of the insights provided to investors and 

their investment decisions are aligned with this strategy are influenced by managerial 

overconfidence and executive features. 

Problems facing Pakistan's corporate sector and knowledge asymmetry between outside 

capital providers and managers of companies can lead to inefficiency in investment capital, 

as well as over- and under-investment. Based on these facts, I investigate whether and how, 

in Pakistan’s industries, the characteristics of TMT at the corporate level affect Investment 

Efficiency a topic not discussed in academic literature before, according to known 

literature. 
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Some studies suggest that Pakistan’s companies are suffering from agency problems due 

to Wong, Chang, and Chen (2010) concentrated family ownership, suggesting that 

disorganization in investment in Pakistan could be serious. Thus, it is an important question 

whether and, if so, exactly how management team standards diminish issues with 

Pakistan’s agencies, thereby improving Investment efficiency Iqbal and Khan (2020), 

García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), H. Choi and Suh (2019), Lazonick and Shin 

(2019). 

They argue that better features of TMT will mitigate capital investment inequalities, along 

with over- and under-investment in two ways. First, stronger and more reliable TMTs will 

convince outsiders of the potential benefits of their investment ventures, thereby reducing 

agency issues and knowledge asymmetry between firms and outside resource providers. As 

a result, firms with stronger and more reliable TMTs can more effectively access external 

funding, promoting investment in positive net present value (NPV) ventures, thereby 

reducing under-investment Second, since they have greater project-related experience and 

skills, larger and more skilled management teams are more inclined to select stronger 

investment projects (i.e., with higher NPV), reducing over-"investment. 

To examine this claim about Pakistan, the current study has collected the data from annual 

reports from year 2003 through 2018, and data related to some of the proxies on the TMT, 

not provided in annual reports have been collected using direct channels, personal contacts 

through getting the help of the research assistants on TMT attributes. According to the 

measurements of TMT characteristics developed in Chemmanur and Paeglis (2005) and 

Chemmanur et al. (2009), the study concentrates on the following TMT characteristics: 

TMT size (TSIZE), ratio of TMT members' having business education (BED), ratio of TMT 

members' having former executive experience (FEXP), Female TMT members (GDIV), 

TMT members' average tenure (TENURE), CEO Dominance, CEO compensation, 

members who sit in other boards meetings (TAFF) (Biddle et al., 2009; Lai et al., 2014). 

To understand how the TMT features influences over- or under-investment, the study also 

investigates the relationship between the TMT characteristics and over- or under-

investment using the residual model symbol investment, the study considers that certain 

TMT features (size, percentage of MBA members, percentage of members with previous 

executive experience, and more members serving on boards of other companies) have a 
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negative association with both over- and under-investment. These findings are stable with 

the idea that higher quality TMTs should be expected to select and undertake projects with 

more positive NPV, and to express positive information about the company’s returns on 

investment projects, leading to a reduction in over- and under-"investment. 

A conditional effect is being investigated in addition to analyzing the effect of the TMT 

characteristics on Investment Efficiency Several studies have a positive impact on the 

Investment Efficiency of reporting quality financial (Hilary et al., 2009). As a result, I want 

to see if the positive effect of FRQ on investment performance is stronger for companies 

with better TMT attributes. The study suggests that managers with improved TMT 

functionality have the ability to pick investment projects with a desirable NPV using high-

quality financial statements, minimizing over-"investment. Moreover, better TMT 

characteristics communicate positive information about the company's FRQ which reduces 

financial constraints, resulting in lower under-"investment. As expected I find that TMT 

features complement the positive impact of the FRQ on Investment efficiency Iqbal and 

Khan (2020), García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), H. Choi and Suh (2019), Lazonick 

and Shin (2019). 

This research is concerned with many important aspects of the literature. First, this thesis 

contributes to the work investigating the impact of organizational features on different 

strategic choices. In contrast to previous research, my study focuses on the inefficiency of 

corporate investment in Pakistan’s publicly listed firms based on TMT characteristics. 

Second, previous analysis on the relationship between TMT characteristics and corporate 

investment decisions has traditionally focused on a relatively limited sample of firms going 

through a particular corporate event, such as an initial public offering (IPO) or an 

experienced stock offering (EEO) (Chemmanur and Paeglis (2005); Chemmanur et al. 

(2009)), which does not look at the effectiveness of corporate spending The use of 

Pakistan’s data not only clarifies investment decision-making in general, but also sheds 

light on the relationship between TMT features and investment deviations (i.e. over- and 

under-"investment) "in the context of publicly traded companies in Pakistan. Prior studies 

had not gone into great detail on this topic. 

Finally, the study adds to the increasing body of literature on the impact of the FRQ and 

disclosures on investment performance, as well as providing further evidence that enhanced 
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TMT features complement the FRQ's positive effect on Investment efficiency Iqbal and 

Khan (2020), García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), H. Choi and Suh (2019), Lazonick 

and Shin (2019). 

1.2.4 Management Characteristics and Financial Reporting Quality 

Typically, accounting studies emphasize the chief executive or chief financial officer when 

evaluating the role of the manager in the quality of firms' financial reporting. Several 

reports have shown that the economic benefits handled by CFOs and CEOs, which provide 

both overt (compensation) and tacit (career and reputational) advantages, have an effect on 

companies' reporting decisions (Ali and Zhang, 2015; Bergstresser and Philippon, 2006; Q. 

Cheng and Warfield, 2005; J. X. Jiang, Petroni, and Wang, 2010; McAnally, Srivastava, 

and Weaver, 2008; Pourciau, 1993). Managers, on the other hand, are not necessarily able 

to make economically sustainable decisions, because they also have minimal knowledge to 

behave in a social sense within the company. That manager works with other members of 

the team and it's only one person who makes few decisions, if any. In addition to the 

economic incentives faced by each individual manager, the features of the top management 

team (TMT), which form the company's internal climate and decision-making process, can 

also have implications for firms' choices in financial reporting. This study investigates 

TMT characteristics contribution to financial reporting quality of firms, with emphasis on 

compliance with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP), or in other words, 

the consistency of the financial statements. 

Founded by (D. Hambrick and P. Mason, 1984), the famous Upper echelon theory views 

the top managers of the organization as a reflection of organization. It is believed that top 

executives' cognitions, beliefs, and attitudes have a major impact on the company 

(Carpenter, Geletkanycz, and Sanders, 2004). Managers' observable characteristics, such 

as tenure, jobs, and functional meaning, are used by organizational academics as metaphors 

for the non-observable psychological mechanisms that form managers' attitudes and 

reactions to various situations. Numerous laboratory experiments suggest that these 

observable TMT characteristics, such as innovation, international differentiation, and 

response to competitor proposals, have an effect on firm performance and strategic 

decisions. 
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TMT's characteristics have been overlooked in the accounting literature, including their 

widespread study in management, psychology, and economics. A few recent studies have 

related the manager's demographics, such as religion, age, and gender, to the firm's 

reporting performance (Barua, Davidson, Rama, and Thiruvadi, 2010; B. Francis, Hasan, 

Park, and Wu, 2015; H.-W. Huang, Rose-Green, and Lee, 2012; McGuire, Omer, and 

Sharp, 2012). However, the majority of these analyses focus on the traits of a particular key 

figure, such as the CEO or CFO, and neglect team-related problems. This viewpoint differs 

from that of management scholars, who believe that "the attributes and functioning of the" 

top management team "are much more capable of predicting organizational results than are 

the features of the CEO" (Hambrick, Cho, and Chen, 1996). This study examines the 

importance of TMT in business accounting activities in order to address a void in the 

accounting literature. 

Using a dataset of 4,016 firm-year observations from 2003 to 2018, I find that TMTs with 

a homogeneous history and long common experience are more likely to miss-interpret their 

financial results. Some other research analysis indicates their findings as primarily 

influenced by class action litigation or more extreme restatements that affect bottom line 

earnings or stockholders ' equity, and it also looks at cross-sectional differences in surface 

characteristics. Further independent directors mitigate the positive effect of providing 

TMTs with a common history and long mutual experience, although the adverse impact is 

compounded by long-term audit committees. Possible reasons for the findings are that 

independent members of the board bring new viewpoints that mitigate group dynamics. 

This research has many ways to add to the literature. First, by defining more important 

factors which have consequences for financial reporting quality that adds quality to the 

literature on financial reporting determinants. It shows that managers' reporting decisions 

are not only influenced by broad economic incentives but it involves other factors also. 

1.2.5 Investment Efficiency and Financial Reporting Quality  

Companies can reduce information asymmetries by improving the accuracy of financial 

statements (F. Chen et al. (2011); Hilary and Biddle, 2006; Hilary et al., 2009; McNichols 

and Stubben, 2008). According to study, improving investment performance requires 
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reducing adverse selection and moral harm, motivating managers to seek out good 

investment prospects, and improving financial reporting standards3. 

In line with previous research, the study finds various FRQ measures that focus on 

accounting data accuracy: (1) McNichols and Stubben (2008) 's discretionary revenue 

model (2008); (2) the discretionary accrual model proposed by ; (3) P's accruals efficiency 

model. Finally, I use a collective measure consisting of three previous proxies, Dechow 

and Dichev (2002); (4) I note that FRQ is lowering over-investment and under-investment 

Likewise, my findings show that the impact of FRQ on Investment Efficiency is increasing 

due to monitoring of managerial actions and knowledge asymmetries to limit expropriation 

and rights of shareholders. 

My research is contributing to an increasing literature database that provides empirical 

evidence on FRQ and its roles in Investment efficiency Iqbal and Khan (2020), García-

Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), H. Choi and Suh (2019), Lazonick and Shin (2019). My 

results suggest that the main concern of stakeholders in this context is over-investment, as 

managers expropriate shareholders through over-investment and higher FQRs can reduce 

this inefficiency furthermore, this research is the first to examine the correlation effect 

between MC and FRQ on defining Investment Efficiency and my findings indicate that 

certain procedures can play an alternative role in reducing over-investment while, contrary 

to previous research in the U.S. and emerging markets (Biddle et al., 2009; F. Chen et al., 

2011), under-investment issues can be resolved through FRQ García-Sánchez and García-

Meca (2020), Iqbal and Khan (2020). 

Previous research indicates that higher quality financial reporting would improve efficiency 

in investment (Bushman and Smith, 2001; Healy and Palepu, 2001; R. Lambert, Leuz, and 

Verrecchia, 2007). Better-quality financial "reporting "companies show higher" 

investment" "efficiency "due to lower exposure to" investment"-cash-flow. However, 

investment-cash flow sensitivity can either reflect funding constraints or cash surpluses. 

These findings raise the further question of whether higher quality financial reporting is 

                                                 
3 These are the advance Issues in the Economics of Emerging Markets according to International Symposia 

in Economic Theory and Econometrics, Volume 27, 79–101, 2020 published by Emerald Publishing Limited 

ISSN: 1571- 386 /doi:10.1108/ S1571 -038620200000027007. 
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linked to a decrease in over-investment or a decrease in under-investment This analysis 

bears evidence of both. 

The link between quality of financial reporting and the efficiency of investment relates to 

a reduction in the asymmetry of knowledge between companies and outside capital 

providers. For example, higher quality of financial reporting will enable firms to raise 

capital by creating their positive net present value (NPV) ventures that are more accessible 

to investors. Conversely, higher financial reporting standards may limit managerial 

opportunities to engage in value-destroying practices such as building empires in capital-

intensive firms. 

This could be achieved, for example, if higher financial reporting encourages better 

contract writing that prevents inefficient investment and/or increases investors' ability to 

track managerial investment decisions. 

Based on this logic, I conclude that higher quality of financial reporting is correlated with 

either lower over-investment lower under-investment or both. I use three methods to test 

such theories. Next, I analyze whether the financial reporting standard is correlated with a 

lower investment for firms more likely to overinvest and a higher investment for firms more 

likely to underinvest. To do so, I divide the sample by showing that it is correlated with 

over- and under-investment by firm-specific features – cash and leverage" (Michael C. 

Jensen, 1986; S. C. Myers, 1977). Second, I explicitly model the anticipated investment 

level on the basis of a company's investment opportunities to analyze the relationship 

between the financial reporting standard and the deviance from that expected level. Second, 

study uses aggregate investment as a partitioning vector at the economic and industrial 

levels to describe conditions where firms are more likely to over- or under-invest for 

exogenous purposes. 

The investigation's two main concepts are Investment Efficiency and financial reporting 

quality García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), Iqbal and Khan (2020). In the absence of 

business frictions such as unfavorable competition or service prices, I define a firm as 

efficiently investing when executing schemes with positive net present value (NPV). 

Under-investment means give up investment opportunities that would have a favorable 

NPV in the absence of an adverse option. As a result, over-investment is described as 

investing in projects with a negative net present value (NPV). 
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The financial reporting quality, according to them, is the consistency of which financial 

reporting offers information of a company's activities, especially its planned cash flows, 

and informs stock holders. This idea is supported by the Financial Accounting Standards 

Board's Statement on Financial Accounting Principles No. 1 (1978), which states that one 

goal of financial statements is to teach current and potential investors so they can make 

informed investment decisions and measure firms' expected cash flows. 

The study uses an accrual rate calculation given in Dechow and Dichev (2002) as one 

metric for quality reporting of financial to improve comparability to previous studies. This 

measure was commonly used in the previous literature and is based on the assumption that 

accruals increase the in formativeness of earnings by smoothing out transitory fluctuations 

in cash flows. Second, to address flaws in the Dechow and Dichev tests, the analysis 

employs a Leuz and Wysocki (2008) accruals accuracy metric. Finally, the FOG Index, a 

readability measure established by Li (2008), is used in this analysis to capture a more 

forward-looking feature of financial reporting quality. The FOG index, according to Li, is 

tied to a firm's earnings persistence and potential profitability. Three primary conclusions 

emerge from my investigation. For starters, I have discovered that better coverage 

efficiency is linked to less over- and under-investment. In particular, reporting quality is 

negatively correlated with investment among firms that have been shown in previous 

literature to be more likely to overinvest (i.e., cash-rich and unleveraged firms) and 

positively associated with investment among firms that have been shown to be more likely 

to underinvest (e.g., cash-restricted and highly leveraged firms) (Michael C. Jensen (1986); 

S. C. Myers (1977)). 

This result therefore indicates that the relationship between quality of financial reporting 

and investment depends on the likelihood that a firm will be more likely to investing too 

much or too little in a certain field. Second, as calculated at the market level, firms with 

higher reporting performance are less likely to deviate from their expected investment level. 

Second, where net spending is large and combined investment is poor, "quality reporting" 

has a detrimental relationship with investment, resulting in companies with higher financial 

reporting quality being less influenced by aggregate macroeconomic shocks than firms with 

poorer "quality." financial reporting. Another plausible explanation for my findings is that 

they may capture the impact of numerous corporate governance processes linked to quality 

reporting. To resolve this problem, I investigate whether alternative measurement methods, 
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such as institutional ownership, analyst coverage, and the market for corporate regulation 

(as measured by the G-Score index for anti-acquisition provisions), are related to 

“Investment efficiency Iqbal and Khan (2020), García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), 

H. Choi and Suh (2019), Lazonick and Shin (2019).” The research on whether these 

governance processes minimize "over" and "under" investment is mixed. However, using 

these corporate governance indicators has no bearing on my conclusions about the 

relationship between financial reporting quality and "investment," implying that the effect 

I see is not simply a reflection of reporting quality as a surrogate for corporate governance. 

Although my findings indicate that the consistency of financial reporting has to do with 

greater Investment Efficiency there are some caveats in order. Next, my key findings use 

an extensive scale of "investments." As I analyze sub-components of "investment," my 

findings for acquisitions are stronger than those for capital spending. Second, the findings 

are best for the paper's Dechow and Dichev test than for the other financial reporting 

measures of consistency. In view of the issues raised by Leuz and Wysocki (2008) with 

regard to the construct validity of AQ as a metric for the quality of financial "reporting," I 

further demonstrate that my findings are generally robust when using a financial reporting 

quality index based on the Wysocki accrual quality measure and the FOG index. However, 

findings that use these latter variables may better capture the economic magnitude of my 

findings. 

Study findings are contributing to an increasing body of literature studying the relationship 

between quality and financial "investment reporting" Documentation of a relationship 

between the quality of financial reporting and the efficiency of investment has both 

macroeconomic (given the importance of investment as a growth determinant) and firm. 

1.2.6 Corporate Level in-appropriations and Economic Problems of 

Pakistan  

Overall, Pakistan's economy performance is relatively poor and it has suffered unstable 

post-1947 development due to many reasons such as refugee crisis, violence, etc. The 

change in this situation was observed after 1960, and GDP advanced after several 

development policies were implemented. Pakistan still faced many problems that created 

many barriers to economic progress so many measures were initiated for economic 
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development. Political instability, defense spending, increasing population, and social-

sector backwardness remained the main obstacles in this regard. In addition, the 

government took control of the economy's financial sector while no control over the trade 

sector was implemented. Similarly, two other sectors of Pakistan's economy were treated 

in the opposite direction, i.e. agriculture and industry, the former was completely neglected 

and the latter were highly favored (Purohit, Munir, and Rafaj, 2013). The growth rate 

remained low and, after independence, its basic reason remained instability in Pakistan's 

political system. The Government's rapid change in development plans has been 

demolished. During the 1990's, instability in the political system, terrorism, lawlessness, 

and some economic factors including declining exports, fiscal imbalances, increased 

international debt, and resource constraints, and declining foreign reserves remained the 

main causes of declining economic growth Javed, Younas, and Imran (2014) leading to 

scarcity of investment opportunities. 

Inadequate management of both financial and managerial resources, unsatisfactory 

financial services, high quality reporting costs due to lack of accounting expertise, 

accumulation of non-performing loans due to the selection of inefficient investment 

projects, and insufficient capitalization of financial institutions influenced economic 

growth. Pakistan's Government has initiated reforms to improve the financial system as 

part of broader Structural Adjustment Program (SAP) operations. These reforms were 

aimed at supporting the financial mechanism and providing an acceptable investment 

environment to curtail the financial reporting system's inability. There are many corporate 

and economic policies that can be implemented to seize efficient opportunities for 

investment 

Pakistan's corporate sector is divided mainly into the agricultural, services, and large-scale 

manufacturing sectors. The service sector contributes the highest, i.e., 61.52 percent of 

GDP and 18.74 percent is supplemented in 2018-19 by the agricultural sector ("Pakistan 

Bureau of Statistics,"). The large-scale manufacturing sector, which includes more than 

five hundred listed companies, contributes only 10.27% of GDP, including textiles, food, 

chemicals, motor vehicles, fuel  energy, paperboard and products, non-metallic mineral 

products and other manufacturing units ("Pakistan Bureau of Statistics,"). There are high 

opportunities for investment growth and the capacity to progress. One of the main aims of 

the Pakistan’s economy is to improve the balance of payments by enhancing exports, and 
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can only be achieved by strengthening the country's large-scale manufacturing sector. 

There are however, complex and multiple reasons for Pakistan's poor industrial investment 

opportunities. It includes the narrowness of markets, poor quality of industrial labor and 

lack of expertise on the know-how of profitable projects, inefficiency in developing new 

markets, less savings and investment projects for firms, and, most importantly, the lack of 

capital availability. In capital-intensive firms such as automotive, iron, steel and chemicals, 

the requirement for quality financial reporting and the resources of firms is comparatively 

high than labor-intensive sectors such as paperboard, sugar, textiles etc. It is Pakistan's 

biggest problem of industrialization. The requirement of financial resources is very high in 

capital-intensive industries such as steel, iron, chemicals and automobiles. Whereas the 

enormous amount of capital required for investment projects in industries such as textile, 

sugar, paperboard etc. is needed to establish and expand the firms. 

In such scenario, the financial sector reforms contribute to an increase in loanable funds by 

drawing on higher interest rates in more household savings. This would in turn lead to 

greater investment in the manufacturing sector. Pakistan has taken many steps towards 

reforms which are "financial." The costs of the state's restrictive policies were a low level 

of financial "reporting," inefficient investment projects and inappropriate top management. 

It is expected to allow and induce private investors to be more responsive to free-market 

signals and help better acquire funds to lower capital expenditure costs, meet the 

requirements of future investment projects and enhance the overall productivity of the firm. 

By obtaining data from Pakistan, it is important to test those conjectures. If the management 

characteristics and quality of financial reporting have contributed to the firms' investment 

opportunities, it is justified to reduce capital costs and increase the level of their investment 

compared to the current financial reporting practices with more emphasis on upgrading in 

the non-financial sector. However, if no improvements are found in relaxing the financial 

constraints and increasing the investment opportunities in the non-"financial "large-scale 

sector, then such efforts could be misdirected and policymakers will be proposed to take 

the necessary steps to correct the measures in the right direction. 
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1.3 Statement of Problem: 

CEO Pay and Compensation ratio calculated in fiscal year by the CEO compensation and 

compensation ratio to a company's executive board members' net pay and incentive Top 

management team credibility matters a lot which is, unfortunately have broken down a bit 

in Pakistan. Bamber et al. (2010) found that the average financial reporting effect of top 

executives were achieved. Empirical research on the impact of the diversity of team and 

individual manager attributes on the financial reporting standard is highly focused on  listed 

companies (Barua et al., 2010; Marimuthu and Kolandaisamy, 2009; Matthew A. Serfling, 

2012; Teets, 2002). 

The financial reporting standard is a multifaceted definition that necessitates systemic 

measures in addition to earnings or stock price changes (Whittington, 2008). Many 

empirical studies demonstrate that the demographic composition of TMTs influences 

discretionary accounting decisions, voluntary disclosures and FRQ (Bamber et al., 2010; 

Hall, 2010). Depending on the upper echelon viewpoint, the TMT concept will 

simultaneously promote two conflicting practices, either to improve the quality of financial 

reporting or to undermine the quality of financial reporting under the accounting principles, 

top management uses discretion in the financial reporting cycle to select accounting 

strategies, practices and assessments that have a negative or positive result on the 

company's financial reporting efficiency. However, as with other listed companies, in 

Pakistan's public domain, the FRQ remains uncertain. Corporate TMTs use the flexibility 

inherent in accounting policies to either distort or enhance financial details in order to 

optimize their own utility and financial benefits despite operations with business flaws. 

This scenario demands an investigation to find that up to what extent the financial 

statements of Pakistan’s firms remain significant and faithfully reflective for what they 

purport to represent. The problem is that Pakistan’s firms are lacking in building the capital. 

Organizational leadership and top management are considered to be responsible for the bad 

performance of their industrial sector that must be established to ensure the success and 

growth in the long on consistent grounds. The lack of neglected and ignored management 

features of professional staff along with the consistency of financial reporting issues in 

Pakistan poses a challenge to organizational sustainability. 
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Professional growth opportunities might have shaken such issues, retaining the quantity 

and consistency (Castellano, Lightle, and Baker, 2011 2011). Corporate leadership 

therefore, focuses on the immediate benefits of financial income while overlooking changes 

in management technology, improving the MC and failing to sustain financial reporting 

efficiency. The general issue expected is lack of commitment to skill growth, ignorance 

about improving the financial reporting standard, which can lead to investment 

"inefficiency," and TMT dedication to the organization, which can often lead to skilled 

employees leaving the organization (Macky and Boxall, 2008). A lack of commitment can 

result in organizations failing to invest their employees into the development plans and 

quality improvement strategies of financial reporting.  

On the other hand, Pakistan 's industrial sector is facing severe problems which includes 

power and energy shortages, convenient availability of raw materials, rising production 

costs, skilled labor issues, political uncertainty, uncertain economic and export policies, 

and finding new markets. Pakistan’s industry operates in a highly competitive diverse 

world. 

In addition, the financial reporting standard, particularly in the setting of private firms, is a 

concern that needs to be addressed in the first place because it attracts greater scrutiny from 

regulators (Georgiou, 2010). When contrasting with various firms, it is seen that there is 

some understanding issue with the accounting in many of the firms which is a significant 

dilemma. At present, the regulators (R. C. Anderson, Mansi, and Reeb, 2004) are still 

considerably discussing whether the cost of generating full financial GAAP reports 

outweighs the benefits to firms. 

There's nothing known about the companies' investment activities. Economic research is 

important in this area since investment is a determinant of economic growth (Biddle et al., 

2009). This research also discusses the impact of management applications on Investment 

efficiency Iqbal and Khan (2020), García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), H. Choi and 

Suh (2019), Lazonick and Shin (2019). In particular, the ongoing China-Pakistan Economic 

Corridor (CPEC) initiative would reshape the face of the world’s economy along with other 

business factors. Potential investors are now focused on looking for more investment 

prospects. Companies are planning in entering new markets. Pakistan is expected to be 

linked with the world's biggest economies. In this context, in such a situation where new 
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economic scenario is going to develop, Pakistan’s companies badly needed the 

improvements in the quality of financial reporting to shake hands with the global 

companies. It can enhance the ability of Pakistan’s firms in boosting the capital expenditure 

resulting in Investment efficiency Iqbal and Khan (2020), García-Sánchez and García-

Meca (2020), H. Choi and Suh (2019), Lazonick and Shin (2019). 

To compete the world market, Pakistan’s companies need to inject new blood in improving 

the Investment efficiency. This can be made possible by eliminating all those factors that 

may have a negative impact on Investment Efficiency improvements. The enhanced quality 

of financial reporting could provide a clear picture of the business activities on which future 

financial decisions will be based. The success of these financial decisions will result in 

higher investment productivity, thus generating wealth for the future projects. 

1.4 Motivation and Value of the Study:  

Due to lack of easy and purpose-built accessibility to the capital markets and financial 

information to the stakeholders, financial reporting quality has not yet reached at the level 

where it must be, particularly in the manufacturing and non-financial sector. The study aims 

to contribute significantly to the transparency around financial reporting in non-financial 

sector by showing how managers, individual CEOs, CFOs and capital expenditure 

performance matter in shaping the organizations' financial reporting quality García-

Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), Iqbal and Khan (2020). 

The aim of the research is to make policy recommendations for improving the coverage of 

quality to firms’ clients. This would encourage regulators to devise policies that will 

enhance financial management and quality reporting in certain firms in order to make them 

as sustainable as the other listed companies. In the restructuring process the restructuring 

policies will be implemented to help in the industrial manufacturing sector in sustainable 

production. 

The research will make a substantial contribution to improving policy concerns in financial 

reporting by equipping top management with appropriate skills: thus offering a specific 

management procedure for appointing top-level managers, making sound discretionary 

accounting choices for quality reporting to enhance it, further boosting Investment 
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efficiency Iqbal and Khan (2020), García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), H. Choi and 

Suh (2019), Lazonick and Shin (2019). 

Over time, an explosion of scholarly work focused on internal control has indicated a 

renewed interest in internal control that contributes to the consistency of reporting to 

financial statements. This influx in the study has been sparked by the competitive necessity 

that companies report on the state of their internal control systems. If a company discovers 

certain significant shortcomings in the internal control of financial statements, the company 

must explicitly disclose those shortcomings in its annual reports. This knowledge also helps 

pave the way for a research stream that explores the interaction between quality financial 

reporting and a variety of management features as well as efficiency in investment projects. 

A trend in internal control research is investigating the connection between quality of 

financial reporting and efficient investment. The effect of quality knowledge in accounting 

reports on actual investment decisions is theoretically present in research. Lambert et al. 

(2007), and Hilary et al. (2009) further investigated this topic empirically using accounting 

quality metrics. They found that higher FRQ is contributing to greater project productivity.  

1.5 Scope of the Research Study 

The study’s perspective is an inquiry into how companies encourage and support their 

employees to increase their skills to meet the required level of organizational excellence, 

and how TMTs can be motivated and made enable to resolve the problems with proper 

FRQ support for efficient investment (Iqbal and Khan 2020; García-Sánchez and García-

Meca 2020; H. Choi and Suh 2019; Lazonick and Shin 2019). The study focuses on the 

professional development economic opportunities, as necessary. Research results should 

be made popular because all sectors of the industry will benefit from this research. 

TMT leaders are the Executives of the firm from the point of view of this study. The main 

attributes of TMT are Resources, Structure and Reputation that are the focus of the 

research. Resources are divided into TMT Size, which is determined by number of 

executive officers (also CEO) on a company's management team. Percentage of Business 

Education in TMT members measured by percentage of a company's management team 

having a degree in business education. Percentage of formal experience of TMT members 

measured by Percentage of TMT members who worked as executive and/or vice-presidents 
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before joining the firm. The structure is broken down into Female TMT members, which 

are measured by number of Females in TMT. The total longevity of TMT leaders was with 

the organization, determined by the total number of years of management team members. 

CEO Dominance calculated by the Ratio of CEO shareholdings to the stock portfolios of 

members of a company's executive members during the fiscal year. CEO Salary and Bonus 

ratio measured by CEO salary and bonus ratio in fiscal year to total salary and bonus of 

management team members of a firm. Team Reputation is broken down into Number of 

Other Company Board Members measured by number of other business firms’ board on 

which members of the management team serve, Board Independence measured by 

Independent Members Number in TMT. 

1.6 Rationale of the Study/ Research Gap 

Firstly, a previous literature shows that a few research studies were carried out in which 

the impact of management characteristics on Investment Efficiency has been tested and 

these studies got mixed results  H. Choi and Suh (2019), Lazonick and Shin (2019). A very 

few empirical studies found in which FRQ was checked on discretionary revenues, 

discretionary accruals and accrual quality and all these three basis along with aggregate of 

these three have been tested in this study. Furthermore, there is another literature in which 

association was analyzed with mixed results among the financial reporting quality and 

Investment Efficiency of the company. But this research took the initiative, according to 

the established literature (also mentioned in Gap Table 1.1), the effect of the management 

features on Investment Efficiency was not investigated accordingly. 

Secondly, although the management , psychology, and economic research literature is rich 

in studying management characteristics but TMT related management characteristics have 

been ignored in accounting literature as it should be taken into the previous studies to fill 

the demanded much gap of the field especially in the firms listed in Pakistan. A few studies 

have been associated in Pakistan and even outside Pakistan with managers’ demographics 

and financial reporting quality in recent years (Iqbal and Khan 2020); (B. Francis et al., 

2015).  These studies, mostly emphasized on single individual either CEO or CFO thus 

overall team related study-issues have been overlooked and this study differs in this way. 

Thus, an attempt have been made to fill this research gap in which TMT impact is being 
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examined for Investment Efficiency of the firm with the indirect possible effect of the 

financial reporting quality as mediator (see Gap Table 1.1).  

Thirdly, as this academic research also studies the mediating role of FRQ between MC and 

Investment Efficiency hence no literature (known literature) is found evident for FRQ 

mediation. For this reason, this work not only explores this relationship for the first time 

(according to the literature established) but also tests this relationship through the mediation 

of financial reporting quality to test its impact on the effectiveness of investment efficiency. 

A majority of earlier literature focused on different indicators in terms of TMT and the 

effectiveness of investment Few works were conducted on the impact of TMT on the 

effectiveness of investment The work has focused on the markets of the Schultz, Tan, and 

Walsh (2017) or Troy, Smith, and Domino (2011), and from the perspective of the listed 

companies in the UK, research in this field is almost non-existent. As a result, the TMT has 

traditionally been referred to as the CEO and Chairman, or the entire board of directors. As 

the TMT, this job depends on all of the company's bosses (see Gap Table 1.1). 

Fourthly, by mediating FRQ's role for Pakistan's listed firms, there is a lack of an existing 

theoretical model that addresses the relationship between TMT attributes and Investment 

efficiency Iqbal and Khan (2020), García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), H. Choi and 

Suh (2019), Lazonick and Shin (2019) also mentioned it in their future recommendations 

focusing on non-financial industrial sector. The relationship between certain TMT 

attributes and Investment Efficiency is being explained using theoretical models based on 

previous theories. Most of the academic and substantive research on the relationship 

between TMT and investment attributes, as well as FRQ, employs a single action. This 

work uses multiple analytical models using both market-based and accounting measures 

that promises a much better and realistic understanding of the relation within variables (see 

Gap Table 1.1). 

In this sense, natural regression has been used for panel results. This analysis uses 

multilevel simulation on a hierarchical dataset to overcome some of the flaws of earlier 

models. Comparing the theoretical and scientific model to main current policies could pique 

the attention of regulators and academics. Shareholders and management can both benefit 

from an understanding of how this theoretical approach can be translated into operation and 
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achieve the outcomes that the model expects. The nature of this association is due to the 

fact that an improvement in default risk raises TMT turnover. 

Finally, by examining the mediation mechanism using financial reporting quality in 

Pakistan, none of the previous studies (according to the known literature) have explored 

the indirect link between MC and IE. The present study is one of its kind in identifying the 

effects of various MC attributes on the capital structure, capital cost, and level of large-

scale manufacturing sector investment. In domestic literature, however, that perspective is 

still unexplored. Following is the comprehensive gap table that has been managed to 

capture the clear reasons of the research gaps from year 2001 to 2020 (see Gap Table 1.1). 
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Table 1.1 Gap identification for the current study 

Researchers Study focus Variables 
Methodology 

outline 
Conclusions Research Gap found Gaps indicated 

Iqbal and 

Khan (2020) 

The impact of 

FRQ on IE. 

Automobile sector.  

From 2005 to 

2018. 

Investment 

efficiency. MC. 

Explanatory 

research design. 

From 2005 to 

2018.  

Non-financial 

listed firms. 

The empirical evidence 

showed that FRQ has a 

significant relationship, 

thus improving the 

Investment efficiency. 

Certain companies 

having the inefficiency 

in investment, FRQ is 

the best resort for 

creditors to control the 

behavior of the 

management thus 

avoiding the 

expropriation 

The study failed to 

highlight to 

management 

involvement in 

investment decisions, 

these management 

characteristics could 

have been taken into 

consideration. 

The Impact of Financial 

Reporting Quality (i.e., FRQ) 

on Investment Efficiency is 

very important in consideration 

of capital expenditure. It is also 

an interesting area yet to be 

explored as the importance of 

the credible top management 

can’t be ignored in today’s 

world.  It must be investigated 

in an emerging economy like 

Pakistan. 

Rashid 

(2020) 

Effect of the 

presence of 

professional 

accountants in 

TMT on FRQ. 578 

public limited 

companies of 

Bangladesh. 

Time period 2015 

to 2016  

FRQ, the 

presence of PAs 

in TMT. Frm-

size, CG. 

Ordinary Least 

Square (OLS)  

Significance association 

between TMT FRQ.  

By examining a novel 

type of relationship 

between FRQ and the 

presence of PAs in 

TMT and FRQ in the 

context of an 

emerging and 

developing economy. 

Presence of PA, annual report 

disclosure, aims to determine 

whether the presence of PA (as 

an expert) in the TMT affects 

the quality of these disclosure. 

Is only PA enough to represent 

the influence of top 

management? How to address 

other areas of the business to 

test the impact of other TMT 

members. 

García-

Sánchez and 

Managerial ability 

in banks and three 

different 

typologies of 

Investment 

Inefficiency. F. 

cash-flow, 

Managerial 

Generalized 

Method of 

moments. 

(GMM) 

Managers’ abilities 

influence investment 

efficiency in banks in a 

significant way. 

The study didn’t 

focus specific or 

Islamic countries or 

emerging economies, 

The individual roles in firm-

decisions. First empirical study 

to investigate this association. 
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Researchers Study focus Variables 
Methodology 

outline 
Conclusions Research Gap found Gaps indicated 

García-Meca 

(2020) 

investments that 

demand significant 

resources: capital, 

RD, acquisition 

expenditures. 

ability. or geographic 

locations as the 

institutional 

environments are 

quite different. Still 

bank is a financial 

institution, the nature 

and scope of 

investment is quite 

different from non-

financial firms which 

are to be considered 

yet. 

H. Choi and 

Suh (2019) 

The impact of a/c 

comparability on 

the design of 

CEO’s   

compensation 

structure.   

CEOC, a/c 

comparability, 

firm and board 

characteristics  

Pearson 

correlation 

coefficient, 

Univariate 

analysis 

The estimated results 

showed that a/c 

comparability is 

positively related with 

CEOC and his/her 

performance sensitivity.  

This study failed to 

examine the firm 

optimal level of 

comparability. 

It confirms that the accounting 

comparability and better 

motivated managers enhance 

the firms’ value. 

Lazonick 

and Shin 

(2019) 

Effects of female 

board 

representation on 

Investment 

efficiency. 3748 

Korean 

companies, data 

taken from 2006 to 

2014 

IE, Female 

director, MC, 

free cash-flow. 

McNichols and 

Stubben 2008 

model 

Heckman 2-stage 

analysis, 

Generalized 

Method of 

Moment. (GMM). 

Positive association b/w 

female directorship and 

IE. Further subsample of 

firms with female 

directors is less likely to 

over-invest compared to 

the group without 

female directors. 

The study failed to 

find the consistency 

that showed women 

director’s help reduce 

under-investment at 

firms, consistent with 

the risk-averse view. 

The study extends the CG 

literature on board 

characteristics using feminist 

theories, psychology, and the 

behavioral finance literature. It 

explores different implications 

of gender related 

characteristics on investment 

behavior.  

Hsieh, Chen, 

Tseng, and 

How TMT 

knowledge and 

TENURE affect 

Modified Jones 

model, 

performance. 

Fixed effects and 

cluster issues 

Petersen (2009). 

Results showed that 

firms' TMT knowledge 

and average tenure are 

The study failed to 

predict the 

dimensions of TMT 

This study associates TMT 

characteristics with EM and the 

current study mainly address 
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Researchers Study focus Variables 
Methodology 

outline 
Conclusions Research Gap found Gaps indicated 

Lin (2018) accrual-based EM. 

Data of 4791 

companies 

covering time 

period of 2006 to 

2010. 

Jones model/ 

TMT 

characteristics 

and earnings 

management 

negatively associated 

with discretionary 

accruals. 

and discuss how 

these influence 

earnings 

management. 

the effect of CEOs'/CFOs 

'characteristics on earnings 

quality.  

Shahzad 

(2018) 

Two monitoring 

mechanisms:  

Family ownership 

(FO) and financial 

reporting quality 

(FRQ) on IE. 

2007–2014 for 

listed firms. 

FRQ, IE, FC  

Two-dimensional 

pooled OLS 

cluster. Two-stage 

least square 

regression, FGLS 

methods. 

Higher FRQ and FO are 

associated with higher 

IE. FRQ and FO 

eliminates investment 

inefficiency. Stronger 

impact (weaker) for 

family-controlled 

businesses. 

The study does not 

differentiate the FCs 

on the basis of family 

CEO verses non-

family CEO.  

The relationship between FRQ 

and IE.  The impact of FO on 

IE. Imp act of FO on the 

relationship between FRQ and 

the IE of family and non-

family firms. Role of relatively 

less regulated emerging 

market. 

Lai and Liu 

(2018b) 
The study 

investigates the 

relation between 

characteristics of 

TMTs and; 

corporate 

Investment 

efficiency. 

Investment 

Inefficiency, 

FRQ, TMT 

characteristics 

TMT 

characteristics are 

hand-collected for 

fiscal years 2003 - 

2008.  

Firms with better and 

more reputable TMTs 

are negatively related to 

IE. Furthermore, results 

that TMT characteristics 

complement the positive 

effect of financial 

reporting quality on IE. 

TMT characteristics 

can mitigate 

investment 

distortions caused 

inefficient 

investment. What 

TMT characteristics 

are to be tested, 

depend upon industry 

sector and firms’ 

hierarchy that must 

be addressed 

This study examines the 

influence of MC on certain 

strategic decisions and TMT 

characteristics corporate 

investment decisions that focus 

on a relatively specific sample 

of firms; experiencing a 

specific corporate event such 

as an IPO. 

F. Wang, 

Zhu, and 

Hoffmire 

Examine the 

relationship b/w 

FRQ IE to analyze 

the interaction 

effect between FR 

Investment 

Efficiency, 

Financial 

Reporting 

quality, Free 

Unbalanced panel 

data including 

time-series and 

cross-section data, 

Multiple 

FRQ is negatively 

associated with both 

under and over-

investment. Further, that 

financial reporting 

Failed to examine 

FRQ and the free 

cash flow that may 

suffer from 

measurement error.  

Contributes to expand the 

research that examines the 

relation b/w FRQ IE and 

analyzes the interaction effect 

between FRQ and free cash 
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Researchers Study focus Variables 
Methodology 

outline 
Conclusions Research Gap found Gaps indicated 

(2015) and free cash flow 

on IE of 3,726 

Chinese listed 

firms unbalance 

panel data from 

2008 through 

2012. 

Cash flow regression 

analysis. 

quality is more strongly 

associated with over-

investment for large free 

cash flows.  

flow on IE. 

Gomariz and 

Ballesta 

(2014) 

Role of the FRQ 

and debt maturity 

in IE of Spanish 

13500 listed 

companies. 

Data:1998 – 2008 

FRQ, 

Investment 

Efficiency, and 

Debt Maturity 

Two step System 

GMM, OLS. 

FRQ mitigates the over-

invest issue. Lower debt 

maturity causes 

Investment Efficiency to 

improve, decide both 

under and over 

investment. 

FRQ may differ 

depending upon 

firms’ characteristics. 

FRQ and IE are 

subject to 

measurement error. 

Debt maturity moderates the 

effect of FRQ on IE, FRQ’s 

impact on Investment 

Efficiency may increase or 

decrease with the fluctuations 

in debt maturity.  

Matthew A. 

Serfling 

(2012) 

Effects on 

accounting 

decision, 

unexplained by 

firms’ 

characteristics. 

1992 - 2008  

CFOs CEOs 

fixed 

effects/style.  

Manager-firm 

matched panel 

data set as sample 

of 1500 firms.  

Longitudinal 

cross-sectional 

design.  

Argued that managers’ 

FR style affects the 

credibility of earnings 

forecast.  

Fails to explain the 

individual 

characteristics that 

may associate with 

management’s style. 

Knowledge gap 

identified.  

The study determines the effect 

of TMTs characteristics on 

discretionary accounting 

decisions FRQ. Panel data 

research.  

Brochet and 

Welch 

(2011) 

The role of 

executive 

functional 

background FR 

choice in corporate 

firms.1990 

through 2009.  

CEOs CFOs 

background 

functions. 

Goodwill model. 

Measurement 

through Fiscal 

year effects.  

Longitudinal 

design,  

Logistic-model. 

2,168 listed 

companies. Panel 

data.  

The executive functional 

background is 

significant explanatory 

factor of financial 

reporting discretion.  

The study conducted 

on only reporting, not 

quality in relating one 

variable. Both, 

knowledge and 

contextual gap is 

addressed.  

The current study uses 

discretionary accounting 

decisions in FR between five 

diversity demographics.  

Outa (2011) The study 

examines the 

IFRSs adoption in 

Study uses 

earnings-

management, 

Sample drawn 

from 54 listed 

firms on NSE, 320 

Mixed results found 

with some of the metrics 

in FRQ level. The 

TMT diversity not 

focused. FRQ was 

purely based on 

The current study assessed 

FRQ and complemented 

quality reporting with 
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Researchers Study focus Variables 
Methodology 

outline 
Conclusions Research Gap found Gaps indicated 

Kenya and the 

quality of FR. 

From 1995 to 

2004.  

timely Loss 

recognition; and 

value-relevance 

in pre and post-

adoption.  

firm/years. Panel 

data for pre post 

adoption of IFRSs.  

quality sought was 

based on IASB 

framework.  

compliance with the 

adoption of IFRSs. 

FRQ goes beyond the 

adoption of IFRSs.  

disclosures and timeliness 

proxies. Correlational and 

longitudinal design. 

Ge, 

Matsumoto, 

and Zhang 

(2011) 

The effect of 

CFOs individual 

style on corporate 

FR practices.  

The CFO-firm 

year level and 

CFO-firm level.  

CFO- Firm-

Matched 

Longitudinal panel 

data set/ cross sec. 

analysis. F –test 

for joint effect  

CEO’s specific factors 

explain a significant part 

of the heterogeneity in 

maintaining FRs. 

The study failed to 

explore reasons for 

CFOs particular style, 

also limited to three 

observable 

characteristics.  

Accounting decisions of a firm 

as intervening variable, in 

order to determine the strength 

of relationship.  

Bamber et 

al. (2010) The relationship 

b/w manager’s 

diversity and firm 

voluntary financial 

disclosure choices.  

1995 - 2005.  

Manager’s 

personal history, 

forecast of 

management-

earnings; 

frequency, 

precision, news, 

actual earnings 

and accuracy.  

Longitudinal 

design  

1500 firms.  

Top executives exert 

unique and 

economically significant 

influence on their firms’ 

voluntary disclosure.  

A reliable research 

design and control 

variables, but this 

study is based only 

on one demographic 

variable; i.e., 

individual personal 

backgrounds. 

The current study used 

demographic factors and 

voluntary disclosure choice as 

intervening variable in the 

study.  

Miring’u 

Alice and 

Muoria 

Esther 

(2011) 

Examining how 

CG affects 

commercial state 

corporations in 

Kenya.  

Board-size and 

composition  

Descriptive 

survey, study 

sample of 30. 

Multilinear 

regression  

Study concludes positive 

relationship b/w ROE 

and board-size and 

composition.  

Knowledge gap on 

FRQ. CG is an 

element of quality 

reporting.  

Study uses the same context of 

the study to determine FRQ 

with TMTs demographic 

diversity.  

Marimuthu 

and 

Kolandaisam

y (2009) 

The effect of 

Demographic 

diversity of TMT 

BoDs, regard to 

financial 

performance. 

Non-probability 

approach. 

Diversity 

variables- 

ethnicity gender, 

OLS, based on the 

cross-sectional 

financial data 

based on 

Study revealed that 

demographic diversity 

has some significant 

impact on BoDs with 

regard to firm 

performance. But not 

The sampling size is 

based on judgmental 

sampling. The study 

used two variables 

only. Both 

knowledge gap and 

The current study intends to 

focus in Kenya. The study will 

use five variables to help make 

informed judgements.  
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Researchers Study focus Variables 
Methodology 

outline 
Conclusions Research Gap found Gaps indicated 

2000 - 2006  using a ratio 

scale. Study 

used PLS  

companies’ annual 

reports. 

with TMT.  methodological gap is 

identified.  

Barako 

(2007) 
Level of voluntary 

disclosure through 

annual 

reports.1992-2001  

Governance, 

ownership firm 

characteristics, 

CEO, BoDs.  

Longitudinal 

design. Pooled 

OLS with panel-

corrected errors.  

The level of disclosure 

is low in general. But 

with improvement with 

years of study.  

Looked at one aspect 

of FRQ-disclosure. 

Individual CEOs 

characteristics are 

ignored.  

The current study looked at 

TMTs characteristics, 

discretionary decisions and 

FRQ.  

Steccolini 

(2004) 
Focuses on 

financial voluntary 

disclosure in local 

Govt. units in 

Italy.  

Local govt. units 

and financial 

statements, legal 

requirements.  

Cross sectional 

survey, Content 

analysis, and 

Qualitative data. 

Showed that annual 

reports comply with 

legal requirements but 

low FRQ.  

The annual reports 

are too legalistic and 

lack quality content. 

Both knowledge and 

contextual gaps 

identified.  

The study determined quality 

using four proxies for FRQ. 

Use demographic of TMT.  

Uses canonical analysis to 

determine the relationship  

Fawzi, 

Richard, and 

Oyelere 

Peter (2001) 

Managerial 

influence on 

quality financial 

disclosure in 

public sector on 

the website of 

local authorities in 

New Zealand.  

Voluntary 

disclosures, size, 

type of local 

authority, 

profitability, 

leverage and 

press visibility.  

Cross sectional 

survey, Content 

analysis 

Qualitative data.  

Findings indicate that 

only size and type of 

Council influence the 

type of financial 

disclosure on the 

internet.  

The study fails to 

include other 

demographic 

variables like 

qualification, tenure 

and timeliness of 

reporting was not 

considered on 

internet reporting.  

The study used timeliness to 

determine quality reporting. 

The study is based on Kenyan 

commercial state practices. 

Uses longitudinal design. 
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1.7 Research Objectives: 

The critical review and synthesizing the literature on key TMT theories are to be explained. 

This aims at establishing the scope of the TMT by understanding the different attributes of 

TMT and Investment efficiency. It also relates recent academic literature with the 

relationship between various attributes of the TMT and various measures of firms’ 

Investment Efficiency in order to identifying the research gap and relevance of the research 

to stakeholders. The establishment of scope, conceptualizing and classifying the 

determinants of the investment efficiency and FRQ are also linked together to draft the 

objectives to provide a framework of definitions within which the focus on the over-

investment and under-investment operates. The development of theoretical model from the 

literature that explains the alignment of TMT, Investment Efficiency and FRQ is included 

in as objectives of this research within the context of PSX listed companies and to identify 

recommendations for companies facing investment distortions and FRQ problems4. 

Finally, in light of the above discussion, the research study has following research 

objectives: 

1. To test the impact of Top Management Team characteristics on Investment efficiency.  

2. To investigate the impact of Top Management Team on Financial reporting quality. 

3. To check the relationship between Financial Reporting Quality and Investment 

efficiency. 

4. To examine the mediating role of Financial Reporting Quality between Top 

Management Team Characteristics and Investment efficiency. 

1.8 Research Questions: 

1. What is the impact of Top Management Team Characteristics on Investment Efficiency?  

2. What is the impact of Top Management Team Characteristics on Financial Reporting 

Quality? 

3. What is the impact of FRQ on Investment Efficiency? 

4. Does FRQ Mediate the relationship between TMT and IE?  

                                                 
4 The Pakistan stock exchange (PSX) is an ideal setting to investigate the influence of management 

characteristics on investment efficiency and financial reporting quality because of its unique features: First, 

here large number of the listed firms are non-financial (Tahir and Sabir, 2014). Second, unlike  firms of other 

developed countries like USA, structure is highly concentrated and with pyramid structure (Javid and Iqbal, 

2010). Third, given external corporate governance mechanism in Pakistan (La porta et al. 1999;Hu et al. 

2014) propensity of agency problem and principal-agent (PA) conflict seems to be significance factors. 
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1.9 Significance of the Study: 

The actors in this study are Pakistan’s companies that are Non-Financial. It's important for 

organizations to start building onshore workforce that can demonstrate a skillset. 

Organizations usually rely on physical resources, and therefore neglect aspects of 

management. For Pakistan’s listed non-"Financial "companies to grow and flourish, the 

proper combination of factors and intellectual-development climate must be in place 

(TechTarget, 2016). The benefits for Pakistan are multifaceted as organizations spend time 

and resources building analytical skills and improving reporting quality of financial 

The study further supports policymakers if any reform supports and contributes to the 

facility of enterprise access and can increase the level of investment and if desired results 

are not achieved then policy makers should take corrective action. 

In addition, the academics would be able to gain valuable understanding of different aspects 

of accounting and finance that will be discussed and explored in this study. This will help 

them to create their own ideas, remove misunderstandings about the topics to be dealt with 

and draw new principles for their future academic activities. The Pakistan’s firms should 

have a good view of the issues that will be discussed in this report. 

1.10 Summary of the Chapter 

This chapter describes a brief overview of "management characteristics," Investment 

Efficiency and financial reporting quality in listed PSX companies. This chapter includes 

section-wise details such as background, study motivation and rationality, contribution to 

existing knowledge, research questions and aims. Furthermore, significance is presented to 

the academy and practitioners, and lastly a summary of chapters is provided. Chapter 2 

discusses the theoretical explanation and prior literature review on main variable 

relationship. 

---------------------------------- 
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2 CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Management Characteristics / TMT 

The main element in this research is the TMT that explains Management Characteristics 

(MC). In the literature As Per Katzenbach (1997), the different ways and means for TMT 

according to which the real team is that which consists of a few people. Those who have 

an exciting ability and who work hard to achieve common goals, strive to achieve goals 

based on their performance and ability, and adopt a mindset for which they always find 

themselves ready for accountability. 

According to D. C. Hambrick and P. A. Mason (1984) in their theory of the Upper 

Echelons, the most widely accepted definition of TMT was that different TMTs should be 

awarded and nominate different executive levels. The same theory has just been adopted in 

recent research (Bhaiyat, 2019; Knight et al., 1999). For example, the definition of TMT as 

an alternative to this is seen as something like two levels of management, one includes the 

CEO, Chairman, Chief Operating Officer, CFO and above. According to the study, it is 

generally assumed that the team formed as a result of all the managers who are higher than 

the position of Vice President that is consisted of six members is TMT. 

Also, according to Serra, Tres, and Ferreira (2016), managers who are able to do their work 

from all angles and in different ways (especially in complex areas of the job assigned) are 

not necessarily very useful for business all the time. We also need to keep in mind that it is 

not necessary that highly qualified managers always work for the benefit of the business. 

Cornaggia, Krishnan, and Wang (2017) conducted a study of highly qualified and highly 

educated managers to see if these managers have the ability to perform administrative 

matters and affairs better or not. The thing that came to the knowledge was that managers 

with high qualification are also more important in business. Shortly after, Yung and Chen 

(2018) studied the risks to the organization posed by highly qualified managers, in which 

he highlighted the fluctuations in the performance of managers with basic and solid ideas. 

In the end, he said, risk-taking managers are more successful in the organizations and vice 

versa. 

The “TMT” in any organization is usually presented in a very good way because the “TMT” 

has a very high position in any organization (D. C. Hambrick and P. A. Mason, 1984). 
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According to Bhaiyat (2019), in his research, he made it clear that who could be the member 

of the “TMT”, it could be the CEO, CFO, Secretary of the Company, as well as the 

company's executive directors as well. All of these people are considered to be very 

important in the company who do not only assist in decision making but also issue the 

guidelines while making the decisions. Sydney Finkelstein and Hambrick (1996) also 

named the executive doctors as part of the “TMT” and emphasized that executive directors 

play important role in company's decision-making. West and Anderson (1996), West Jr and 

Schwenk (1996), and Amason and Sapienza (1997), all these people described the “TMT” 

in the same meanings as discussed above. Furthermore, it would be a team that proves 

cradle of knowledge and skills and provides tremendous strength to the ecological structure 

of the organization. 

Relevant research scholars to this field, while giving their clear opinion, say that the 

features of TMT help in improving the responsibilities of those holding high positions 

within the firm. It should be noted that such rules should be formulated and whatever is 

decided must also be implemented (D. C. Hambrick and P. A. Mason, 1984). The 

characteristics of management (especially those related to TMT) in any organization 

include the need to streamline information processing methods (Marcel, 2009). One of the 

characteristics of TMT is that in all stages of decision-making, the world's investors are 

attracted in a fantasy way and knowledge and dialogues are combined together by TMT at 

one place to do so. 

The company's business quality and its performance analysis was conducted by Salehi, 

DashtBayaz, and Moghadam (2018) and Bhaiyat (2019) through corporate governance. 

This analysis established the quality and usefulness of corporate governance information 

(such as managerial entrenchment index on the earnings-management and innovation). In 

another study, Salehi, Mahmoudabadi, and Adibian (2018) looked at management 

capabilities, such as management capacity, management entrenchment, organization costs 

and over-confidence in order to get satiety analysis findings. 

Some researchers have defined TMT in such a way that “all such executives and people 

above president level or those officers who have served as directors in the company and 

those who are also members of the board of directors are all counted in TMT”, (Díaz-

Fernández, González-Rodríguez, and Pawlak, 2014). According to Ruigrok, Georgakakis, 

and Greve (2013), TMT is a highest standard of corporate governance which is reflected in 
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the company's website and the company's annual report prominently. They further added 

that in most cases the senior level executives in the company include the CEO and its 

subordinates. In the same way, Nielsen (2010) defined TMT as "the officers who were 

members of the management board or the executive committee as identified in the 

company's annual report". Rivas (2012) and Sydney Finkelstein, Cannella, Hambrick, and 

Cannella (2009) also described TMT saying, "a constellation of the top three to ten 

executives who directly port CEO”. 

However, in light of the various concepts provided in the literature, the members who are 

included in the extended executive management committee were not generally brought into 

the scope of TMT. Previous research has also shown that TMT has been identified by 

various researchers as their own specific research goals, their theories, and specific types 

of reporting methods they use. 

2.1.1 Investment Efficiency 

There is also a lot of real research content that offers true information about investments, 

which are made by companies in different ways. Neo-classical theory has shed a lot of light 

on the concept of obtaining the investment by the firms. According to this theory, "firms 

invest until their profit margin equals the marginal cost of such investment in order to 

maximize their value" (Abel, 1983; Hayashi, 1982; Yoshikawa, 1980). A rich amount of 

past research has shown that companies always try to invest in projects where they see that 

the rate of return and the cost of the project are at least equal. The positive NPV in the 

projects indicates the correct investment decision which falls in the category of perfect 

financial markets. While a lot of past research agrees with this principle of investment, but 

many researchers have also (up to some extent) rejected this principle of investment 

(Bertrand and Mullainathan, 2003; Hubbard, 1998). When investing in these investment 

projects, two types of expected factors are taken into consideration which could be under 

investment or over investment. Both of these factors are also well presented and discussed 

in Agency Theory, which also takes into account the non-parallel information provided to 

shareholders. 

The main debate in the finance sector revolves around the factors that affect investment at 

the company level. According to under perfect business theory, Modigliani and Miller 

(1958) say that investment decision is an important function of investment incentive, which 
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implies that business can invest where there is incentive to invest. According to Hilary et 

al. (2009), investing depends on the increase in last year's revenue. Basically, the company 

continues to incur capital or non-capital expenditures in the current year if its revenue has 

increased in previous years. The profitability of the investment depends on the management 

spending on positive NPV programs, in which the management also takes care to avoid 

negative NPV projects when investing (Michael and William, 1976). 

However, it is important that companies always invest in either negative NPV projects or 

avoid investing in optimistic NPV projects (Lei, Mingchao, Wang, and Yu, 2014). Previous 

literature has placed special emphasis on under investment and overinvestment and certain 

factors explained in depth the reasons behind these two types of investment projects 

(Balakrishnan, Core, and Verdi, 2014; M. Cheng, Dhaliwal, and Zhang, 2011; Di Meo, 

2014; Gomariz and Ballesta, 2014; McNichols and Stubben, 2008). Opportunistic and self-

focussed managers, for example, are usually the obvious reason for these wrong investment 

decisions. The low income of these managers makes them to invest in non-profit projects 

so that they can get their reward in result. This is how they build their big empires (Baumol, 

1959; Lei et al., 2014). It has also been observed that managers who are more passionate 

and have positive thinking, usually over-invest (Ben-David, Graham, and Harvey, 2007; 

Schrand and Zechman, 2012). On the other hand, in under investment case, certain factors 

such as calm life, negative thinking, and risk aversion of agents are included. 

Financial theory suggests us for saying that investing in a non-profit/inefficient project only 

happens when the market fluctuates a lot due to the imperfections in the market. If there 

are managers and capital suppliers to decide the potential investment, there occurs a 

knowledge asymmetry among these and lack of proper information sharing (Michael and 

William, 1976). There are two forms in asymmetrical knowledge case. In the first category, 

adverse selection is the reason which the potential shareholders assume that the manager 

or the management has more access to the information, in such a way, managers may use 

this knowledge for their own benefit or for the benefit of existing shareholders. Thus, the 

potential shareholders are reluctant to invest in the company's project (S. C. Myers and 

Majluf, 1984; Walker, 2013). The second type is moral hazard issue that can arise if the 

customers are not able to make the judgement about the management behavior whether the 

managers are investing in the right and low risky place. In these two cases, shareholders 

seems hesitant to decide the potential investment (S. C. Myers and Majluf, 1984; Walker, 

2013). 
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2.1.1.1  Over/under investment 

Michael and William (1976), (S. C. Myers (1977); S. C. Myers and Majluf (1984)) created 

an outlined criterion by which the asymmetric reporting tasks in Investment Efficiency 

were tackled in a much better way. The issues that have been highlighted by them were 

moral hazard and adverse selection. Moral hazard is the main reason of controversy that 

arises due to the preferences of the shareholders and the poor or even no control of the 

manager over the issues. The reason being stated is that the managers of the companies pay 

more attention to projects that suits their own interests and try to reward their close relatives 

as much as possible. In this situation they completely forget the benefit of shareholders 

Michael and William (1976). This situation often occurs when managers know too much 

about the consequences of investing and sell shares at a higher price to raise more funds. 

In order to bring these inappropriate activities, related to shareholders into a regular system, 

the capital suppliers suggest that the supply quota or the cost of capital should be increased. 

Such financial constraints and limitations may reduce the appeal to invest only in profit-

oriented sectors (Hilary et al., 2009; R. Lambert et al., 2007; Stiglitz and Weiss, 1981). 

2.1.2 Financial Reporting Quality 

When companies prepare their financial statements, make sure that they have all the 

features of the required standards described in the International Financial Reporting 

Requirements that reflect the accuracy, transparency, and timeliness of the company's 

financial statement (Mackenzie et al., 2012). The financial statements should contain 

accurate and precise information about the financial performance of the companies. It 

should be very clear that knowledge provided in these financial statements is of a high 

standard which reflects the truth. 

Verdi (2006) describes FRQ very well by highlighting the performance of the corporate 

sector briefly. Through this he wants to inform the stakeholders about the day-to-day 

operations of the company. As a result of this financial reporting, we get an idea of the 

friendly direction of financial matters of the company and get acquainted with satisfactory 

facts about the financial situation and its results (V. W. Tang, 2008). In order to understand 

all these financial statistics in a good way, we need to know the exact results and accurate 

information about the economic and financial status of the market. 
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2.1.2.1  Financial Reporting Quality and Investment Efficiency Relationship 

Verdi (2006)  explained the relationship between FRQ and the Investment Efficiency in a 

research conducted between 1980 to 2003. The results of this research have shown a 

significant improvement in FRQ during this period. FRQ can have a direct impact on a 

company's Investment efficiency Iqbal and Khan (2020), García-Sánchez and García-Meca 

(2020), H. Choi and Suh (2019), Lazonick and Shin (2019). The quality of the financial 

statements of companies protects the fundamental rights of the shareholders. The rights of 

the shareholders are better protected and their confidence in the business improves. 

Financial Reporting Standards Board (FASB), Financial Accounting Principle Statement 

No.1 (1978) defines the security of potential shareholders while investing. Agency theory 

also discusses the rights and entitlements of potential investors in detail, explaining that 

one of the main reasons for “OI” is disproportionate information. Any lack of quality in 

financial reporting encourages managers to take unfair personal advantage which affects 

the rights of the shareholders (Michael C. Jensen, 1986; Michael and William, 1976). 

Past research studies have shown that there is a risk of Investment Efficiency being affected 

if there is a lack of proper reporting or uneven exchange of information between investors 

or shareholders and company managers (Hilary and Biddle, 2006; Verdi, 2006). This 

proves that there is a direct link between FRQ and investment potential, which means that 

a high quality FRQ helps to establish better Investment efficiency Iqbal and Khan (2020), 

García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), H. Choi and Suh (2019), Lazonick and Shin 

(2019). S. C. Myers and Majluf (1984) observed that if the shareholders and the company 

managers agree on the same line of action, then the company managers are reluctant to 

raise funds for the company at cheaper rates, if need be, even though the proposed 

investment would be in the best interest of the company. Research has also shown that  

quality financial reporting enables shareholders to keep an eye on the company's managers 

(Bushman and Smith, 2001; Richard A. Lambert, 2001). In light of the findings of these 

researches, it is clear that there is a good relationship between Investment Efficiency and 

FRQ. (Hilary and Biddle (2006); Hilary et al. (2009); O.-K. Hope and Vyas (2017)) have 

also confirmed this research conducted in past. However, researchers also say that the 

results of the above-mentioned research may vary according to the situation in different 

markets around the world (C. J. Chen, Li, Su, and Sun, 2011; L. Gao and Kling, 2008). 

Considering the findings of previous research studies, due care must be taken to validate 

the evidence of which the relationship between Investment Efficiency and FRQ can be 
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established. According to Hilary et al. (2009), FIR has good relation with Investment 

efficiency Iqbal and Khan (2020), García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), H. Choi and 

Suh (2019), Lazonick and Shin (2019). 

2.2  Theoretical Framework: 

This part of the chapter discusses the features of management that make up a strong 

structure of any company. The basic theories used in IE and FRQ are also discussed here. 

For this purpose, IE, FRQ and MC are covered. It reviews all the theories from this section, 

which reinforces a better interpretation of my observations. 

Companies seek help from the core sectors of FRQ and IE to pursue their business and 

competitive interests. FRQ and IE is a great mix that could potentially be a proper tool for 

companies to achieve their comparative advantages. The human resources in one company 

can be compared to the human resources in any other company which presents these 

companies as a sustainable, specialized and particular resourced company. The more 

resources these features provide to companies, the more beneficial they will be to them 

(Amit and Schoemaker, 1993). 

2.2.1 Upper Echelons Theory: 

This theory was introduced in 1984 by D. C. Hambrick and P. A. Mason (1984)5. According 

to this, executive experience, top executives’ experiences, all these factors influence the 

decisions together (Bhaiyat, 2019; Sanders and Hambrick, 2007). This theory has also 

showed that knowledge based psychological characteristics lead decision making in the 

investment sector. According to (García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020); D. C. Hambrick 

and P. A. Mason (1984)), a lot of research has shown that overconfidence and top executive 

characteristics affect the investors’ investment decisions. 

When comparing the characteristics of TMT and the individual characteristics of the CEO 

in any company, it is clear that the characteristics of TMT are more important (Hambrick 

                                                 
5 After more than 35 years, Hambrick and Mason’s upper echelons theory (UET) stands as one of the most 

influential perspectives in management research. However, as the literature and its attendant reviews have 

become more numerous and specialized, discussion of the fundamental conceptual and methodological 

critiques leveled against research utilizing the UET perspective has grown fragmented. As such, one of the 

aim of the present research is to identify and synthesize a set of common utilities of UET. In doing so, I have 

unpacked important aspects within my research while establishing a common vocabulary to facilitate greater 

consistency in how these aspects are discussed by scholars, editors, and reviewers. 
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et al., 1996). D. C. Hambrick and P. A. Mason (1984) provided us with a fair insight into 

the characteristics of TMT and the interrelationships in Strategic Choice. Logical and 

analytical research has been severely curtailed as most of the focus of their discussions has 

been on corporate organizations only as companies have been forced to apply high-level 

theory to inform TMT and IE (Short, Moss, and Lumpkin, 2009). 

Research on TMT by researchers began in the 1980s and has grown over  the time Glunk, 

Heijltjes, and Olie (2001). In their research, Sydney Finkelstein et al. (2009) reviewed 40 

experimental studies discussing the formation of TMTs and the impact of strategic 

decisions on organizational outcomes. Before 1980, only the CEO was discussed, after 

which a new way came up which changed the traditional aspect of research. According to 

D. C. Hambrick and P. A. Mason (1984), TMT is a reflection of any organization. In the 

“Theory of Observation Study”, Srivastava and Lee (2008) argued that the characteristics 

of TMT (e.g. age, size, education, tenure, diversity) are good indicators of the 

characteristics of the executives. 

Gauthier, Cohen, and Meyer (2019) have shown that a company's TMT is closely linked to 

a company's strategic decision-making (Carpenter and Sanders, 2004). The Upper Echelon 

perspective has provided us with very reliable information in this regard, which has been 

overlooked in previous research before the advent of this theory (Light, 2006). Keeping in 

mind the characteristics of TMT, this research clarifies the relationship between TMT and 

IE, which will help in future research and will contribute to this theory. 

The Upper Echelons Theory also offers an insight by emphasizing on the transparency in 

TMT. Sydney Finkelstein et al. (2009) in turn argues that future organizations will depend 

on more than one powerful individual rather than a single authoritative person. For this 

reason, previous research has shown that TMT of a company is more accountable than a 

single individual (D. C. Hambrick and P. A. Mason, 1984). 

2.2.1.1  Management Characteristics and Upper Echelons Perspective 

Keeping in mind the Impacts of diversity, there are two aspects: one is the positive aspect 

and the other is negative. García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020) say that both of these 

aspects are predicted by the Upper Echelon Theory. In the literature of community 

effectiveness, it is mentioned that organizations can be both beneficial and harmful. 

Benefits can only come when they are better controlled (Milliken and Martins (1996); 

Naranjo-Gil, Maas, and Hartmann (2009); Nielsen (2010)) and researchers have called it a 
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"mixed blessing". Other options, best investment opportunities and investment alternatives, 

these are all positive aspects of MC that allow us to better evaluate investment 

opportunities. On the other hand, slow decision making, lack of coordination among the 

members, communication problems and quarrels among the members are all the negative 

aspects that have a bad effect on the company. According to Cannella Jr, Park, and Lee 

(2008), TMT and IE do not have any negative or positive aspects but there is a moderate 

relationship exists between them. 

To conduct an analysis of the internal and external conditions of the company, I have 

presented this to the left of the original model described in Figure 2.1. Features of top 

management that can and cannot be observed, both can be used as proxies that are 

mentioned in the Upper echelon theory by D. C. Hambrick and P. A. Mason (1984), e.g., 

education, work experience, firm size, former experience, tenure, gender diversity, CEO 

Dominance, CEO Compensation, Team affiliation etc. They also help in creating 

appropriate and suitable strategic alternatives. With the help of this theory, one can 

understand the features that can both be observed and cannot be observed. Numerous 

strategic variables / choices, from creativity to response time are displayed in the right-hand 

side of the shape that reflects the various characteristics described by the executive team. 

According to Carpenter and Sanders (2004), his study found that these measurable features 

and strategic variables also have the potential to change from one form to another. 

 

Figure 2-1 Upper Echelon Theory Framework taken from D. Hambrick and P. Mason (1984) 

Viewing TMT with the help of Resource-based view has been proven by many previous 

studies where it is assumed that any organization is a package of resources (Athanassiou 
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and Nigh, 2000; Hutzschenreuter and Horstkotte, 2013; Pegels, Song, and Yang, 2000). 

According to Hutzschenreuter and Horstkotte (2013), RBV tells us that if a firm has human, 

physical and capital resource facilities, they are a permanent means of continuous 

superiority to another firm. 

How the Investment Efficiency of a company affects the personality-traits of senior 

executives is explained in Upper Echelons theory. In order to better understand the 

performance of companies, the characteristics of TMT should be considered instead of 

focusing on the characteristics of individual executives. Given the characteristics of 

management, the upper echelon is a basic strategic theory that clarifies the relationship 

between the company's core behavior and its performance results. This theory is rooted in 

the behavioral theory of firm (Cyert and March, 1963). The success of the company also 

depends on the strategic choices that are influenced by the characteristics of the TMT. Like 

all other human beings, the personality of the company managers also has deep 

psychological implications. As a metric, demographic traits may be used for these attributes 

which was concluded by D. C. Hambrick and P. A. Mason (1984), Chatterjee and Hambrick 

(2007) in their research study. The strategic option and the organizational demographic 

perspective have been merged by D. C. Hambrick and P. A. Mason (1984) in order to 

develop the upper echelon theory. 

In support of the relationship between the ever-changing business environment and TMT, 

the name of the upper echelon perspective has come to the fore in many previous 

researches. In these notable researches, the names of March and Simon (1958), 

organizational creativity of Hage and Dewar (1973), structure D. Miller and Toulouse 

(1986), the Boeker (1989), the subsequent development of Eisenhardt and Schoonhoven 

(1990) and the success of the implementation of various types of strategy A. K. Gupta and 

Govindarajan (1984), García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020) are prominent. 

Greve, Nielsen, and Ruigrok (2009) made a study of TMT literature over a period of 22 

years proved that the Upper Echelon is the most widely used theory. This theory has been 

commonly used in firms in conjunction with social psychology and investment ability, but 

agency theory has been used by very few people in their research. In Greve et al. (2009) 

study, it was stated that many researchers have used Dependent variables for different 

purposes to achieve different types of institutional results. The most widely used of these 

is Dependent variable success. Pettigrew (1992), in its research, has used managing elites 
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as a substitute for TMT, including those who regularly hold a key position within the 

organization and hold strategic positions. D. C. Hambrick and P. A. Mason (1984) and 

Sydney Finkelstein and Hambrick (1996) praised TMT, saying that it includes people who 

are serving as very strong actors in any organization and hold very privileged positions. 

When we look at the controversy on Upper Echelon theory, we realize that a great deal of 

research has been done on the subject, which shows how to have a great deal of impact of 

people at high positions in the firms having influence can do much good for a firm from a 

very basic level. For example, Carmeli, Schaubroeck, and Tishler (2011), based on 

observations, explains how TMT features and their quality can be improved and how 

individual performance can be further enhanced in this way. In its research, Evans and 

Butler (2011) claims and answered the question that how a company's top management 

team members are proven as an asset to the company and make these various opportunities 

available to the company in reality by helping in increasing the firm’s investment. 

Based on these concepts, recent research in finance and economics will try to find out 

whether managers play a key role in the success of the company or not (García-Sánchez, 

Martínez-Ferrero, and García-Meca, 2020). The first thing that went into the investigation 

in Bertrand and Schoar (2003) paper, was that it found that managers were developing a 

specific style of decision-making in finance. Idiosyncratic. Measurement of management 

style has also contributed a lot to this research study which cannot be linked to hereditary 

measurable traits such as education status etc. 

2.2.1.2  Contribution of Upper Echelon Theory in Literature 

In its research, Higgins and Gulati (2003) clarified that the impact of managers on 

institutional decision making has been overlooked in past research. According to (García-

Sánchez and García-Meca (2020); D. C. Hambrick and P. A. Mason (1984)), managers 

make different investment choices at the corporate level due to their individual differences 

between different management styles. Based on this, the research advised the managers to 

continue their work following the traditional priorities. According to the upper echelon 

theory, not all managers have the same characteristics. In this context, the ability of 

managers to invest in firms has been presented in different ways in their research, Bertrand 

and Schoar (2003), earning consistency Demerjian, Lev, Lewis, and McVay (2013), 

accounting conservatism Ahmed and Duellman (2013), accruals Dejong and Ling (2013), 

and voluntary disclosure Bamber et al. (2010) have been shown. 
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Kalkhouran, Nedaei, and Rasid (2017) and Pavlatos and Kostakis (2018) in their research, 

examined the effects of a unique type of control system on the characteristics of TMT. In a 

study conducted on FRQ Literature, W. Choi, Han, Jung, and Kang (2015) reported that 

managers can influence earnings in their routine decisions and that they have an appropriate 

and best role to play in improving the Financial reporting process. The same views have 

been expressed in high-level theory, especially where top level managers do not hesitate to 

make big decisions (even in difficult situations) which is based on their personal and 

academic backgrounds (García-Meca and García-Sánchez, 2018). This theory was also 

used in their research study by (García-Meca and García-Sánchez, 2018). What it is trying 

to find out, is whether the specific competencies of managers play a role in improving the 

quality of financial reporting. His research included 877 banks with a glimpse into the 

emerging economies of nine countries. As a result, his research proved that managers' own 

skills and competencies play a key role in improving the quality of financial reporting. 

According to these researchers, it has also been come to know that, those who are more 

capable managers do not handle the company's profits on the basis of opportunity, rather 

they deal with it on merit. Following the same claim based on the upper echelon theory, 

current research examines the effect of TMT properties on Financial Reporting Quality 

(Aier, Comprix, Gunlock, and Lee, 2005). 

D. C. Hambrick and P. A. Mason (1984), by using the upper echelon theory, has explained 

that when it is based on the faith and hope of the top executives, the Financial Reporting 

strategy choices can be identified and the financial statements can also be monitored in a 

much better way. According to Golden and Kohlbeck (2020), TMT members cannot pay 

attention to every part of the company and its environment in one way. The reason is that 

the opinions of the executives are very limited because feelings vary from one person to 

another which makes a difference in their views. In such a situation, the managers' own 

opinion provides a basis for strategic decision making in financial statements. According 

to the upper echelon theory, the past experience of executives and their other characteristics 

affect the top-level executives thus affecting the firm's FRQ (Chatterjee and Hambrick, 

2007). In all these contexts, the role of the company's CEO is very important to the 

company's environment and culture, and its discipline is critical in improving the 

company's FRQ  which presents more accurate picture of the firm (Golden and Kohlbeck, 

2020). 
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Reiterating the same thing in his research, Plöckinger, Aschauer, Hiebl, and Rohatschek 

(2016) concluded that the features of top executives are helpful in improving FRQ. Sixty 

different research studies conducted in the past, consistently show that management 

executives have a profound effect on financial reporting choices (Plöckinger et al., 2016). 

Empirical research has introduced a great way to test the characteristics of executives and 

their psychological strength. However, an analysis of research on the characteristics of 

high-ranking individuals has shown that the results of these researches are inconsistent and 

unclear, but at the same time, these theories support the expectations of the upper echelon. 

Using upper echelon theory, D. C. Hambrick and P. A. Mason (1984) stated that relatively 

young executives among the TMT members, generally prefer to take more risky steps due 

to the fact that young executives make the riskiest decisions more often and they do not 

hesitate to do so. They also described the behavior of young executives as "youthful 

ignorance". Continuing the same point, Sproten, Diener, Fiebach, and Schwieren (2018) 

said that young executives act hastily in their decisions and, therefore make risky decisions, 

in doing so they do not care about the fact that they may have to face risks in the future. 

Different executives differ from each other in terms of expertise in the financial affairs of 

companies (Gore, Matsunaga, and Eric Yeung, 2011). Especially those executives who are 

CFOs or have worked as CFOs before joining such firm are able to better understand 

corporate accounting because of their experience and their relationships with outside 

business figures. (Matsunaga, Wang, and Yeung, 2013). Furthermore, the hypothesis shows 

that those with relevant experience are more subjective and better at executive stand-off 

decision-making and play a better role in financial reporting outcomes (Bunderson and 

Sutcliffe, 2002; Cannella Jr et al., 2008). 

On the other hand, it is a common notion that top managers are also the root cause of many 

defects at the company level, including violations of rules and regulations. We also see the 

same negative tendencies of the top executives in UET. Continuing the same role of top 

executives in my research, I have embraced UET's view that Top Individuals make 

decisions based on their faith by using their personal understanding in all situations. 

Sanders and Hambrick (2007) found that the company's top executives often make 

decisions based on biasness and nature. 

Many researchers have spotted the existence of  relationship between top management and 

corporate wrongdoings in which their focus is on CEO and top management (Cumming, 
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Leung, and Rui, 2015; Troy et al., 2011). Although this research has increased the 

awareness about the effects of top management and corporate wrongdoings on each other, 

but it has overlooked the most important player, the CFO (V. K. Gupta, Mortal, 

Chakrabarty, Guo, and Turban, 2020). In the last five decades, finance managers have 

started making more corporate decisions, achieved growth from the lowest to the strategic 

peak (Zorn, 2004). But the pace at which TMT's positions have changed over time has not 

been reflected in academic research. In this context, Uhde, Klarner, and Tuschke (2017), 

commenting on the results of its research, said that the researchers have not given more 

importance to the CFO than the CEO of the company in their previous research. Their status 

remained very low at the corporate level (Carmeli, Brammer, Gomes, and Tarba, 2017). 

UET also emphasizes TMT's high level of transparency in companies, arguing based on the 

results of its research in 2009 that the future of companies depends on more than one 

powerful person rather than a single individual. To be relied upon. TMT is largely 

responsible for the shortcomings in strategic decision making based on the quality of 

financial reporting, which is why I have used TMT as a proxy for Management 

characteristics in my research, which allows UET IE and FRQ are analyzed using 

The research conducted previously in the area shows that Investment Efficiency is analyzed 

in two ways: one “under investment” and the other is “over investment”. Companies that 

have better TMT features have fewer financial constraints and shortcomings that can reduce 

their under-investment issues. Chemmanur et al. (2009) have endorsed this view, stating 

that firms with more reliable and reputable TMT are more likely to succeed in attracting 

external investment, which encourages investment habits among companies. On the other 

hand, such companies get aligned with more suitable and strong type of investment plans 

which will benefit them in the long run. Success, in this situation depends largely on 

strengthening the reputation of the companies and TMT, thus reflects this (Bhaiyat, 2019). 

In the light of the findings of the previous literature, I can clearly say that UET attaches 

great importance to CEO and TMT as a whole (Sanders and Hambrick, 2007). In my 

research, I have used three types of measurable dimensions in accordance with UET 

recommendations:  

First are Team Resources (includes education and relevant work-experience) available to 

firms’ management. It also includes Size of firm’s TMT (TSIZE), Percentage of Business 
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Education among TMT members (BED), Percentage of Former Experience of TMT 

members (FEXP). 

The second is Management Team Structure, which measures the extent of uniformity in the 

tenures of management team members, and their relative importance to the management 

team. It includes Female TMT members/gender diversity (GDIV), the average tenure of 

TMT members (TENURE), CEO Dominance (CEOD) and Ratio of CEO Salary plus Bonus 

(CEOC). 

The third and last is Management Team Reputation among outside of business-community, 

which measures the reputation built-up by members of the team-management. It includes 

Team Affiliation measured as the Number of team members sit in Other Companies’ Board 

(TAFF). 

2.2.2  Agency Theory 

The Agency theory6, which was developed by Michael C. Jensen and Meckling (1976), in 

this theory they said, “If both parties to the relationship are utility maximizers there is good 

reason to believe that the agent will not always act in the best interest of the principal”. 

Berle and Means (1932), in his book “The Modern Corporation and Private Property” has 

highlighted aspects of monitoring the autonomy of firms’ executives based on the rise of 

business ownership. The basic premise of this theory was that when a company first come 

into being, its owners are its managers, and as the company's business grow, the owners of 

the company appoint its managers. The relationship that develops between the owners of 

the company and its managers, in this way is called agency relationship. 

This theory tells us about the basis of governance of a company and how disputes arise 

between the owners of the company, the managers of the company and the people who 

provide large amount of loans to the company. Each of these groups has its own individual 

goals that they want to achieve. Agency theory further explains that asymmetric 

information can cause company managers to deviate from the maximum investment level, 

                                                 
6 Agency theory is one of the most widely used theoretical perspectives to explain the relationship between 

management mechanisms and disclosure. According to agency theory, due to the divergence of interests 

between shareholders (principals) and managers (agents), the latter may not always act in the best interests 

of shareholders by creating agency problems such as suboptimal investment decisions and excess spending.      
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thus causing two types of problems: one adverse selection and the other moral hazard (S. 

C. Myers and Majluf, 1984; Prencipe, Bar-Yosef, and Dekker, 2014; Shahzad, 2018). In 

alignment of these issues, it is obvious/possible for some managers to take advantage of a 

situation in which they prefer to pursue their own personal gain and financial incentives, 

which harm the company's potential investment. Then the shareholders of the company 

have to suffer in such a situation. 

In today's modern age, the ownership and control of corporations are separated from each 

other (as shown in Fig.2.2) and this is the basic concept of agency theory. According to 

this, the principal employs its agent to control or run the firm. The relationship between the 

principal and the agent is that of owner and manager. The agent, then puts its personal 

interest at first as being opportunistic, and behaves morally against the behavioral interest 

of the principal. (Michael C. Jensen, 2001). 

 

Figure 2-2 Agency Theory Framework taken from Michael C. Jensen and Meckling (1976) 

Over time, as the importance of TMT in corporations grew, so did research in agency 

theory. Wiseman and Gomez-Mejia (1998) found that managers are economic agents, while 

Pepper and Gore (2015) re-examined these concerns through Behavioral Agency Theory 

based on internal governance, while Almaqoushi and Powell (2017) emphasized external 

governance and oversight, and highlights aspects of control. The principal must overcome 
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these problems and ensure that his agent works for the benefit of the business. But such 

measures of the principal will come at a multi-cost which is known as agency cost. 

The literature of this theory advises us to design compensation contracts with the most 

competent and sincere TMT, so that the agency cost can be reduced as much as possible, 

this will help in overcoming the under investment (Tosi, Katz, and Gomez-Mejia, 1997). 

In the same way, managers' compensation agreements should be carefully designed to 

encourage investment and to protect stakeholders' preferences. Research by Guay (1999) 

found that managers with high incentives prefer to invest in relatively high-risk projects 

and do not pay attention to potential losses. These research studies show that risky project-

priorities negatively affect investment viability (Hovakimian and Hovakimian, 2009; Lai 

and Liu, 2018a). 

Moral Hazard and adverse selection lead to over-investment i.e., higher investment than 

expected and often under-investment i.e., lower than expected investment which is 

explained in agency theory (W. Jiang and Zeng, 2014). The moral hazards and agency 

conflicts can motivate management to put their own interests first. To reduce the risk of 

losing their options, managers may prefer over-investment which affects payments to 

shareholders (García-Sánchez and García-Meca, 2020). 

2.2.2.1  Agency Theory and TMT-FRQ Linkage 

The capable TMT selects and invests in investment schemes in a very appropriate manner 

which confirms the agency theory. This theory also tells us that FRQ decisions are 

influenced by the management features (Demerjian et al., 2013; García-Meca and García-

Sánchez, 2018; García-Sánchez and García-Meca, 2020). 

Almilia (2009) noted agency theory helps in understanding the potential benefits of 

financial reporting. According to this theory, in the presence of disproportionate or 

asymmetric information, if managers combine more than one decision by making set of 

decisions, the effectiveness of those decisions can be increased. Agency theory has proved 

to be the most effective according to which managers formulate strategies based on their 

personal interests, which in no case can increase the wealth of the shareholders unless the 

interests of the shareholders are protected (Michael C. Jensen and Meckling, 1976). The 

Code of corporate governance emphasizes the principle of independence and balance of 

power, which protects the rights of all shareholders and emphasizes the importance of 

transparency in financial matters. 
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Does MC have any role in increasing FRQ and do earnings help in reducing the 

manipulation? To find answers to these questions, previous research has used different 

models related to accrual earnings management (Alves, 2012; Alzoubi, 2016; Latif and 

Abdullah, 2015; Nazir and Afza, 2018; Yasser and Al Mamun, 2015). To this end, many 

researchers have used agency theory to discretionary and total accrual models for 

calculations in FRQ. Although their use is rare in traditional economies and relatively small 

companies. Due to the constant fluctuations in the economy and the constant changes in the 

personal intentions of individual executives, the characteristics of TMT in financial 

decision-making and investment capacity have become more important (Rajagopalan and 

Zhang, 2008);(Man and Wong, 2013). 

Now a days, the reputation of companies all over the business world is considered to be 

better and credible if their internal control system is strong which  affects the financial 

reporting quality of the company (Rafique, Malik, Waheed, and Khan, 2017). And it is fair 

to say that The TMT structure of companies whose financial statements are altered, is very 

weak (Cohen, Wolf, Panter, and Insko, 2011). 

Thus, in the context of agency theory, monitoring of TMT decision-making has become 

essential to ensure the protection of shareholders’ rights. In emerging economies, according 

to Fama and Jensen (1983) and  Berle and Means (1932), the main agency problems are 

caused by outsider capital investors and top executives. Appropriate and accurate 

monitoring processes can make the quality of financial reporting reliable and earnings 

management can be prevented with TMT's robust and good monitoring system (García-

Sánchez and García-Meca, 2020; Iqbal and Khan, 2020). 

Therefore, Agency Theory believes that only the elimination of disproportionate or 

asymmetric information and advanced financial reporting system can eliminate problems 

of over-investment and Under-investment. In short, according to Agency Theory, the 

companies in which these individuals continue to pose a variety of problems, have a system 

of penalties and rewards (Michael C. Jensen and Meckling, 1976). However, agency theory 

also argues that insider dominant boards can provoke controversy among company 

managers because of the separation of ownership and control, that’s why the external 

directors have to enter the scene in managing the management's behavior and policy. 
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2.2.3 Neo-Classical Theory 

Neo Classical Theory of Investment7 is one of the most famous, reliable and widely 

researched theories in the field of investment. This theory was developed by Jorgenson 

(1963). The objective of the development of this theory was to build an understanding about 

the mood of executives to invest in fixed-business investments. Examples of fixed business 

investments are the purchase of machinery by firms, the construction of new factories and 

office buildings etc. Neo Classical Theory of investment has shed light in great detail on 

the reasons for fluctuations in investment (Iqbal and Khan, 2020). 

This theory presents various investment hypotheses, one of which is that the main purpose 

of firms is to increase their net present value (NPV). With the help of production function, 

companies tempt to increase their profits and try to follow the policy of maximum 

investment. As a result, when companies deviate from the maximum investment policy, 

this situation is called inefficient capital investment (R. Gao and Yu, 2020). 

The neoclassical investment framework indicates the unlimited access of companies to 

capital, which allows them to keep investing until the return on investment gets equal the 

cost of investment (Tobin, 1969). The investment by the companies does not depend on 

their internal resources only. However, previous research conducted by Abdul Jalil (2014) 

reinforces the notion that companies may abandon their maximum investment due to high 

volatility and uncertainty in the market. Due to moral-hazard and adverse-selection, the 

disproportionate information exchange between investors occurs due to which capital 

Investment Efficiency is affected (Hilary et al., 2009). 

According to Neo Classical Theory, companies should acquire all positive Net present 

value (NPV) projects and move away from negative Net present value projects (Modigliani 

and Miller, 1958). However, there is still a lot of debate on this theory in the relevant 

literature because capital investment barriers and market fluctuations, sometimes prevent 

managers from making profitable investment projects (R. Chen, El Ghoul, Guedhami, and 

Wang, 2017; Hubbard, 1998). This is why most companies abandon their investment plans 

resulting in investment in -efficiency (Anwar and Malik, 2020; Iqbal and Khan, 2020; Wen, 

Liu, Wang, and Caputo, 2016). 

                                                 
7 In the neoclassical theory framework, the marginal value of an investment project is the only factor 

needed for firms to decide to invest or not (Modigliani and Miller 1958). 
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Neo Classical Theory further states that firms make investment decisions in order to better 

assert their importance (Hayashi, 1982). While on the other hand, companies consider other 

reasons for investing in the Keynesian framework, these reasons include capital protection 

and firms’ growth (Gordon, 1992). Inconsistent information between managers and 

shareholders increases moral-hazard and adverse-selection. Failure to monitor the firm 

properly may result in over-investment, but it may also increase the rate of return as per the 

demand of the shareholders which may result in under-investment. However, due to the 

different features of TMT, these difficulties can be handled very well and the agency risk 

can be reduced. 

This lesson sheds new light on various aspects of important theories for the preparation of 

theoretical framework. Various aspects of TMT that have been identified are based on three 

broad categories: Team resources, Team structure and Team reputation. This research has 

benefited from UET, Agency Theory and New Classical Theory of Investment. This 

chapter clarifies the relationship between these theories and develops a hypothesis under 

each characteristic. 

2.3 Conceptual Framework 

The conceptual model intends to determine the extent to which top management team’s 

members may affect the Investment Efficiency and financial reporting quality in the non-

financial firms listed in Pakistan stock exchange. Previous studies have reported mixed 

findings with almost same variables. The discussion of independent, dependent, mediating 

variables is used in explaining the conceptual model. The causal factors are part of 

composition of top management team with diversity in team size, business education, 

former experience, gender, tenure, CEO dominance, CEO compensation and team 

affiliation. Financial reporting quality is the mediating variable and Investment Efficiency 

is the dependent variable8. FRQ is measured under four study variables namely; 

discretionary revenues, discretionary accruals, working capital accruals and aggregate of 

these three measurements. Financial reporting quality is boosted by various management 

characteristics and quality of financial reporting. The existing literature discussed show that 

quality of financial reports and efficiency of investment depend on top managerial motives, 

                                                 
8 In particular, previous studies find that chief executive officers (CEOs) with MBA degrees and younger 

generation, on average, are more aggressive: They have higher levels of debt, higher capital expenditures, 

and lower dividend payout ratios. 
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incentives and opportunism. The model is used to establish the effect of characteristics of 

top management team, Investment Efficiency and indirect effect of financial reporting 

quality García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), Iqbal and Khan (2020).
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2.4 Hypothesis Development 

2.4.1 Management Characteristics and Investment Efficiency 

Evidently, there are a number of speculations that have been introduced and advanced to 

elucidate the role of TMT and their composition in Investment Efficiency9. It concurs with 

Cannella Jr et al. (2008) asserts that firm goes through some challenges in exclusively 

depending on their executive officials and capabilities of their CEOs because of the 

augmented intricacy and inconsistent competitive environment. Besides, TMT members’ 

consolidated capacity is considered significant to the firm’s long-term success. Indeed, 

numerous investigations have confirmed significant relationships between particular 

demographic features of Top Managers Teams. The irregularity around the correlation 

between the composition of TMT and the Investment Efficiency is as yet not settled, and 

the contention has been developing extensively over time, particularly that findings attained 

are conflicting, insufficient, inaccurate, and temperamental. 

The past literature, specifically examines the operationalization of TMT features by the 

proxies of age, the size of team, term, experience, diversity of gender, and efficient 

background heterogeneity is usually utilized in statistical work, and contrasts those 

operationalization with analytical diversity itself (Hutzschenreuter and Horstkotte, 2013; 

Iqbal and Khan, 2020). An extensive amount of exploration has researched the linkage 

between characteristics of “TMT” and Investment efficiency Iqbal and Khan (2020), 

García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), H. Choi and Suh (2019), Lazonick and Shin 

(2019). A lot of this examination depends on demographic data. While these data are 

consistent and reachable discoveries across studies are not reliable (Sheikh, Wang, and 

Khan, 2013).  

The findings of T. Miller and del Carmen Triana (2009) study also negates with prior 

examinations. It established a positive relation between board gender diversity and 

innovation. Likewise, a positive relation between board racial diversification and firm 

innovation is also founded. 

                                                 
9 Similar measures have been used in the strategy and organizational behavior literature to study the influence 

of management team quality and reputation on firm performance (see, e.g., D'Aveni (1990) and Hambrick 

and D'Aveni (1992), who use such measures to study the deterioration of management team quality around 

bankruptcies). See also Chemmanur and Paeglis (2005). 
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To increase a strong comprehension on the relation of TMT with Investment Efficiency 

and FRQ, the current exploration has been analyzed from these various strands of literature. 

Thus, gaps in research have been recognized and addressed with this investigation. Talke, 

Salomo, and Kock (2011) and  Iqbal and Khan (2020) stretched out this examination to 

investigate how characteristics of TMT effects an organization’s Investment Efficiency and 

how this is related to organizational FRQ García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), Iqbal 

and Khan (2020). Strategic innovation orientation signifies to the aggregate directional 

guidance and direction that facilitates a competitive advantage for a long term. Team 

resources attribute included the size of TMT, literacy, and members’ formal experience. 

The researchers discovered TMT diversity is positively associated with a company's FRQ 

and Investment efficiency Iqbal and Khan (2020), García-Sánchez and García-Meca 

(2020), H. Choi and Suh (2019), Lazonick and Shin (2019). The researchers recognized the 

limitations of this examination because of the limited focus (e.g., manufacturing, single 

item) and proposed more extensive investigations and longitudinal in nature. This 

examination assists with the gap identified by that limitation. 

Østergaard, Timmermans, and Kristinsson (2011) carried out an investigation to examine 

the employee diversity’s relationship with innovation reliant on gender, age, ethnicity and 

education. Their discoveries consist of an optimistic relationship between diversity in 

educational diversification and gender and innovation. A non-favorable relationship of 

diversification of age and nationality has no relationship of ethnicity on the probability to 

establish innovation. Moreover, their examination established that open culture has a 

positive relationship with diversity and innovation.  

Earlier examinations on Management Characteristics (for example TMT) gathered data 

with the help of surveys or questionnaires generally. Responses of the participants of a 

survey might be impacted by numerous factors that may result in a response biasness that 

would eventually affect the findings’ validity. This investigation requires the utilization of 

archival data from renowned sources like yearly reports and individual contacts to decrease 

these issues. Furthermore, the examinations depicted previously were led for a particular 

sector; it is hence, crucial to comprehend how these variables play on this particular market. 

At last, as members of TMT are answerable for corporate assessments and the strategic 

direction of the organization, it is important to consider the effect of reputational features 

of top administration, for example, shareholdings of the members, proportion of 
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individuals' income and bonus in total income pay and bonus of complete firm. Hence, an 

assessment of the extant examination on TMT and organizational Investment Efficiency 

uncovers conflicting outcomes of these investigations which at that point specify the need 

to carry out a more comprehensive analysis. Likewise, the utilization of a panel study ought 

to give a comprehension of how every one of these variables change over time. This 

examination tends to address both of these problems by including common characteristics, 

and uncommon characteristics over a sixteen-year panel study.  

Following earlier exploration (Chemmanur and Paeglis (2005); Chemmanur et al. (2009); 

Iqbal and Khan (2020)). The study measures Management Characteristics along three 

dimensions:  

The number one is management team resources, which alludes to the resources of human 

and knowledge (that includes both education and relevant experience of work) accessible 

to organizational management. It incorporates the size of the company's TMT (TSIZE), 

Percentage of Business Education in members of the TMT (BED), Percentage of Former 

Experience of TMT members (FEXP).  

On the second number is management team structure, which measures the degree of 

consistency in terms’ management team members, and their corresponding significance to 

the management team. It contains Female TMT members (GDIV), the normal tenure of 

TMT individuals (TENURE), CEO Dominance (CEOD), Ratio of CEO Salary and Bonus 

(CEOC)10.  

The Last one is the reputation of management team outside of the business network, which 

gauges the reputation developed by individuals of the management team. It incorporates 

Team association estimated as the Number of Other Companies' Board that TMT Members 

sits (TAFF).  

2.4.1.1 TMT Size and the Firm’s Investment Efficiency 

The examination researched that better TMT attributes improve the Investment efficiency 

Iqbal and Khan (2020), García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), H. Choi and Suh (2019), 

Lazonick and Shin (2019). A few investigations demonstrate that management teams which 

                                                 
10 Since the unadjusted TENURE and TENHET variables are most highly correlated with firm age, we adjust 

these variables for age. On the other hand, since the CEO dominance variable (FCEO) is most highly 

correlated with firm size, we adjust this variable for size. 
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are bigger in size are better than teams which are smaller in size since larger teams have 

more capacities and resources to take care of issues and complete the task of teams 

(Haleblian and Finkelstein, 1993; Sanders and Hambrick, 2007). These increased 

capabilities and resources can aid managers in selecting better projects with a higher 

positive net present value, resulting in overinvestment. In either case, previous research has 

shown that a larger TMT would not increase effective decision-making since collaboration 

turns out to be harder (Amason and Sapienza, 1997; Lai and Liu, 2018b). This outcome 

infers that there might be a negative effect of that bigger TMT size on Investment efficiency 

Iqbal and Khan (2020), García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), H. Choi and Suh (2019), 

Lazonick and Shin (2019). Along these lines, the forecast on size of TMT and the 

company's inadequate investment isn't clarified, which prompts a hypothesis (in the elective 

structure).  

H1a:  “A relation exists between TMT size and the firm’s Investment efficiency” 

2.4.1.2  TMT members with business education and the firm’s Investment 

Efficiency 

The management structure The Knowledge Based View is an extension of the Resource 

Based View, in which knowledge is seen as an organization's most strategic advantage. 

(Balogun and Jenkins, 2003; Grant, 1996; C. W. Hill and Deeds, 1996; Hoskisson, Wan, 

Yiu, and Hitt, 1999; Huizing and Bouman, 2002; Sveiby, 2001). Firms are heterogeneously 

stacked with information, according to this hypothesis Hoskisson et al. (1999) and that the 

firm's finances are mostly made up of knowledge-based resources (Marr, Schiuma, and 

Neely, 2004; Roos, Edvinsson, and Dragonetti, 1997; Stewart and Capital, 1997; Sveiby, 

2001). Kogut and Zander (1993) and Spender (1996)  say firms exist to create, transfer, and 

turn information into a competitive advantage, according to the author. 

Deng et al. (2017) provide a system that integrates scientific knowledge capital, technical 

competences, and innovative capabilities, and show that scientific knowledge influences 

innovative success through the effect of innovative capacity Cabrera-Suárez, García-

Almeida, and De Saá-Pérez (2018) develop on their 2001 model for family-run businesses, 

in which the successor gains the skills and skill of the predecessor in order to keep up with 

and boost the firm's efficiency. According to researchers, the successor must attempt a 

successful information building technique based on extending their previous knowledge. 
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Research proposes that more noteworthy degrees of training sway a person's qualities and 

moral turn of events (Hensley and Griffin, 1986). Seligman, Steen, Park, and Peterson 

(2005) establish a strong association between qualities of character and training, with 

better-instructed people indicating a great vital nature of character. By and large, instruction 

is accepted to assume a significant job in the orderly turn of events and upgrade of character 

qualities, whereby people with better basic reasoning abilities and solid commitments to 

reason have a more profound comprehension of significant ethics (counting honesty, 

fearlessness, and enthusiasm), and can in this manner acknowledge them practically 

speaking (Naranjo-Gil and Hartmann, 2006). More elevated levels of training would in this 

style assist officials with bettering see how to the most feasible force and propagate ethical 

standards all through the association. By and large, better-instructed officials are relied 

upon to have an uplifted degree of mindfulness and receptivity to the significance of 

hierarchical ideals as they do their business. 

Díaz-Fernández et al. (2014) contend that TMT's level of educational diversity has a 

negative and significant effect on corporate execution and no significant impact of 

background diversity on functionality and education have been established. 

Hutzschenreuter and Horstkotte (2013) study reasons that distinctions in educational 

background and in extent of tenure of a firm positively affect processing of the data, task 

struggle, and learning, and subsequently may push the team to effectively deal with 

including new items in a given time span bringing about improved firm execution.  

The team members’ knowledge and education indicates a quality management teams. 

Barker III and Mueller (2002) discovered that top administrators with a great education 

levels are bound to create valuable and complex ideas to solve problems and therefore 

certainly accept the innovation. Graham and Harvey (2001) gives evidence based surveys 

that managers having education related to business (might be MBA or equivalent) utilize 

more refined valuation methods. In this manner, a knowledgeable management team can 

alleviate “UI” by expanding the reputation of the organization. This discussion will lead to 

my second hypothesis:  

H1b: “A relation exists between TMT members with business education and a firm’s 

Investment efficiency. 
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2.4.1.3  “TMT members with prior executive experience and the firm’s Investment 

Efficiency “ 

The earlier management experiences of the members of TMT have a significant impact on 

Investment Efficiency (Wiersema and Bantel, 1992). Hence, TMTs whose individuals have 

prior experience can more likely establish and actualize positive investment of NPV which 

may relieve overinvestment. Also, managers’ appointment with earlier supervisory 

experience to the TMT might have a positive impact on the organizational reputation that 

decreases the data asymmetry and subsequently brings down financial constraints. Thus, 

TMT individual members with earlier supervisory experience can relieve “UI”.  

In the third hypothesis, which I shall refer to as the prior executive experience hypothesis, 

TMT members with less or no prior experience would incline toward momentary benefits 

by organization’s Investment Efficiency, which is an operative objective in the long term. 

Since the investor is ignorant of the capacities of all TMT individuals or present CEOs, 

these CEOs need to exhibit some extraordinary performance. Prendergast and Stole (1996) 

specify that TMT individuals with less or even no related knowledge are more delicate to 

new data and settle on more aggressive venture choices to show up talented (J. Xie, 2015). 

TMTs with no related knowledge or experience are bound to declare an acquisition 

(Duckworth et al. (2015); S. Yim (2013)), (Matthew A Serfling, 2014). Then again, the 

individuals having an earlier experience would lean towards profit of long-term. 

Individuals would need to advance firm's Investment Efficiency to expand its performance, 

so as to make their great reputation for the long-term.  An executive whose performance is 

poor or is not having a decent reputation would definitely practice an early termination, 

lower compensation, and fewer chances to be employed once again. Gudell (2011) 

indicates that serial CEOs — CEOs with earlier CEO experience — are exceptionally 

proficient and are having great chances to be recruited. Gudell (2011) likewise finds a 

positive connection between the TMTs' earlier experience and their future benefits. 

The concerns of the prior experience do not influence a company's Investment Efficiency 

(J. Xie, 2015). Due to professional concerns, Top administrators have a solid motivation to 

influence their organizations' operating decisions to improve the overall performance. 

Theoretic research investigates the investment decisions for quite a while (Bebchuk and 

Stole, 1993; Hirshleifer and Thakor, 1992; Holmström, 1999; Narayanan, 1985; 

Prendergast and Stole, 1996; Zwiebel, 1995). Nonetheless, there is limited number of 
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related empirical outcomes. Matthew A Serfling (2014) confirms that top administrators 

with previous experience minimize a company's risk by selecting investment policies which 

are less risky. These investigations emphasize on some particular items which are related 

to organization’s investment decisions and do not indicate firms’ total Investment 

Efficiency that might be influenced by the prior experience of TMT members. From the 

literature, it is vague that how a prior experience concerns of TMT related knowledge 

influence an Investment Efficiency of firms and which hypotheses can be supported by 

data. 

Thus, third hypothesis is as follows: 

H1c:  “A relation exists between TMT members with former executive experience and a 

 firm’s Investment efficiency. 

2.4.1.4  TMT Gender Diversity and the firm’s Investment Efficiency 

The thought that character qualities and the measures for righteous recognitions are 

distinctive across gender and has been read for a long time (C. Peterson and Seligman, 

2004). In reality, ongoing investigations concentrating on character quality differentials 

among people demonstrate that gender can be a significant impact in the improvement of 

individual qualities and convictions (Lyngsie and Foss, 2017). Linley, Govindji, and West 

(2007) recommend that females normally display more relational character qualities than 

men, incorporating a few related ideals, such as benevolence, love, and social knowledge. 

Further, R. S. Peterson, Smith, Martorana, and Owens (2003) an organization of the Values 

in the real life Inventory of Strengths found that females ordinarily score higher than men 

on idealistic character qualities, for example, decency and greatness. Sensibly, these 

discoveries could reach out to key, and covering ethical standards distinguished by H. 

Chen, Tang, Jiang, and Lin (2010) including compassion, warmth, and respectability 

explicitly. Such discoveries offer solid help for the desire that a more prominent female 

portrayal on a TMT will encourage the turn of events and the propagation of upright 

standards across firm. 

T. Miller and del Carmen Triana (2009) contend that no exploration has researched the 

impact of diversification of gender and ethnicity of the board on performance of firms 

through the mediators, innovation and reputation. There is an increasing number of studies 

that interface gender diversity and profitability of firms on financial execution, proposing 
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that representation of female isn't related with an improved degree of performance 

(Darmadi, 2013). The consequences of the study of T. Miller and del Carmen Triana (2009) 

likewise negates with the previous examination. It established a positive relation between 

diversification of gender and innovation. Furthermore, a positive relation between board 

racial diversity and reputation of a firm is also found. Upper echelons theory expresses 

strategic decisions of managers that might be impacted by attributes of individuals and 

strategic decisions that will impact firm execution (Hambrick, 1981). There are a few 

models to clarify the decision-making process of an organization but generally these 

models follow this way: (1) identification of a problem ad formulation; (2) investigation, 

formalization, and problem solving; and; (3) dissemination and implementation of decision. 

The individual qualities of managers may impact every phase stated earlier. During the 

problem identification and formulation, managers may show up to an alternate 

understanding dependent on the provided information. Thus, the decision makers’ team 

(e.g., Team of Top Management) can attract a more exact image of the issue. At that point, 

as the team tries to resolve an issue, the composition of team might impact the solutions, 

number, diversity and quality (Bantel and Jackson, 1989).  

The relationship between the compositions of a team and innovation can be examined from 

two unique perspectives. To start with the psychological view that depends on the role of 

intellectual resources in group problem resolving. This point expresses that groups of 

people with a more prominent degree of knowledge, skills and abilities perform in a way 

that is better than those groups which does not have an adequate amount of these resources 

(when managing complex issues) when and where required to have inventiveness. The 

subsequent view is taken from the literature of organizational demography which depends 

on the effect heterogeneity of team in firm’s processes. This observation expresses that 

companies get benefits from the team-diversity when they face complex issues (Bantel and 

Jackson, 1989). The advantage behind diversity is likewise upheld by resource-based view, 

which posits that firms comprise of resources which are valuable and diversity is considered 

to be a valuable, rare and inimitable that improves the competitive advantage of an 

organization (Y. Yang and Konrad, 2011).  

This report is documented by studies of meta-analysis led at the group level where a range 

of viewpoints in a diverse group was discovered valuable when creativeness was expected 

to tackle complex problems.  
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In organizations, greater diversity of gender and race additionally caused better results 

when innovation and creativeness were compulsory. For sure, firms with admittance to a 

larger variety of knowledge assets have been discovered to be more successful innovators 

H. I. Yang (2012) and the knowledge, which is an imperceptible resource allows the 

attainment of a long term competitive advantage (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995). The 

guarantee that innovation can thrive, a culture of innovation advancement is important and 

this involves a supportive management, communication and teamwork, flexibility of the 

structure, empowerment of employees and risk-taking (Ismail and Abdmajid, 2007). At this 

point the role of “TMT” of an organization is significant as senior administrators and 

members of the team can support these elements in different perspectives. Thus, it is 

important to have a diverse TMT. Having gender diversity among members of TMT will 

guarantee alternative points of view that can be brought into the process of innovation. 

Surviving exploration has indicated that the presence of female individuals in top 

management has an effect in their organizations. Yu, Lord, Peni, and Vähämaa (2010) 

discovered female chief financial officers (CFOs) follow more traditionalist income 

management strategies.   

Gender contrasts are regularly accepted to reflect further gender-explicit qualities and 

shortcomings in mental aura and errand capacities (Hyde, Lindberg, Linn, Ellis, and 

Williams, 2008). This error is especially pervasive seeing someone across gender-based 

orientations, where it prompts to illuminate assumptions regarding job capacities and 

strengthen generalizations (Kark, Waismel-Manor, and Shamir, 2012). In that capacity, 

bosses and subordinates (who are of various gender-orientations) are bound to see each 

other’s qualities and shortcomings contrastingly and will be less precise in their appraisal 

of expected assignment capability. Furthermore, men have been appeared to respond more 

negatively the input from females in the workplace, making open and basic interchanges 

increasingly troublesome and decreasing the profundity of bits of knowledge retained from 

occasional communications (Geddes and Konrad, 2003). Same-gender bosses and 

subordinates thus report progressively positive. Dangers to status may likewise be 

highlighted when bunches of people that epitomize specific attributes are related with 

disappointing outcomes—this is particularly the situation for minorities in exceptionally 

obvious positions, for example, female-members in TMT (Frischmann, Shevlin, and 

Wilson, 2008). 
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Dezsö and Ross (2012) noted that "female portrayal in TMT ought to cause more 

noteworthy inspiration and authoritative responsibility as compared to other female 

managerial members at lower-level, driving them to improve their individual execution and 

commitments to the managerial gatherings to which they have a place" (2012: 1076). This 

is on the grounds that a female center chief will profit by applying additional push to help 

a female top administrator's prosperity, as a positive affiliation that might be made between 

the accomplishments of that top-ends managers and the remarkable trademark they share. 

What's more, females in TMT may be increasingly sympathetic to the difficulties looked 

by ladies in lower executives positions and be bound to perceive the endeavors of females 

that play extra-role (Ryan et al., 2016). All things considered, female individuals may hope 

to get more pleasant financial as well as non-financial benefits (e.g., acknowledgment as 

well) for going the additional mile. From this, I can expect that a more throughput-situated 

TMT will be better to present new managerial structures, procedures, and practices when 

there is more prominent similitude in gender-orientation among TMT members. 

A recent research executed by Zalata, Ntim, Aboud, and Gyapong (2019) discovered that  

female CEOs are less engaged in classification shifting. Women have additionally been 

related with higher accounting returns Pletzer, Nikolova, Kedzior, and Voelpel (2015) 

however, their effect on performance of the firm has been varied (Darmadi, 2013; N. Smith, 

Smith, and Verner, 2006). Past investigations have decided the presence of gender 

diversification contributes a more prominent variety of viewpoints. 

H1d:  “A relation exists between TMT gender diversity and firm’s Investment efficiency. 

2.4.1.5  “TMTs with longer-tenured members and the firm’s Investment Efficiency 

“ 

While discussing about one of the main attributes of a manager as an ability-indicator, 

his/her tenure at job is key-element by which a manager collects and process the required 

information (Herrmann and Datta, 2005). According to Tihanyi, Ellstrand, Daily, and 

Dalton (2000), tenure determines the decisional role. Managers’ bonding can be best 

viewed if there is greater tenure and this tenure is the main reason of the development of 

language-sharing along with ideas and conversation that are made mutually. This helps in 

adding the efficiency of interacting the information and channel of communication (Katz, 

1982; Wagner, Pfeffer, and O'Reilly III, 1984). The mutual agreed upon matters and trust 
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between managers result in a rapid respond to a relatively new and complicated 

environment (Carpenter and Fredrickson, 2001). The extended period of a job of the 

members of TMT is linked directly to the comfortable and reliable mutual communication. 

It is due to the minimum existence of mutual conflicts (Katz, 1982). The members of TMT 

with efficient and useful interaction possess a comparatively better quality to cope with the 

uncertainties. For this, a shared-language resulting from the extended tenure will be the 

distinctive resource for a firm and it will be the firm’s competitive advantage (Yasemin Y. 

Kor, 2006).  

Some researchers have stated in their research that if the knowledge of TMT members of 

firms is particularly relevant to their firm, then such knowledge can be better used for the 

benefit of the firm (Yasemin Y Kor and Misangyi, 2008). In the same vein, another study, 

Hambrick and Fukutomi (1991) concluded that company executives who have been with a 

company for a long time can serve the company more successfully because it takes more 

knowledge in the long run. Provides opportunities to this longer deployment reduces the 

time wasted on learning and understanding which can help prevent unstructured problems. 

Previous research has also shown that long-term managers form a team network with each 

other, thus increasing their understanding of personal and international affairs. Makes 

professionally useful external resources available to TMT (Athanassiou and Nigh, 1999; 

Jean, Tan, and Sinkovics, 2011). The ability of the firm to manage resources more 

efficiently and effectively is directly related to the longevity of TMT members 2006. Senior 

members are more qualified to adapt the firm's resources to the global business 

transformation (Herrmann and Datta, 2005). 

But the long duration of the stay of these members in a firm discourages the emergence of 

new ideas, so the dream of cultivating such a broad mindset is not embarrassing. Because 

of this, the trend of strategic risk taking seems to be gradually declining. 

Hambrick and Fukutomi (1991), suggested a longer lifespan of the TMT, as he observed 

that investment patterns vary from season to season under the supervision of an individual 

executive. To substantiate his observation, he cited a Eitzen and Yetman (1972) research 

that compared the performance of basketball players with the duration of a team coach. On 

this basis, he concluded that the longer the duration of a team coach, the better the 
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performance of the team's players, but after an average duration of thirteen years, the team's 

performance begins to deteriorate. 

Shi, Connelly, and Hoskisson (2017) Highlights in its research that the period of executives 

has been the most studied as an executive feature in Finance and Risk-Taking research 

literature. According to (Boeker, 1997; Hambrick and D'Aveni, 1992; Hambrick and 

Fukutomi, 1991; D. Miller and Toulouse (1986)), with the exception of a few instances, it 

has been observed in most places that long-term executives are reluctant to take the 

initiative and innovate. 

By the way, the research work of Hambrick and Fukutomi (1991) is mainly based on the 

research on the CEO, but according to this, other executives can also come under the scope 

of this theory. This theory specifically discusses two elements of the CEO, one is the CEO's 

previous experience and the other is his tool kit. 

Researchers believe that the higher the diversity of TMT, the better the ability to run a TMT 

firm, such as knowledge, expertise, experience and faith Milliken and Martins (1996). 

While living within TMT, the characteristic of an Official is the duration of his 

employment, the positive aspect of which is reflected directly in the performance of the 

Organization. The duration relates to the strength of the organization, reduction of 

employee conflicts, determination of new directions in correspondence and social and 

societal structure (Sidney Finkelstein and Hambrick, 1988; Michel and Hambrick, 1992). 

As far as long-term moderators in TMT are concerned, we can rightly say that these positive 

traits are essential for progressive mindset at the group and association level. Putting aside 

the potential concerns of negligence and carelessness, we can say with certainty that long-

term executives generally increase their relationship with the Conviction structure and are 

compelled to acquire these qualities within themselves. Add those whose firm desperately 

needs Bantel and Jackson (1989), A. Gupta, Briscoe, and Hambrick (2017). It has been 

commonly observed that long-serving executives in companies show more business ethics 

and self-accountability. This proves that his Degree of Socialization has improved 

(Westphal and Fredrickson, 2001). 

Past research has shown that the usefulness of long-term top executives is important, but 

on the other hand, the role of top managers working in relatively small and young firms is 

also very important. Strategic Choice Making Top managers communicate better, 
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especially when it comes to investing, because the structure of such organizations is quite 

simple and the resources of the firm influence the investment strategy. In large firms, small-

scale managers allocate funds to perform a variety of tasks. In the context of such a 

situation, UET informs us that investment preferences by managers, managers' duration in 

firms and their specific experience related to TMT are intertwined. 

During the firm's tenure, top managers gain a good knowledge of its resources and other 

matters, enabling them to build a framework of useful opportunities available to firms 

(Sydney Finkelstein et al., 2009; Penrose, 1959). According to UET's theory, managers 

learn more in the first few years, which in the following years enables them to strategize 

with confidence (Sidney Finkelstein and Hambrick, 1988). As time goes on, the judges 

need relatively little information to do anything and most of the time they start thinking 

that they are making the right decisions. However, the long period of management gives 

rise to a Passive Decision-Making Approach, which makes the firm resist any expected 

change. As a result of this resistance to change, the firm's competitiveness is affected and 

various losses are incurred due to lack of timely decision making. 

Researchers in their past research have focused on how the tenure of managers in firms 

affects the willingness to anticipate changes in current policy. Managers' consent theory 

can also be linked to investing in RD, which is risky and long-term. Investing in RD is 

much riskier because it is non-refundable (Mansfield, 1969; Scherer and Ross, 1990). 

Because short-term managers are under pressure to perform, they can take risks in such 

projects to prove their worth. To succeed Therefore, they prefer aggressive investments so 

that results can be achieved early (D. Miller and Toulouse, 1986). 

The duration of the managers, their knowledge of the firm's resources, their qualifications 

reflect their experience in TMT from which they benefit from each other's habits, skills and 

knowledge (Barnard, 1938; Penrose, 1959). Better and useful in uncertainty All of these 

things play a very important role in making decisions (Yasemin Y Kor and Mahoney, 

2000). Managers' current experience and past experience cannot be a substitute for each 

other because the management team has to work in its own unique way according to the 

situation. 

Because previous research has not been able to clarify what long-term managers have to do 

with investing ability, I state the following hypothesis: 
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H1e:  “A relation exists between TMTs with longer-tenured members and a firm’s 

Investment efficiency. 

2.4.1.6  CEO Dominance and the Firm’s Investment Efficiency 

Sometimes a CEO with a strong will and a dominant position in the firm becomes an 

obstacle in the way of possible partnerships with the rest of the team due to his dominance 

and in this way he makes decisions in the firm. Have a direct impact on the process 

(Rajagopalan, Rasheed, and Datta, 1993). Research conducted by Bourgeois and 

Eisenhardt (1988) shows that more powerful CEOs share less information with their team 

members, resulting in a reduction in investment opportunities. This situation later leads to 

over investment. But on the other hand, researchers also agree that more powerful CEOs 

can be effective and useful in enhancing coordination, cooperation and collaboration 

between three members. In the face of all this, a dominant CEO can largely control the 

over-investment problem. 

We cannot say with certainty that the balance of power can be shared with anyone. It is not 

fair to say that powerful team members transfer their power equally to others. However, in 

view of this study, the relationship between TMT and Investment Efficiency is influenced 

by the CEO's dominance. 

Dominant CEOs hinder the exchange of information in a dynamic environment (Bourgeois 

and Eisenhardt, 1988). This situation occurs when a member with less authority or 

belonging to another team presents his information or idea Diesing (1962), and the 

dominant CEO thinks that doing so will damage his priority (Hambrick and D'Aveni, 1992). 

In this situation, the members of the top group waste their time in thinking whether to obey 

the dominancy of CEO or not, which does not help to make an investment decision 

(Hoffman and Maier, 1961). On the other hand, the general opinion is that the dominant 

and experienced CEO has more useful information, thanks to which he makes more 

effective investment and can decide in contrast. According to Daft, Sormunen, and Parks 

(1988), such restrictions on the exchange of information could impair the firm's 

performance. If the division of powers within the top team is appropriate, the exchange of 

information necessary for complex decisions becomes possible. Therefore, we can say that 

there is a connection between CEO dominance and the firm's investment ability. 

H1f:  A relation exists between CEO dominance and firm Investment efficiency. 
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2.4.1.7  CEO Compensation and the Firm’s Investment Efficiency 

Disadvantages and unfavorable outcomes caused by agency problems are likely to affect 

investment viability. The Modigliani and Miller (1958) observations show that investment 

policies should have nothing to do with investment decisions in light of the assumptions of 

the perfect market. However, the shortcomings of the financial market can create a cost-

difference between internal and external finance, hence it results in deterioration in 

investment (Attig and Cleary, 2015). 

In the face of these agency problems, firms begin to rely heavily on internally generated 

finance. Sometimes managers make investment decisions for their own benefit that might 

not align the interests of the stakeholders. Where there is a significant difference between 

principal and agent privileges, agents turn the free-flow of cash into negative NPV projects 

as soon as the opportunity arises. For these reasons, various disputes arise between 

shareholders and managers. When we see at cash flow agency problem in context of the 

over-investment trend, managers who think only of their own advantage choose 

inappropriate plans. Managers do this when profitable activities wane and the firm has 

substantial capital internally. 

On the other hand, investment inefficiency is seen where managers make under investment. 

They do so because they think that more investment increases their responsibilities 

(Hadlock, 1998; McConnell and Muscarella, 1985). Researchers say that investing more, 

requires managers to spend more time in the firm's maintenance work. To avoid this, 

managers ignore the good investment opportunities (Aggarwal and Samwick, 2006). 

The biggest cause of investment agency problems is the lack of trust between managers and 

shareholders. In the light of the findings of Shleifer and Vishny (1997) research, it has been 

suggested that managers' compensation contracts should change their attitudes towards the 

firm's profitability. In this regard, the CEO compensation method is very common and 

useful (Coulton and Taylor, 2002). 

Some research shows that the CEO's compensation plays a positive role in eliminating 

agency problems (Michael C. Jensen, 1986). Firms that manage to align the goals of 

managers and shareholders are able to take reasonable risks (Coles, Daniel, and Naveen, 

2006; Ittner, Lambert, and Larcker, 2003; Oyer and Schaefer, 2005). The literature also 

shows that managers who are given equity-based compensation have less incentives for 
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over investment and pay more to shareholders (Michael C. Jensen, 1986). Summing up the 

discussion, the researchers concluded that CEOs' incentives and over-investments are 

inversely proportional to each other. 

This conclusion generates the concept of "pay for performance" that helps the firms to avoid 

Investment inefficiencies Broussard and Garrison (2004), (Pawlina and Renneboog, 2005). 

Similarly, the use of the compensation of the CEO proves to be helpful in creating trust 

among the shareholders and members of the top management team, and this makes it even 

work for the CEOs not to invest in non-profitable project. The wastage of internal funds of 

the company can be avoided in this way. So, it is expected that the companies in which 

equity-based compensations are granted to the CEOs, the investment related agency 

problems are seen less. Under this scenario, Efficient Investment Decisions can be taken 

that increases the firms’ value. In the light of these arguments, I state the following 

hypothesis: 

H1g:  “A relation exists between CEO compensation and a firm’s investment 

 efficiency.” 

2.4.1.8  Team Affiliation and the Firm’s Investment Efficiency 

Research from previous periods also shows that investors and analysts expect good 

performance from a management team that has a good reputation and credibility 

(Malmendier and Tate, 2008). In this way, a team with a good reputation leads to a 

reduction in asymmetric information and solves the problem of under-investment by 

removing financial barriers. Therefore, members of the top management team, who also 

have experience with other boards may have more knowledge and perform relatively well 

in investment projects (Carpenter and Westphal, 2001). Thus, the problem of over-

investment can be solved by selecting higher NPV projects. But it cannot be said with 

certainty that experienced team members who sit in other boards’ meetings are more 

knowledgeable. 

In order to test the credibility of the top management team, this research has also considered 

the members who attend the meetings of other boards, are increasingly involved in strategic 

decision-making. On the other hand, these members use their expertise to ensure the 

provision of information and resources to enhance the decision-making capacity of the 

board. This is possible only in a situation if the board members continue to attend the board 
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meetings of other companies. Therefore, it can be said that the team members, participating 

in other boards’ meetings play an important role in coordination, creativity and integrated 

decision-making (Castro, 2009). On the other hand, Fich and Shivdasani (2007) states that 

members attending other board-meetings lose interest in the firm's affairs, which has a 

negative impact on the company's corporate governance. Due to this lack of interest of the 

members, the company may face the problems of over-investment. Under this discussion, 

one can say that the researchers are unable to give a clear opinion on the performance of 

the members sitting in other boards’ meetings. Therefore, I state the following Hypothesis: 

H1h:  “A relation exists between team affiliation and a firm’s investment  efficiency. “ 

2.4.2 Management Characteristics (i.e., TMT) and Financial Reporting 

Quality 

2.4.2.1  TMT Size and the Firm’s Financial Reporting Quality 

Quoting the IASB, Whittington (2008) states that the primary purpose of the financial 

statement is to provide relevant and basic information to stakeholders. Proper financial 

statement information helps prospective investors, lenders, tax authorities and the 

government in making better decisions. Therefore, financial statements with qualitative 

attributes are also necessary for providing quality information (Mackenzie et al., 2012). 

These attributes include relevance, reliability, comparability, timeliness, faithful 

representation and understandability. 

The financial reports that confirm the past and present events and influence the economic 

decisions are generated by financial statements (Beest, Braam, and Boelens, 2009). In order 

to make decision-making process more beneficial, it is important that the financial report 

must have reliability features. The information will only be considered reliable when it is 

error-free (L. T. Cheng et al., 2010). 

Timely provision of related information enhances financial reporting quality García-

Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), Iqbal and Khan (2020). Disruption in the provision of 

information loses its usefulness. Prompt delivery of information confirms its effectiveness 

and makes decision-makers better able to take better decisions (Beest et al., 2009). The 

clearer the information, the easier it will be to understand and maintain the quality of 

financial reporting (L. T. Cheng et al., 2010). Another attribute of the financial report is 
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honesty, the information provided should contain accurate economic data reflecting the true 

picture of the business. 

People who need the financial information of a firm, express confidence in that information 

which derived from the financial reports. Despite its immense importance, this information 

may not always be based on facts as there is always the possibility of errors and alterations 

in it (Kibiyaa, Ahmada, and Amrana, 2016). This appearance comes at time when managers 

take undue advantage of the opportunity in their own benefits and they tend to manipulate 

the accounting figures to prevent the debt violations. In this way, they try to get bonuses 

and compensation, which in turn affects the financial reporting quality García-Sánchez and 

García-Meca (2020), Iqbal and Khan (2020). 

It has been observed that most managers commit earnings management by altering the 

financial statement data (Healy and Wahlen, 1999; Kibiyaa et al., 2016; Madawaki, 2012). 

Managers manipulate accounting transactions by anticipating the data to be presented in 

financial statements, leading to mislead the shareholders. This is possible due to flaws in 

accounting policies that can exploite the shareholders’ rights. The Managers rely on 

judgmental reporting and tailor information to their business advantage (Ross L Watts and 

Zimmerman, 1990). 

A situation in which managers mislead stakeholders by making changes to reports based 

on their observations put a negative impact on the quality of financial reporting. This 

manipulation is detected through discretionary accrual model Healy and Wahlen (1999) 

that becomes a necessary tool for  FRQ. The choice of this model determines the core 

performance of the company. 

In the prior studies earning management was distinguished on the basis of discretionary 

accruals. The earnings comprise of two components i.e. cash flows from operations and 

total accruals. Total accruals are judgments and estimates of management regarding cash 

flows in order to make accounting earnings better reflect underlying economic performance 

of a firm. Total accrual is calculated by adding discretionary and non-discretionary 

accruals. Non-discretionary accrual is that component of accrual which is imposed by 

regulator in order to adjust cash flows of a firm. 

The component of discretionary accruals can be used by the managers, within the flexibility 

of accounting regulations, for the purpose of adjusting the firm’s cash flows. Because of 
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availability of flexibility in discretionary accruals, the mangers can use this opportunity to 

manipulate earnings (Dechow, 1994).    

Discretionary accruals were firstly introduced by Healy (1985) in order to measure FRQ. 

Discretionary accruals were presumed to be fell subject to managerial discretion, on the 

other hand nondiscretionary accruals is the expected level of accruals in the firm, provided 

that the earnings are not manipulated. Healy (1985) further assumed that in a given year 

the discretionary accruals component represents the total accruals if scaled by lagged total 

assets. 

This reveals that the nondiscretionary accruals are expected to be zero, as both components 

of accruals are not observable. Accruals are used by mangers to maximize their bonus 

(Healy, 1985). DeAngelo (1986) assumed that by nature the nondiscretionary accruals are 

arbitrary and used the method of this unusual behavior. For the purpose of detecting 

earnings management the discretionary component of accruals should be imitated from the 

change in total accruals from preceding to current year. 

Due to this it can be expected that the prior year’s total accruals will be equal to the non-

discretionary accruals of current year. In a study 64 those companies whose mangers use 

to purchase all shares which were held by public, DeAngelo (1986) found that the mangers 

understate earnings before making such purchases. Healy (1985) and DeAngelo (1986) 

assumed that all earning management activities can be captured by total accruals and the 

component of non-discretionary accruals component is constant.  

But empirical descriptiveness of this assumption is dubious.  The changes in the level of 

non-discretionary accruals should be indicated by the changes in the level of economic 

conditions from one period to another (Kaplan, Klebanov, and Sorensen, 2012). Healy 

(1985) and DeAngelo (1986) indicated that the mangers can use either income increasing 

or decreasing tactics, which benefit them. However, by ignoring the varying non-

discretionary accruals they err in classifying all accruals as discretionary component. 

Resultantly, these approaches may make error to detect earning management. In order to 

overcome this problem Jones (1991) presented a linear regression model to control non-

discretionary determinants. Changes in sales control was used by Jones (1991) for non-

discretionary accruals of current assets and liabilities and used property, plant and 

equipment control for non-discretionary component of depreciation expense by providing 
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justification that the working capital of a firm depends upon sales while depreciation 

accruals depend on the level of property, plant and equipment. The discretionary accruals 

i.e., proxy for earning management was estimated as residuals from regression of total 

accruals on non-discretionary determinants of accruals. In an investigation in the U.S. for 

relief in imports, by applying this estimation procedure, it was found that in order to reduce 

income, the mangers used more negative discretionary accruals. The power of testing of 

these previous models is low and the level of discretionary accruals is needed to be 

enormous relative to detect earnings, although these produce sufficient tests for a random 

sample and distinguish total accruals between non-discretionary and discretionary 

components.  

In a study Dechow, Sloan, and Sweeney (1995) used Jones (1991) time series model where 

earnings were artificially managed or manipulated. They said that this model detects 

earnings management near to 100% in the cases where induced manipulation exceeds 50% 

of total assets.  This model can detect less than 30% of manipulation in the cases where 

induced manipulation is equal to 5 of all assets. Dechow et al. (1995) developed a cross-

sectional Jones model in which difference in accounts receivables is subtracted from the 

difference in revenues for the purpose of avoidance of measurement error. This model can 

be applied in the cases where discretion is used via non-cash revenues i.e. accounts 

receivables. In their opinion, earning management can be tested with great power with the 

help of modified Jones model.  Peasnell, Pope, and Young (2005) after evaluating various 

model of earnings management concluded that the cross-sectional Jones model has the 

highest power for the aforementioned purpose.  

They stated that in the cases where earning management is equal to 2% of total assets, the 

rejection rates of the null of no earnings management can be as high as 40%. According to 

Jeter  Shivakumar, 1999 the greater power of cross-sectional model to detect earnings 

management might also be associated to model misspecification. 

Furthermore, all models when applied in a sample with firm-years having extreme financial 

performance, lead to unspecified test. Pragmatic studies showed misleading inferences will 

be resulted in earning management behavior based upon discretionary accruals. It is 

because of this type of model, suffering from correlated variable problem, which remain 

potentially unspecified.  
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In this study the researcher is going to measure FRQ by using discretionary accruals derived 

from modified Jones model. Earlier studies showed that the discretionary accruals have 

been frequently applied to proxy FRQ   (Balsam, Krishnan, and Yang, 2003; C.-Y. Chen, 

Lin, and Lin, 2008; H. Chung and Kallapur, 2003; Jackson, 2008; Johnson, Khurana, and 

Reynolds, 2002; J. N. Myers, Myers, and Omer, 2003) 

In accounting literature, so far there is no consensus among the researchers about the 

definition and measurement of FRQ. (Hilary et al. (2009); McDermott (2011); Naser and 

Nuseibeh (2003); Robinson and Munter (2004)) define FRQ as the degree to which reported 

financial statements and associated disclosures capture the nature of the disclosing entity's 

activities and financial status, or the specificity with which financial reporting conveys 

details about the firm's operations or conformity with accounting rules of a given country. 

However, Whittington (2008) defined FRQ in terms of the basic and improving qualitative 

characteristics that underpin judgment usefulness. Both of the above definitions are 

consistent with the Financial Accounting Standard Board (FASB) meaning and they are 

both dealing with how accounting information is communicated to clients or recipients of 

the information. In a broader context, FRQ can be described as a logical approach to 

financial information by a single person. Since different users may have different tastes, 

the perceived level of FRQ may vary from one user to the next. 

Financial reports are the main medium of information for the outside users and 

stakeholders. According to FASB (2008) “the objective of financial reporting is to provide 

financial information about the reporting entity that is useful to potential investors, lenders 

and other creditors in decision making, in their capacity as capital providers”. Accounting 

has a vital role in the generation and communication of wealth of companies (Rozell, 

Meyer, Scroggins, and Guo, 2011). According to Hilary and Biddle (2006) and R. Lambert 

et al. (2007) FRQ is measured from many perspectives such as; “earning, persistence, 

timeliness, disclosure quality, audit fee, compliance with  the international reporting 

standards and earning management. “ The aforementioned measures indirectly measure the 

level of FRQ by focusing on the attributes which are believed to influence the financial 

information. The study of literature on measures of FRQ revealed that some models are not 

enough comprehensive to measure the financial reporting quality García-Sánchez and 

García-Meca (2020), Iqbal and Khan (2020). According to Van Tendeloo and Vanstraelen 
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(2005) accrual models financial information and non-financial information is excluded 

from the annual reports of the firms. In most of the empirical studies this model has been 

used frequently. 

Georgiou (2010), paragraph QC4, says that for the purpose of usefulness of financial 

information, it is required that it be current and accurately reflect what it claims to represent. 

Financial data is more valuable if it is equivalent, verifiable, and easy to comprehend. 

Despite a variety of studies in this area, the best measure to test FRQ is yet to be discovered 

thus making impossible to measure financial statement quality. So the meaning of quality 

information is that it meets or exceeds the requirements and specifications of the users of 

such information  (Whittington, 2008). Thus, the dependence of FRQ is on the use of 

measurements and objectives of financial reporting.    

There are number of studies regarding manager’s impact on firms FRQ García-Sánchez 

and García-Meca (2020), Iqbal and Khan (2020). Most of the studies focused on the effect 

of economic incentives to managers. Previous literature documented significant 

relationship among different measures of FRQ and earning-based remunerations i.e. bonus 

plans and equity-based remuneration i.e. stock options (Armstrong, Jagolinzer, and 

Larcker, 2010; Baker, Collins, and Reitenga, 2003; Bergstresser and Philippon, 2006; 

Healy, 1985). Researchers also documented the impact of implicit economic incentives, 

along with abovementioned economic incentives. Such as Beekes, Brown, and Zhang 

(2015) reported that new CEOs try to favorably influence the perception of market about 

their ability and tend to show higher discretionary accruals. According to Gigerenzer and 

Selten (2002) in the recent, apart from economic incentives, studies in the field of 

accounting have started to explore the impact of demographic characteristics of individual 

managers. Simon’s bounded rationality treats decision making as search process of 

obtaining satisfactory solution given the information and cognitive limitations of the 

decision maker, rather than treating the decision making as a fully rational process of 

finding the optimal choice.  Under this approach, managerial characteristics such as age, 

gender, qualification, and experience have a role in determining organization’s outcomes, 

because these characteristics may influence the cognitive perceptions, values and 

information sets of mangers and hence, their decisions.  
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Demography theory has significant impact on the organizations. According to Pfeffer 

(1983), “demography is an important, causal variable that affects a number of intervening 

variables and processes and, through them, a number of organizational outcomes”. In the 

accounting literature, the implications of demographic factors/characteristics are not 

researched significantly. In several accounting papers in the recent times the researchers 

try to establish link between firm’s FRQ and demographic characteristics of the CEOs or 

CFOs. Ge  2011 by using a sample of 359 CFOs having experience of at least wo 

organizations, found significant CFO’s fixed effects for several accounting choices i.e. 

discretionary accruals and earnings smoothness. Few studies reported a relation between 

FRQ and observable managerial characteristics, including gender and age. Female CFOs 

exhibit higher accounting conservatism than male CFOs (B. B. Francis, Hasan, Wu, and 

Yan, 2014). Female CFOs are positively associated with higher accrual quality (Barua et 

al., 2010). Cassell, Huang, Sanchez, and Stuart (2012) concluded that age of CEOs is 

adversely associated with financial restatements and meeting analyst forecasts. McGuire et 

al. (2012) reported that the religion has effects on manager’s financial reporting decisions. 

They did not exclusively measured the effect of religious beliefs of managers, however 

they showed that firms having headquarters in the areas with strong religious and social 

norms are less associated with irregularities in financial reporting such as accounting 

restatements and accounting related shareholder lawsuits. 

The focus of the literature is on one important individual, i.e. either CEO or CFO. The 

reason behind this may be that, following the Hochberg, Sapienza, and Vissing-Jørgensen 

(2009), both CEO and CFO are required, under the regulations, to sign and certify the 

financial statements and may be accountable before the law for criminal sentences for 

falsifying the statements. Due to this both the CEO and CFO are regarded as the most 

important persons who can influence the financial reports of an organization. The CEO and 

CFO cooperate with each other and the other members of the TMT rather making decisions 

by themselves. For example, a powerful CEO can pressurize the CFO in order to manipulate 

the financial reports (Feng, Ge, Luo, and Shevlin, 2011; Friedman, 2014). The social ties 

or social networks of the CEOs and CFOs are also being explored these days in literature. 

(Hwang and Kim (2012); Krishnan, Raman, Yang, and Yu (2011)) showed that the CEO 

and/or CFO have social ties with other board members; they are more likely to manage 

earnings. The researchers in the field of accounting, though, recognize that the decisions 
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about financial reporting are not made by CEO individually; they consider TMT as a unit 

for the purpose of analysis. A meager literature is available about the interlay or the 

characteristics of the top executives as a team, affect the decisions regarding financial 

reporting. 

Thus, the literature in management provides a strong link between TMT characteristics and 

FRQ García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), Iqbal and Khan (2020). Therefore, along 

with the CEO and CFO who may have most significant influence in the decisions of the 

firm about financial reporting, other members of the TMT may also play an important role 

in this regard.  Furthermore, even if the CEO and CFO may have the final authority, their 

actions could be affected by their individual characteristics and the social context as well, 

within which they make the decision. A model of internal governance of firms was 

developed by Acharya, Myers, and Rajan (2011) in which the actions of firm’s CEOs are 

limited by their subordinates along with the external governance by the investors and other 

stakeholders. The CEOs actions will be influenced by the preferences and the goals of other 

executives as the CEOs need to motivate efforts from the subordinate managers. The 

relationship between internal governance and FRQ was examined by (Q. Cheng, Lee, and 

Shevlin, 2016). While Q. Cheng et al. (2016) examined that how internal governance 

affects myopic decisions of firms, i.e. overproduction and reduction in discretionary 

expenditures. Similarly, Fang, Li, Xin, and Zhang (2016) presented whether the incentives 

of subordinate executives (measured by the horizon) and ability (measured by their relative 

power at the firm) to monitor the CEO, have implications for the effectiveness of internal 

governance.  

Khanna, Kim, and Lu (2015) found that how social ties between the CEO and other TMT 

members affect corporate FRQ. Khanna et al. (2015) concluded that soft influence of CEO 

is strengthened by his internal connections. If the other top executives or directors are 

appointed or promoted by the CEO, they are likely to coordinate with the CEO and least 

willing to blow the whistle against the CEO. In contrast, prior network ties are associated 

with weaker sense of loyalty and thus will not help wrongdoings of the CEO. 

The different results might be due to the following two reasons. Firstly, both papers 

measure variant aspects of the team diversity. David A Harrison and Klein (2007) argued 

that variety and isolation are two distinct forms of diversity, according to the researchers. 

Differences in “kind, source, or category of relevant knowledge or experience among team 
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members” are referred to as variety. Separation, on the other hand, is more concerned about 

differences in viewpoints or views (K. J. Klein and Harrison, 2007). 

This study assesses the diversity of TMTs in terms of experience, qualification and time of 

entry into the firm, on the other hand Khanna et al. (2015) studied the social  connection of  

TMT members having connections with each other on the basis of schools, firm, or 

organizations, which fits more into the concept of separation. Second, Khanna et al. (2015) 

examined corporate frauds such as  severe intentional accounting manipulations and non-

accounting fraud such as  misappropriation of firm assets. This study examines the impact 

on overall FRQ of firms. The study do not restrict the analysis to these most extreme cases. 

Study examines all the accounting related restatements which may or may not be alleged 

as fraud as well as accrual and real earnings management. Although similarities in past 

education and working experiences may not create strong loyalty to the CEO that facilitates 

severe wrongdoings such as fraud, they may foster groupthink that increases unintentional 

accounting errors and strengthen coordination and trust that facilitate collusion in 

intentional earnings management.  

My study is different from other previous studies of internal governance (C.-N. Huang and 

Yu (2016); Khanna et al. (2015)) due to the reason that they examined the subordinate 

executives to CEO. A top-down approach to decision making exists in the firms as assumed 

by the theoretical arguments and the empirical studies. For example the decisions are made 

by the CEOs and the subordinates respond to those. However, decisions regarding financial 

reporting do not follow this approach.    

There is also possibility of bottom-up process, i.e. CEO or CFO may be involved in 

accounting errors and earnings management unintentionally. This may also affect the 

quality of financial reporting. CEO, CFO and other members of TMT may observe the 

behavior of departmental managers. In the light of this, I don’t take the CEO as the center 

of analysis and assume that each member of TMT monitors the functions of others and used 

the whole TMT as single unit of analysis.   

The study of the literature suggests that considering the financial reporting decisions of 

firms as a team decision rather than a decision made by some key individuals may show or 

reveal us a more realistic and complete picture of functioning of mangers and may help us 

in exploring the determinants of firm’s FRQ.    
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The above discussed studies reveal that financial reports of companies are the main source 

of information about companies. However, due to the scandals in the corporate sectors and 

heavy losses to stakeholders, the importance of determining the role of TMT in financial 

reporting accuracy, as well as its credibility and meaning significance, timeliness of 

reporting, and quality of disclosure, has been raised.     

In reducing the agency conflict within the firm, certain TMT characteristics provide a very 

useful significant mechanism. According to  Kao and Chen (2004) team size is considered 

as an important attribute to control the management opportunistic behavior to manipulate 

the accounting information. Dalton, Daily, Ellstrand,  Johnson, 1998 concluded that agency 

theory suggests that larger team act as a strong controlling mechanism, due to diversified 

its experience and expertise. 

In comparison to smaller team, in the case of larger team the general coordination between 

board members is poor, which reduces TMT's controlling function Kao and Chen (2004). 

B. Xie, Davidson III, and DaDalt (2003) showed that smaller teams are more active in quick 

decision making. However, due to less knowledge and expertise they do not succeed in 

managing the accounting data.  Peasnell et al. (2005) reported that larger team due to varied 

financial knowledge and experience actively run the affairs of the company and act as a 

strong controlling tool.   

H2a: “A relation exists between TMT size and the firm’s FRQ. 

2.4.2.2 TMT Members with Business Education and Firm’s FRQ 

Educational background the record of education obtained an individual. Relevant education 

can help in career progress of a person (S. Kusumastuti, Supatmi, and Sastra, 2008). 

Bamper  2010 reported that managers having background of business education, support a 

more detailed budget. Top managers having higher levels of education have more cognitive 

complexity which enables them to learn and perceive new ideas ((Sitthipongpanich and 

Polsiri, 2015). The attitude of top executives with high level of business education is 

positively related to the financial reporting quality, as they can easily process and analyze 

the accounting information. R. Smith (2018) reported that business educated top managers 

have increased in proportion. Fujianti (2018) indicated that business education background 

was a major factor which is considered by the companies in the appointment of top 

management.  
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According to F. Chen  2011; Hilary  2009; F. Jiang, Zhu,  Huang, 2013, the study of 

literature revealed that better FRQ encourages transparent information environment and 

reduces the managerial opportunism and the agency cost. Similarly, a financial analyst 

member of TMT increases the monitoring of managers and resultantly enhances the 

financial reporting.  

According to Elaoud and Jarboui (2017) high quality financial reporting or superior 

knowledge also enhances information transparency, lowers the agency conflict and 

increases IE (J. Yim, Joo, Bae, and Kim, 2017). Foreign institutional investors reduces 

agency problem through increased transparency, which ultimately results in IE.    

According to Frischanita and Bernawati (2020) a TMT member with an appropriated 

educational level will never be indulged in the fraud of financial statements fraud as he/she  

can manage user information and ethical attitude. Hambrick, Finkelstein, and Mooney 

(2005) stated that the educational level depicts a person’s skills and abilities to influence a 

company’s strategic decisions. Top executives having good qualification and education can 

easily and quickly adopt new ideas and can implement effective strategies (Atsunyo, Gatsi, 

and Frimpong-Manson, 2017).  Greater cognitive complexity is associated with higher 

educational level. It enables the executives to distinguish among various alternatives and 

the risks involved in it. The ability of executives to process information has made them able 

to consider alternatives decisions and their risks and opt those that can maximize company 

performance but have a lower level of risk.   

The ethical attitude of executives will prevent them from carrying out unlawful actions i.e. 

inferior quality financial reporting. Properly educated executives would enhance business 

performance and possess a more ethical attitude (L. T. Cheng et al., 2010). Frischanita and 

Bernawati (2020), financial statements prepared without any fraud from the executives will 

depict the true picture of company’s affairs and it will not mislead its users.    

Koyuncu, Ozturkler, and Yilmaz (2010) conducted a study of 437 CEOs of companies 

selected from S  P 500 for the period 1992-2005 regarding the role CEO educational 

background on performance of company. They showed that the firms headed by the CEOs 

having educational background relating to operational subjects i.e. engineering, have better 

corporate performance than those led by the CEOs with other functional backgrounds. 

Fujianti (2018) showed that the finance firms having low performance are likely to hire 
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CEOs with operational backgrounds such as engineering as against the other backgrounds 

like finance, law, accounting etc. 

Demographic characteristics that lead to the growth of one’s cognition in order to influence 

FRQ decision making was examined by Troy et al. (2011). He further stated that mature 

business executives having higher degrees in business education, particularly women 

managers, are not associated with the manipulation of financial statements. It is because of 

their higher ethical standards. They concentrate on financial stability (Nasution and 

Jonnerg\aard, 2017; Xu, Zhang, and Chen (2018)) and in order to prevent questionable 

decisions they would be more ethical (Cassell et al., 2012; Ortiz-de-Mandojana, Bansal, 

and Aragón-Correa, 2019; Sundaram and Yermack, 2007).   

In a study conducted by Gottesman and Morey (2010) concluded that there is no evidence 

of better performance in the companies managed by the CEOs having MBA/business 

education degree than that of companies led by the CEOs having other formal educations. 

The study failed to show evidence that the companies managed by the CEOs having 

postgraduate degree have better performance than that of companies managed by the CEOs 

having undergraduate degrees. Weißenberger, Angelkort, and Kleine (2011) stated that the 

innovative efforts of the company are associated positively with the level of educations and 

professional background of mangers.  

L. T. Cheng et al. (2010), in the context of China L.T. reported that the BOD having 

business education title were positively and significantly related to a variety of perormance 

measures of companies. Gottesman and Morey (2010) showed that CEOs with qualification 

from more prestigious schools performed better than the CEOs having qualifications from 

the ordinary schools. The sensitivity of investment cash flows is affected by the financial 

and technical eduction of the CEOs (Malmendier and Tate, 2005). Similarly Asma and 

Mohamed (2012) reported that the quality of corporate decisions can be positively affected 

by the education of ECO and can reduce the adverse effects of managerial optimism. They 

showed that irrational decision making can be reduced by the education of mangers 

(Fujianti, 2018).  

H2b:  “A relation exists between TMT members with business education and a firm’s 

FRQ.” 
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2.4.2.3 TMT Members with Former Executive Experience and the Firm’s FRQ 

The Chief Executive Officer in a company is regarded as the highest-ranking executive 

officer mainly responsible for the affairs of the firm. The Chief Financial Officer for a firm 

is the highest-ranking officer who is directly responsible of overseeing the accounting 

policies of the firm. Resultantly, the study expects the individuals selected for such 

positions should have a high degree of relevant experience. In addition, the TMT members 

of a firm should have a particularly deep understanding of a firm’s internal accounting 

system, external reporting requirements, investor relations, and tax strategies. This prior 

functional expertise gives TMT a unique perspective on the importance of accounting 

policies and naturally increases the TMT’s attention on issues related to financial reporting, 

voluntary disclosures, and tax strategies.  

As CFO in TMT is responsible to oversee the financial reporting process, an individual 

having experience of working as CFO should be better able to monitor the financial 

reporting process than that of CEO in the TMT who do not have such experience. 

Furthermore, the experience of CFO will provide him strong understanding of the 

techniques and tools by which internal accounting system aggregates information 

throughout the organization and the incentives of the unit managers to bias the financial 

reports. 

On the other hand, an executive with prior experience is unlikely to be immune to agency 

conflicts that affect financial reporting choices involving discretion and may also be subject 

to personal incentives such as maintaining a reputation related to his or her background. 

Past literature discussed that executives with prior experience are more likely to worry 

about maintaining their reputations in the marketplace regarding their ability to negotiate 

and manage acquisitions, which is likely to have a mitigating effect on their propensity to 

report timely and informative goodwill impairments (Matsunaga et al., 2013). 

(David A. Harrison, Price, and Bell (1998); Pfeffer (1983); Tihanyi et al. (2000)) reported 

that TMT participants who have collaborated for a long time have a tendency to adopt 

common approaches mindset and behavior. Teams like this are supposed to fall into the 

trap of groupthink (Janis, 1972).   Teams suffering from groupthink show symptoms 

including belief in the correctness of their own group, rationalization of their behaviors, 

failure to initiate or maintain contact with opposing groups, lack of cooperation with a third-
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party mediator, incomplete information search, and selective information processing 

(Esser, 1998; Turner and Pratkanis, 1998). 

The checking of each other’s work will be reduced by the groupthink because there will be 

no incentive and effectiveness of it for the executives. The result may be the in the form of 

unintentional accounting error and misinterpretation of GAAP. Moreover, after a large time 

of experience, work process and communications will become a routine (Katz, 1982; Keck, 

1997). 

According to Daboub, Rasheed, Priem, and Gray (1995) due to routine interactions and 

processes there is the possibility of reduction in the awareness of internal control 

weaknesses or inappropriate accounting treatments and estimates. Earning management 

may also be facilitated by the long experience. Longer working relationships with other 

firms may enhance passive acquiescence. It means that the members of TMT have 

knowledge of inappropriate behavior but they are not ready to take corrective measures in 

their present companies.  Yasemin Y. Kor (2006) reported that managers do not take any 

action despite the discovery or knowledge of management activities. Moreover, 

manipulation of accounting information and figures is a risky behavior that may harm 

goodwill and reputation.  Trust and coordination is pre-requisite for active involvement in 

this type of activities. Due to this the managers will not willing to develop a new team. 

Resultantly, there are more chances of collusion in earning management in the cases where 

the managers have long tenure of experience. A counter argument against this is that in 

order to learn how to work with each other requires a long time. According to Gabarro 

(1987) in order to become productive new teams may take around six months. Further, as 

through the interaction with each other over time, the members understand their job and 

learn about the strengths and weaknesses of their team participants, the productivity 

increases. Consequently, the prior experience makes a TMT more efficient and competent. 

Moreover, long tenure is more likely to less conflict and more powerful status. This may 

decrease the incentives of managers with respect to earning management (Keck, 1997; M. 

R. Smith, 1994). These factors support and encourage a good relationship between work 

experience and FRQ. 

In nut shell, study expects that TMT member with experience of CFO should give more 

time and attention with respect to financial reporting and voluntary disclosures. He should 
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work with the CFO of firm to devise accounting policies in differentiation with other firms. 

TMTs suggest that TMT member with experience and background of CFO will be in better 

position to work with TMT in order to maximize shareholder’s value (Bunderson and 

Sutcliffe (2002); Cannella Jr et al. (2008); Dokko, Wilk, and Rothbard (2009)) by stopping 

the earning management, by reporting more conservatively to minimize deadweight loss 

Ross L. Watts (2003), by presenting high quality and quantity  voluntary disclosures and 

by the adaptation of effective tax strategies. Alternatively, with intense knowledge and 

expertise of accounting matters, TMT members may work opportunistically by managing 

earnings more aggressively, providing biased disclosures resulting the uncertainly in firm 

environment and paying more taxes to inflate reported income. Due to this, this study is not 

going to make directional predictions on the impact of prior experienced TMT members on 

the financial reporting policies of firm and test the following non-directional prediction:  

H2c: “A relation exists between TMT members with former executive experience and a 

 firm’s FRQ”. 

Gender diversity may be described as the difference between male and female roles, 

characteristics, personalities, and activities as they grow and mature in society or are 

deemed socially acceptable (Ghofur, 2014; Rokhmad and Susilo, 2017; Thalassinos and 

Liapis, 2011; Wu and Tu, 2007). Women are more careful than men, and they reduce 

danger more thoroughly. These characters show that women can make choices. Because of 

this, the participation of women in TMT is said to help in the making of more accurate and 

low-risk decisions. Nonetheless, a study undertaken by Zenger, Folkman, and Edinger 

(2011) showed that women prefer to take the initiative and drive for performance, which 

have long been viewed as a superiority of women over men. According to Darmadi (2011), 

the total proportion of women in top management at companies listed on the Alghifari, 

Triharjono, and Juhaeni (2013) was 11.2 percent, higher than in certain European countries 

like Germany, France, Switzerland, and Spain. 

Firms that work in dynamic environments and have female managers are correlated with 

positive irregular share returns, according to Francoeur, Labelle, and Sinclair-Desgagné 

(2008) and Fujianti (2018), women in top management, according to Dezsö and Ross 

(2012), are correlated with higher results than companies that depend on growth strategies. 

Gender and company results have a major positive relationship, according to (Julizaerma 
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and Sori, 2012). (Darmadi) found that women in top team had an impact on business 

success in a survey of 354 companies listed on IDX. 

Gender has been shown to be effective in TMT's ethical works, which highlights that men 

and women have varying desires and tendencies as it comes to participating in unethical 

business conduct (A. Habib, Hossain, and Cahan, 2012 2012). According to (Ding, Qu, and 

Zhuang, 2011), women are more receptive to maintaining communications and assisting 

others, and therefore are less inclined to indulge in unethical conduct such as exploiting 

profits, disclosing financial reports late, hiding critical details, and reporting unnecessarily 

optimistic revenue (2018). 

Female presence on boards has been found to have a number of advantages, according to 

surveys. For example, tracking and educating managers on any possible department 

dispute, networking with government and stakeholders to create trust and credibility for 

companies, adding diverse expertise and viewpoints to decision-making, and fostering an 

atmosphere that promotes creativity are all examples of what we do (Adams and Ferreira, 

2009; Ibrahim and Lloyd, 2011; Kim and Starks, 2016; Triana, Miller, and Trzebiatowski, 

2014 2014). Furthermore, analysts have found that businesses with more female employees 

have lower department prices (Ambrose and Schminke, 1999; Krishnan and Parsons, 2008; 

Thorne, Orellana, Lam, and Chee, 2003  Chee, 2003). According to previous study, greater 

board gender diversity is correlated with commitment to laws and legislation, ethical codes, 

a comfortable working atmosphere, and risk aversion (Hillman, Shropshire, and Cannella 

Jr, 2007 2007; Lenard, Yu, York, and Wu, 2014  Wu, 2014; Magnani and Zhu, 2012; 

Srinidhi, Gul, and Tsui, 2011 2011). According to previous studies, female board members 

are more attentive and less susceptible to opportunistic actions than male board members 

(Adams and Ferreira; Hassan and Marimuthu; Krishnan and Parsons), resulting in lower 

agency dispute. Female directors promote integrity and openness, which tends to reduce 

unethical practices. Gender diversity not only increases public trust, but it also promotes 

corporate governance (Capezio and Mavisakalyan, 2016; Jourova, 2016). (Cullinan and 

Roush; Kuon and Rose, 2007) have shown that having women in decision-making increases 

the variety of viewpoints and availability of evidence, which enhances the consistency of 

risk-taking decisions. As a result, greater gender balance on the board promotes 

accountability and eliminates agency tension. Knowledge asymmetry and organization 

rivalry, according to previous debate, are essential influences that shape "IE." These lines 
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of inquiry are related, and this steady recommend that having more female directors on 

company boards increases financial accountability, eliminates organization disputes, and 

leads to a higher "IE." 

These researches can be used to demonstrate the effect of women on the FRQ. According 

to (Frangouli), women should be included in the TMT because of their moral judgement 

and willingness to preserve expected shareholder value. According to (Marcel), the 

participation of women in TMT strengthens the sense of engagement in the firm before 

decisions are made, while a male-dominated TMT contributes to financial crisis. According 

to (Van Knippenberg, Dawson, West, and Homan, 2011 and Homan 2011), the 

participation of women in TMT improves the quality of recorded incomes. Gender balance 

in TMT coping with accounting matters strengthens FRQ, according to (Gervais and 

Odean). The bulk of the FRQ is based on earnings efficiency rather than other quality 

metrics. 

Female CFOs have a significant relationship with FRQ, according to (Barua et al.). Female 

CFOs are less likely to be aggressive when making discretionary accruals decisions, 

according to their argument. As a result, companies with female chief financial officers are 

more likely to be more effective. According to the findings, female CFOs do worse when 

it comes to overall budgetary accruals and measurement error. 

High-quality financial data is generated by a group of female CFOs. The majority of these 

studies, however, have not looked at gender inequality in a team or company of top 

executives, which is the focus of the new study. The effect of demographic diversity of 

BoDs and TMTs on firm financial results in Malaysian non-financial listed firms was 

investigated by Omoro, Aduda, and Okiro (2015), who found no connection between TMT 

diversity and firm financial success, but a strong correlation between BoD characteristics. 

Top management, on the other hand, is known for its financial performance. Two TMT 

diversity variables are used in this analysis. The study's drawbacks can be due to the amount 

of TMT variables used and the study's scale. The current research fills in this void by adding 

additional variables and concentrating on non-financial listed firms on the Pakistan Stock 

Exchange (PSX). 

In comparison, it is believed that management run by females also are less preoccupied 

with earnings control than management run by males in terms of CEO. It has also been 
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shown that female CEOs have distinct attributes that can have a positive effect on financial 

reporting systems and firm strategic strategy (Belot and Serve, 2018; Mordi and Obanya, 

2014). According to previous analysis, CEO traits have a distinct effect on the "quality of 

financial reporting." Such analysis has enriched the latest CEO literature, which relies 

solely on the internal features of CEOs. It is important to analyze CEO characteristics and 

various qualities of financial reports, such as actual earnings control and earnings estimates, 

as well as evaluate CEO characteristics of financial statement manipulation in developed 

countries, in order to shed more light on the effect of CEO characteristics on firm results 

and FRQ. In light of the literature's inconsistent findings, this report expects to find the 

following hypothesis: 

H2d: “A relation exists between TMT gender diversity and firm’s FRQ. “ 

2.4.2.5 TMTs Average Tenure and the Firm’s FRQ 

Tenure is one of the most significant personal characteristics that affects the cognitive 

process, focus, and financial decisions of decision makers (Wiersema and Bantel, 1992). 

Long-tenured executives, according to (Hambrick and Fukutomi), increase their loyalty to 

a paradigm, decrease open mindedness, information diversity, and mission interest, while 

growing their expertise and role. (L. Zhang) observed that CEOs had more incentives to 

overstate earnings in their early years of operation than in their later years. Top managers 

have a poor association with their time of office, according to (Bedard and Johnstone) and 

(K. Chen and Liu). They claim that directors with a long career have a lot of expertise and 

job awareness, which leads to better monitoring and hence better FRQ. 

Due to maturity influences, older long-tenured TMT participants have a greater knowledge 

of the business than the youth, according to (Sitthipongpanich and Polsiri). When it comes 

to decision-making, the more practice you have, the more successful you are. Many studies 

indicate that top management tenure has a substantial influence on corporate financial 

strategy, efficiency, and the prevalence of agency costs within an organization. Long 

service, according to (Lancefield et al.), has a favorable and substantial effect on business 

success. 

(Horváth and Spirollari) discovered, however, that the short tenure of TMT participants has 

a negative effect on the company's performance. D. Kusumastuti, Struthers, Sivapalan, and 

(D. Kusumastuti, Struthers, Sivapalan, and Reynolds), on the other hand, did not find any 
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empirical proof of a correlation between company success and the proportion of long-

tenured top managers. The impact of tenure on results was not noticed by (DeFond, Hung, 

Carr, and Zhang, 2011 and Zhang 2011). 

Long-tenured participants, according to (Baccar, Ben Mohamed, and Bouri, 2013), claim 

they have the expertise to select a smart management style. (Rosen), on the other hand, 

finds that members with a shorter term usually outperform those with a longer tenure. This 

means that participants with a shorter term are more imaginative and able to engage in the 

oversight process. 

The period of time a person occupies a position as a “TMT” member of an institution is 

referred to as the term of office. TMT members with a long tenure will also act as a business 

signal for clients, with a long tenure suggesting a firm's high reputation. CEO tenure, 

according to agency philosophy, offers management motivation to optimize organizational 

value. Long tenure can assist the CEO in building a positive reputation, resulting in 

increased loyalty to the business (Sitthipongpanich and Polsiri). However, the CEO of TMT 

who has been on the job for a long time may be overconfident in their jobs. 

In an American study, (Van Ness, Miesing, and Kang, 2010) discovered that the average 

tenure of TMT participants has a favorable and important effect on company performance. 

Long tenured members have a considerable impact on the company's efficiency, according 

to (Mukras), who used a survey of 53 transport companies from 17 public countries from 

2000 to 2011. (Bhatt and Bhatt) discovered that there was a substantial influence on 

business results. 

Essentially, a job retained for a long period of time will develop one's personal expertise 

and skills, leading to an effective and profitable execution of assignments. CEO tenure was 

shown to be favorably correlated with the FRQ by (J. R. Francis, Khurana, Martin, and 

Pereira). Furthermore, CEOs can have easy access to essential details across a well-

established CEO network (for example, with auditors, creditors, and underwriters). For 

example, industry intelligence offers vital market facts and highlights entrepreneurship 

prospects that favor businesses; additionally, CEO networks boost FRQ (Dessaint, Olivier, 

Otto, and Thesmar, 2018  Thesmar, 2018; Hoang and Antoncic, 2003). 

These results contradict each other; (F. Jiang and Kim) find that the actual budgetary 

accruals decreases as the length of "TMT" increases. The following theory is therefore 
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supposed to explain further regarding the positive or negative association between the 

tenure of the TMT and the FRQ: 

H2e:  “A relation exists between longer- tenured members and a firm’s FRQ.” 

2.4.2.6  CEO Dominance and the Firm’s FRQ 

A market-induced, low-cost method for controlling management is the board, which is the 

traditional pinnacle of the decision control structure in manufacturing companies (K. Chen 

and Liu, 2010; Fama, 1980; Fama and Jensen, 1983). TMTs are responsible for ensuring 

that chief executive officers (CEOs) carry out their roles in the best interests of 

shareholders, according to (Vance). As a result, TMT can be described as a tracking system 

that assists in the coordination of CEO and shareholder interests (K. Chen and Liu, 2010). 

CEOs, on the other hand, have greater institutional and relational influence than other 

corporate representatives and non-executive directors, due to their hierarchical status and 

relational power dependent on experience and reputation (Fama and Jensen, 1983). A CEO 

can monitor the agenda and content of board meetings, send outsiders the bulk of the 

information they collect about a business (Mallette and Fowler), and nominate the financial 

reporting process. A leadership system like this may facilitate CEO entrenchment and lead 

to a possible conflict of interest, lowering shareholder capital (Michael and William, 1976). 

Since the CEO will be overseeing his own decisions and actions in this situation, CEO 

dominance will limit the team's capacity to have oversight of top management decisions 

and activities, according to (Vance). 

Furthermore, CEO supremacy can result in critical transactions being reported that are not 

in the best interests of the company. These claims indicate that a company with a poor 

internal management process as a result of CEO superiority is likely to have a negative 

effect on the accounting system's reliability. Furthermore, a lack of internal controls will 

lead to "intentionally biased accruals through earnings management" (Doyle, Ge, and 

McVay, 2007 2007). As a result, CEO supremacy is likely to promote opportunistic 

earnings management. (Dechow, Sloan, and Sweeney, 1996), for example, demonstrate 

that such TMT components are most often correlated with reports manipulations. They 

discovered that U.S. businesses that have been exposed to SEC compliance proceedings as 

a result of manipulations are most likely to have an insider-dominated board and CEO 

dominance. Their findings reinforce the claim that businesses with CEO supremacy or 
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insider dominance on their boards are more likely to have lower levels of oversight and/or 

poor internal management mechanisms. 

TMT's independence has been pushed hard because it strengthens the agency's capacity to 

carry out its oversight role and meet its governance obligations (Lorsch and Maclver, 1989). 

TMT without CEO supremacy increases organizational performance, according to previous 

analysis (Michael C Jensen, 1993; Rechner and Dalton, 1991). As a result, the analysis 

assumes that CEO dominance would have a relation with financial reporting: 

H2f: “A relation exists between a CEO dominance and a firm’s FRQ. “ 

2.4.2.7 CEO Compensation and the Firm’s FRQ 

The relationship between CEO remuneration and accounting profits is the focus of ongoing 

studies. These analyses are looking at how susceptible CEO remuneration is to shifts in 

accounting earnings. Other analysis looks at whether all components of accounting 

reportings are similarly weighted in deciding CEO pay, or whether those components play 

a larger or smaller role (Caglio, Dossi, and Van der Stede). 

Prior analysis shows that incentives may be a helpful method for the CEO in assessing 

compensation based on accounting results. The relationship between the earnings impact 

of equity-for-debt swaps and adjustments in executive pay is explored by (Defeo, Lambert, 

and Larcker, 1989). They discover that as accounting earnings produced by swap 

transactions grow, so does cash compensation. The advantage of using swap trades is that, 

despite the fact that they raise profits, the stock market responds adversely to them, 

implying that these transactions do not signify positive news for shareholders' income. As 

a result, their analysis indicates that managers can use swap transfers to maximize their 

salary on the spur of the moment, and that compensation committees may behave in the 

managers' best interests. 

In conclusion, previous theoretical and analytical analysis has shown that CEO 

compensation is linked to accounting financial reporting, meaning that accounting 

efficiency is significant in CEO compensation contracts. 

There are many research studies in the current era that have examined the quality of 

corporate governance which has been based on the relationship between CEO's 

remuneration and the company's performance. But these research studies give us mixed 
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results, emphasizing the need for further research. According to Newman and Mozes 

(1999) observation, the Compensation Committee and the CEO's compensation were 

analyzed to see if the committee had any effect on the CEO's compensation. In light of the 

results of his research, they stated that there was a vague relationship between CEO's 

remuneration and FRQ, so they could not reach a final conclusion. However, in the light of 

the results of their research, they came to the conclusion that there is no clear and 

transparent relationship between compensation and accounting earning. Overall, it is clear 

that there is a link between CEO compensation and FRQ that owes to a better and well 

reputed TMT. 

Compensation agreements that are based on observable and workable performance under 

the principal-agent model, such agreements result in a compromise between the principal 

and the agent's compensation (Hölmstrom, 1979). Based on agency theory, Richard A 

Lambert and Larcker (1987) observed that there was a positive correlation between FRQ 

and CEO pay. This positive relationship between these two has also been recognized by 

(Richard A Lambert and Larcker, 1987; Sloan, 1993). 

On the other hand, if a bonus plan is developed that is based on accounting performance, 

then the importance of compensation contract for CEO compensation is lost. When 

managers' control over compensation is strengthened, it becomes difficult to implement the 

agreements in which CEO's remuneration does not suit them. Previous research by A. Klein 

(2002) concluded that FRQ can be improved with proper monitoring of a high quality top 

management team. Therefore, it can be said that the CEO's remuneration has a clear effect 

on the FRQ. In the light of the results of other previous researches, it has also been observed 

that companies that have better growth rate and award more stock options (Hanlon, 

Rajgopal, and Shevlin, 2003; Ittner et al., 2003). Therefore, it is quite fair to say that there 

is a positive relation between CEO’s compensation and FRQ. 

As having the trend of a mixed relationship between CEO's compensation and FRQ,  Caglio 

2018 has made it clear that the proportion of independent members is a full-fledged measure 

of compensation. That's why this research study explores whether there is a strong link 

between CEO pay and FRQ or not. The CEO's cash compensation is based on Dechow, 

Huson, and Sloan (1994),  Gaver and Gaver (1998),  Adut, Cready, and Lopez (2003),  

https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=kbJW6-QAAAAJ&hl=en&oi=sra
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Dominici et al. (2006),  Leone, Wu, and Zimmerman (2006), and others’ study to better 

examine this theory.  

Therefore, in the light of the findings and predictions of the previous research, a mixed 

trend was observed. According to Ronald C. Anderson and Bizjak (2003), for example, 

there was no evidence that low-paid executives have a low affinity for  FRQ. On the other 

hand, Newman and Mozes (1999) concluded that there is a strong relation between 

compensation and  FRQ. Therefore, this study hypothesizes that: 

H2g:  A relation exists between CEO compensation and firm’s FRQ. 

2.4.2.3  Team Affiliation and the Firm’s Financial Reporting Quality 

The participation of board members in the board meetings of other companies has also been 

a topic of discussion (Marshall et al., 2017). According to a theory, the members who also 

attend other board’s meetings, play an important role in raising the standard of firms 

management team (Fama and Jensen, 1983). Members, who attend other board’s meetings 

gain access to many other resources on the basis of their experience which is backed by 

their relationships (Jiraporn, Kim, and Davidson III, 2008; Perry and Peyer, 2005; Weigelt 

and Sarkar, 2009). Based on this extensive experience, these members are very helpful in 

improving the quality of decision-making which can further improve the firm’s FRQ. In 

particular, they learn different management styles and business methods that are often used 

to develop a firm (Perry and Peyer (2005). After participating in these activities, the 

members acquire valuable skills which help in improving the financial reporting as well as 

the reputation of the top management team. Thus, improving the reputation of the top 

management team will help them in performing various tasks (Keys and Li, 2005). Previous 

literature argues that multiple experienced members are more useful in enhancing the 

experience of top management team members, which helps to improve the TMT’s 

reputation. 

On the other hand, according to Reguera-Alvarado and Bravo (2017), the performance of 

members is affected when their membership in other boards increases. The results of 

previous research show that members who are extensively linked with other companies, 

lose interest in optimizing FRQ, this increases the agency costs (Ferris, Jagannathan, and 

Pritchard, 2003). In Pakistan, likewise in other countries, there is no discussion on 

restricting the membership of such members. It is not mentioned in CG rules to restrict the 
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membership. However, it is feared that the performance of the members with more 

membership options will be suffered by their firm (Hayden and Bodie (2012). 

As the results of previous researches conducted by Reguera-Alvarado and Bravo (2017), 

this research study assumes that, to a limited extent, the membership of such members is 

quite helpful in improving the financial reporting quality of their firm. However, the 

membership period of these members should be appropriate enough to benefit the company. 

In the light of the arguments of previous research, this can be said that the team affiliation 

with other boards of the members of the top management team is related to FRQ. Hence, 

the Following hypothesis has been formulated by this research: 

H2h:  A relation exists between team affiliation and a firm’s FRQ. 

2.4.3 Relationship between FRQ and Investment Efficiency 

2.4.3.1  Financial Reporting Quality and Investment Efficiency 

According to Neo Classical Theory, firms invest until their marginal profits and costs get 

equal. Under this theory, firms take advantage of the best investment opportunities in order 

to enhance their reputation. However, in Pakistan’s business context, the potential 

investment decision is based on two things: one is growth-preference and other is financial 

security. Owing to agency problem, companies often deviate from their desired investment 

targets, thus leading to the problem of under or over-investment. Under-investment means 

to invest less than expected and over investment means to invest more than expected. 

Under the Perfect Financial Market concept, investments should be made in all positive 

NPV projects. But on the other hand, previous research finds arguments that refute this 

theory (Bertrand and Mullainathan, 2003; Hubbard, 1998). Companies may also face 

negative NPV projects when market uncertainty is high and access to reliable and accurate 

information is difficult. Another reason for the selection of negative NPV projects is agency 

cost problem. According to the agency theory, the problem of over-investment and under-

investment are observed when there is a lack of adequate information sharing among the 

stakeholders. Michael and William (1976) developed a framework to clarify the 

relationship between asymmetric information and investment viability, in which moral 

hazard and adverse selection are critical. For these two reasons, there is a conflict of interest 

between the stakeholders and managers, which leads management to choice such projects 

that benefit the firm’s managers only and contradict the interests of the stakeholders 
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(Michael C. Jensen and Meckling (1976). Under adverse selection, well informed managers 

make over investments by selling high-priced securities and getting more funds. To avoid 

this situation, financiers limit the funds or increase the cost of capital. This may result in 

loosing of some profitable projects due to financial constraints and firm may fall in under-

investment choice (Hilary et al. (2009); R. Lambert et al. (2007); Stiglitz and Weiss (1981)). 

Many studies also show that, a neoclassical framework which is based on market perfection 

does not exist in real life because of market uncertainty. The Researchers have also noticed 

that sometimes, managers invest in those projects that are less profitable and more costly, 

such as inefficient projects that could harm the firms (Gomariz and Ballesta, 2014; Hilary 

et al., 2009; Stein, 2003). Owing to this uncertainty and vague situation, the potential 

shareholders get reluctant to invest in such projects (S. C. Myers and Majluf, 1984; Walker, 

2013). These arguments seem to certify the incidents that are related to poor investment 

performance. Investment viability can be improved by improving and controlling the 

quality of financial reporting and asymmetric information. In context of agency theory, all 

of these issues of financing reporting quality and Investment Efficiency can be better 

addressed by improving the FRQ (Bushman and Smith (2001); Healy and Palepu (2001); 

O. k. Hope and Thomas (2008)). 

This research has been designed to assess the impact of financial reporting quality on 

investment viability. Financial reporting quality has made managers responsive and 

accountable, which has helped to address issues such as disproportionate or asymmetric 

information. With the help of different measures, over-investment and under-investment 

can be eliminated. In contrast, choices and ethical risks often provide opportunities for 

some managers to focus solely on their own personal objectives, which can lead the firm 

towards under-investment or over-investment. As a result of such actions by the managers, 

the shareholders may suffer losses and their confidence in the firm is eroded. According to 

agency theory, investment inefficiency issue can be resolved by solving the problem of 

disproportionate/ asymmetric information through FRQ (Brickley, Linck, and Coles, 1999; 

Mei Cheng, Dhaliwal, and Zhang, 2013; Di Meo, 2014; Gomez-Mejia, Welbourne, and 

Wiseman, 2000; Hilary et al., 2009; McNichols and Stubben, 2008). Firms that have better 

financial reporting quality, exchange appropriate information between investors and 

managers so that prospective investors take extra care while taking the decision and then 

invest, which protects their rights. 
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An example of maximizing fundraising is the exaggeration of EPS by company managers, 

due to which the shareholders invest more by buying shares at a higher price. Based on this 

disproportionate/asymmetric information, the company accumulates ample funds which 

are later used excessively that results in over-investment (Hovakimian and Hovakimian, 

2009). This situation occurs very often due to information gap among investors and 

managers while exchanging such information with each other. However, predicting the 

lower FRQ of a company, it can help the shareholders to succeed in buying shares at a 

lower price, which will help prevent manipulation. As a result, company managers will be 

able to raise more funds through positive NPV projects Q. Tang, Chen, and Lin (2016) and  

(Fazzari and Athey, 1987). If a shareholder invests in a company and buys shares at a good 

price but he is unaware where the money has been invested by the manager, then there is a 

gap in the exchange of information between these two. Taking advantage of this situation, 

the manager can over invest or under investment (Bertrand and Mullainathan, 2003; 

Michael C. Jensen, 1986; Richardson, 2006). 

In the literature, the researchers have debated how to overcome the problem of 

disproportionate/asymmetric information with the help of FRQ and increase the investment 

viability. "This is the company's financial information that paints a true picture of the 

company," Georgiou (2010) that comes to the potential shareholders through  FRQ. The 

researchers have also shown a relational link between FRQ and asymmetric information 

(Bushman and Smith, 2001; Healy and Palepu, 2001). The FRQ is a good and reliable 

monitoring tool for stakeholders. It is quite fair to say that managers could not be able to 

invest in a negative NPV project (H.-L. Chen, 2011; Gomariz and Ballesta; Hilary et al., 

2009; Verdi, 2006) if the financial reports are compiled properly and accurately. This 

suggests that previous research has also confirmed the effectiveness of better FRQ that 

helps to overlook investment inefficiency. 

S. C. Myers and Majluf (1984) feared that if there was a gap in the exchange of information 

between investors and the company, prospective investors would be under the 

misconception that the company might be investing in a non-profit projects.  This situation 

can only be overcome through high quality reporting (H. H. Chung, Wynn, and Yi, 2013). 

Many of the earlier literature seems to have clarified the relationship between FRQ and 

Investment Efficiency (Balakrishnan et al., 2014; Biddle et al., 2009; Bushman and Smith, 
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2001; Healy and Palepu, 2001; Hilary and Biddle, 2006; O. k. Hope and Thomas, 2008; 

McNichols and Stubben, 2008; Ramalingegowda, Wang, and Yu, 2013). To prove the 

connection between the two, researchers offer two types of arguments. The first is that 

financial reporting provides investors with very basic information, which reduces 

asymmetric information, with the help of which the cost of capital can be reduced by 

limiting the adverse selection Verrecchia (2001). This is explained by Daske, Hail, Leuz, 

and Verdi (2013) who admired the fact that companies reduce asymmetric information by 

revealing more information, thus reducing the gap between the firm and the potential 

investor. It also increases the firm's investment capacity (McNichols and Stubben, 2008). 

Second, generally the researchers also argue that FRQ plays a key role in eliminating the 

agency problem. The investing capacity of a firm can be increased by reducing the agency 

problem among the  managers and investors (Richard A. Lambert, 2001). 

In light of this debate, it is right to say that FRQ can generously improve the investment 

potential by reducing the agency cost. This can reduce Over and Under investment as well 

in emerging markets Gomariz and Ballesta (2014). Many of the researchers are generally 

agreed that a better FRQ enhances the firm's reputation and helps in building the trust 

between outside investors and the firms. As a result, the company's investment ability 

changes clearly Gomariz and Ballesta (2014). In another previous research study, Hilary 

and Biddle (2006) argued that there is a strong link between FRQ and Investment efficiency 

Iqbal and Khan (2020), García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), H. Choi and Suh (2019), 

Lazonick and Shin (2019). C. J. Chen et al. (2011) conducted their research on private firms 

in emerging industries and confirmed the existence of a relationship between FRQ and 

Investment efficiency Iqbal and Khan (2020), García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), H. 

Choi and Suh (2019), Lazonick and Shin (2019). However, from a monitoring standpoint, 

the anticipatory detrimental aspect of reporting has been overlooked in previous research. 

Keeping in view the arguments resulted from previous researches, it is clear that firms need 

to increase their capital to take advantage of better investment opportunities. In result of 

this, the accumulated capital must be invested in all profitable projects. However, it is also 

clear that due to financial constraints, managers are not able to invest in all these profitable 

projects Hubbard (1998). Research conducted by Stein (2003) has shown that managers 

over-invest by choosing the inappropriate projects, and there are other research papers that 

state the possibility of under-investment (Bertrand and Mullainathan, 2003). Finally, 
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getting the arguments from these past researches, this has come to the conclusion that the 

relationship between FRQ and Investment Efficiency has been viewed in different contexts 

in each era. However, most of the researches have concluded that FRQ can reduce 

investment inefficiency. 

Arguing from the results of  previous research conducted by Verdi (2006), he conclusively 

said that the quality of financial information is closely related to the Investment efficiency 

Iqbal and Khan (2020), García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), H. Choi and Suh (2019), 

Lazonick and Shin (2019). He also added that better FRQ reduces the information sharing 

gap in an environment of economic fluctuations, thereby reducing agency problems. In the 

light of all this, the stakeholders perform the monitoring process in a better way, which 

helps in controlling the agency cost. Hilary and Biddle (2006) suggested that the 

relationship between FRQ and IE varies from country to country, due to their specific 

economic conditions and accounting policies. 

In their research, McNichols and Stubben (2008) has made the relationship between 

earnings management and investment choices as the subject of their study. According to 

their report, firms having inaccurate accounting record and suspicious financial statistics 

are more inclined towards inefficient projects, whether the managers and board of directors 

do their job better. According to previous research conducted in most countries of the 

world, it is certain that high quality financial reporting increases Investment Efficiency 

which helps in overcoming investment inefficiency. At the same time, it has been observed 

that where the ratio of cash resources to equity financing is higher, higher FRQ leads 

towards lowering the investment capability. Due to higher FRQ, the conflict between 

personal judgments of the managers and investors come to an end when there is high quality 

monitoring mechanism Michael C. Jensen (1986). Even small Firms with little cash will 

entice customers by providing a true image of the market and reliable financial data. 

According to Bottazzi, Dosi, Jacoby, Secchi, and Tamagni (2010) research study, the 

quality of accounting declines if investors have alternative sources of information. They 

examined the impact of different investment methods on the relationship between FRQ and 

IE. They conclude that bank restrictions reduce the relationship between accounting reports 

and IE. Baik, Jung, and Rhee (2010) made a research on the relationship between FRQ and 

IE and suggested that investors gather information through private channels, and this is 
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only possible where the economy is largely dependent on banks. According to Pegels et al. 

(2000), the relationship between FRQ and IE is weaker in firms that have a closer 

relationship with the banks. After further research, they argued that banks lend those 

companies or invest in equities that have a lower FRQ and cash flow ratio. 

Because of the higher level of investor’s protection rights in Canada, H. H. Chung et al. 

(2013) conducted a research on the relationship between FRQ and IE in Canadian firms. 

According to the results of this research, there is a deep connection between both of these 

two attributes. But on the other hand, even considering the legal aspect, the relationship 

between these two was found weak. Highlighting this aspect in its research, H. H. Chung 

et al. (2013) concluded that when managers feel that they are protected by insurance 

coverage, they prefer more risky investments. Thus, a high litigation risk, on the other hand, 

reduces the opportunism of managers while increasing overall quality of reports. 

According to Balakrishnan et al. (2014) research observation, companies with high FRQ 

standards do not show much difference in the relationship between FRQ and IE if compared 

to companies with relatively low  FRQ. Arguments in favor of this comparison suggest that 

companies with high quality FRQ relatively raise funds easily, as the difference in 

information exchange mechanism among managers and shareholders is very small. They 

further said that companies which are facing financial constraints, resort to discretionary 

accruals in order to raise capital. In this way they fund positive NPV projects Brickley et 

al. (1999). These research studies conclude that managers rely heavily on discretionary 

accruals to enhance their earning quality, which in turn increases their investment potential. 

F. Jiang, Zhu, and Huang (2013) conducted their research by expanding Hilary et al. (2009) 

research study to investigate the reasons of the relationship between FRQ and IE. They 

argued and expressed their opinion that weaknesses in companies' internal control systems 

create gaps in the process of exchanging the information among potential investors and 

company’s management that leads such firms to investment poorly. That's why an earlier 

search used “weaknesses in internal control” to test for a decrease in FRQ (Costello and 

Wittenberg-Moerman, 2011). In view of the prevailing market trends, managers sell their 

firms’ shares at a higher price than their original value and invest the excess proceeds in 

negative NPV projects. 
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F. Jiang et al. (2013) described the results of their research in such a way that, if companies' 

internal control system is weak, then managers got the opportunity to make changes in 

firm’s financial information. On the basis of such manipulated information, managers get 

the support of their Board of Directors, which results in over investment at the end. 

Sometimes, realizing this, the people who supply the funds to the firm, they reduce the 

supply of capital limit, ultimately the firms under-invest due to resulted lack of funds. 

Gomariz and Ballesta (2014) argued their research outcomes on the FRQ and IE 

relationship in Spain. They concluded that FRQ reduces over-investment scenario up to 

some extent, but on the other hand they found no effect of it on under-investment. 

In Di Meo (2014) research, it sought to find out “why management finally seeks to modify 

financial reports?”. They conclude that by doing this, the management try to cover up the 

over-investment made in past. For this purpose, certain measures like manipulation in sales, 

discretionary expensive, over production and stock repurchase are adopted. They also noted 

that there is a strong relation between manipulation and over-investment, and this has been 

experienced that it happens when monitoring mechanism is very hard to abbey. 

By considering the results of all these previous literatures, it is clearly argued that FRQ is 

very helpful in controlling investment inefficiency. Moreover, a better FRQ helps in 

reducing the agency cost that results in restoring the investors’ confidence on the firm. 

Higher FRQ is also a solid tool for controlling manipulation in financial reports. However, 

previous research has shown some mixed results. Therefore, in this study this has been 

hypothesized that: 

H3: The relationship exists between FRQ and Investment efficiency. 

2.4.3.2  Financial Reporting Quality, Under Investment and Overinvestment 

Since the study is going to analyze the role of FRQ in investment efficiency, thus 

inefficiency means if firms over-invest or under-invest. Both under-investment and over-

investment are reported as investment inefficiency which is negative to investment 

efficiency Iqbal and Khan (2020), García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), H. Choi and 

Suh (2019), Lazonick and Shin (2019). The study, therefore intended to check the 

robustness of Investment efficiency through “OI” and “UI”. The over-investment and 

under-investment is calculated by taking investment efficiency in quartiles. The Q1 and Q4 

represent over and under investment or inefficient investment (Biddle et al., 2009).  
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2.4.3.3  MC, FRQ and Investment Efficiency 

In this research study, the FRQ between TMT and IE is being examined as a mediator of 

the expected process interference. Previous research has argued that TMT improves FRQ 

García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), Iqbal and Khan (2020). 

. As research, Sariman, Ali, and Nor (2013) has shown that there is a negative relation 

between TMT and earnings management. According to the results of García-Meca and 

García-Sánchez (2018) research, companies with good and reputable TMT have less 

chances of manipulation in their financial reports, that has also been reported a decrease in 

manipulation in financial reports by V. K. Gupta et al. (2020). Bunderson and Sutcliffe 

(2002);  (Cannella Jr et al., 2008) found the relationship between FRQ and TMT to be 

positive after relying on the results of their research, and a similar positive relationship has 

also been witnessed between FRQ and IE. These result-findings argue that standard 

financial reporting helps in reducing the cost of debt which, in turn improves a company's 

debt financing (Sariman et al., 2013). If hypothesizing in light of the previous research, the 

FRQ between reputed TMT and IE has been found to act as a better mediator. This research 

study is also going to observe that the improved properties of TMT have a positive effect 

also on the relationship between FRQ and IE. 

Thus, the current study is going to test the argument that the certain TMT features provide 

high quality accounting information that result a best source of investment. Conclusively, 

improved features of TMT provide high quality FRQ indicators that helps in reducing over 

and under-investment.  

Therefore, this study is going to State the following Hypothesis: 

H4:  FRQ mediates the relationship of various Management Characteristics and IE. 

In order to test the indirect effect of various management characteristics through mediation, 

the hypothesis H4 is further extended to H4a to H4h. 

2.5 Chapter Summary 

The empirical and theoretical review of the past literature reveals mixed findings on the 

relationship among top management team, Investment Efficiency and top management 

team and FRQ. Most of the empirical studies have measured FRQ by using earnings-
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management approach. This approach has generated a very commonly known  (Jones) 

model. The Jones model has been modified to capture the challenges faced by researchers 

in measuring the results over the period of time. Unusual use of this proxy of earnings 

management has coped the thinking of many of the researchers as if income is manipulated 

by each and every member of top management team. But the questions which still remain 

unanswered are how this alleged manipulation is being made? What other measures should 

be used to avoid these kinds of situation? And finally, are the measures comprehensive and 

inclusive of all accounting and finance related information? The review of the literature 

speaks all in this regard. 

 

------------------------------------------------- 
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3 CHAPTER 3 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Chapter Introduction 

The purpose of the current research study is to investigate the proper effectiveness of the 

management features by adding certain top management team attributes to the research in 

providing enhanced investment opportunities for firms. The research also aims to evaluate 

the effective role of the TMT mediating quality financial reporting and the efficiency of 

investment. The study cover period is 16 years between 2003 and 2018 and the firms being 

studied are non-financial manufacturing firms listed in the Pakistan Stock Exchange (PSX). 

Different statistical research techniques have been employed including descriptive and 

inferential. In the chapter, the population available to the research was described with the 

data collection procedure of the under-study companies. In this chapter also the 

construction of variables and methodology is explained. 

 

By specifying the models in this chapter, the methodological framework was used to test 

the research hypothesis (developed in chapter 2); in this part of the research the sample 

selection process along with the data collection sources was also explained. The chapter 

also works out the econometrics estimation techniques and strategies associated with the 

data analysis panel. In this chapter, Ordinary Least Square-(OLS); Generalized Moment 

Method-(GMM). Two Stage Least Square Regression-(2SLS)., and Feasible Generalized 

Square Regression-(FGLS)” techniques are elaborated. 

3.2 Research Philosophy 

When one thinks of a philosophy in the field of academic research, it becomes a firm belief 

in how the phenomenon is to be analyzed and used in research to collect and gather data. 

The Western science tradition has explored two vital research philosophies that are 

positivist and anti-positivist, meaning, respectively, scientific and phenomenology 

(Galliers, 1991). Development of these philosophies requires certain assumptions relating 

to the sources of knowledge. These presumptions are defined by the sociological and 

scientific dimensions. 
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Positivism defines the validity of knowledge if it is based on external reality for which 

universal laws are present in order to develop theoretical models to check whether there is 

a relationship between cause and effect found to predict certain results (Saunders, Lewis, 

and Thornhill, 2009). 

 

The approach to phenomenology says situations in the social world are born from the 

individuals or groups' experiences and expectations. Interpretations will vary with the 

situations and knowledgeable individuals (Saunders et al., 2009). The researchers are of the 

strong view that in reality, being part of the scientific knowledge being applied, there might 

be many interpretations. 

 

Since this research study is based on theory that constitutes a quantitative hypothesis that 

needs to be tested, it is therefore held by positivism research philosophy. By using this 

approach to philosophy, the causal and effect relationship between TMT, FRQ and IE 

becomes possible. 

3.3  Research Design  

The research design for this study is correlational and longitudinal. The design of 

correlational research is quite feasible and is well suited to the current study in determining 

the existence of associations among variables. It ensures a statistical relationship in the 

model between two or more variables and transversal variations. It only provides 

indication, not establishing a relationship between variables (Creswell, 2002). The design 

of the longitudinal study also strengthens the weakness in the correlation. The design of 

longitudinal research helps in controlling the company's misattributes to TMT, diagnosing 

varying population characteristics at individual and group level, tracking changes in 

demographic diversity to relate them to other variables. 

This design adequately describes the direction, magnitude, patterns of changing variables 

and casual relationships among variables, allowing researchers to explore the distinction 

between variation in aggregate and individual data over time. 

The design is quite useful in describing patterns of changes in the study variables, thus 

allowing the direction and magnitude of causal relationships to be established. It allows 

researcher to distinguish between changes in aggregate data over time and in individuals. 
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3.3.1  Research Strategy 

While describing the research strategy, there are two research approaches that are 

substantially opposite to each other, one is approach to deduction and the other is approach 

to induction. 

The hypotheses are developed from a theory in deductive research approach and are tested 

to conclude whereas inductive approach allows researchers to devise a strategy and develop 

a theory from data analysis. In order to make the research philosophy specific, it is 

necessary to make these research approaches parallel as deduction to positivism and 

induction to interpretation, but they will have no real value and could mislead the 

researchers (Saunders et al., 2009). In terms of the research-theory relationship, deduction 

and choice of induction is a key factor (Bryman and Bell, 2007). The current study is based 

on strategic approaches to deductive research. 

3.4 Population and Sample Size 

To investigate the impact of the management features on Investment Efficiency and the 

quality of financial reporting, the population11 for current research study includes non-

financial companies listed on the Pakistan Stock Exchange (PSX). These companies are 

distributed across fourteen (14) different industry sectors. The sectorial details are as 

follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
11 All non-financial firms listed in Pakistan Stock Exchange (PSX) from year 2003 to 2018 including all 

major industrial sectors. 
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Table 3.1 Industry Wise Detail of Non-F Industry Wise Detail of Non-Financial Listed Firms (Source: 

 Pakistan Stock Exchange) 

Sr. 

No. 
Industry / Sector 

No. of 

Companies 

1 Spinning, Weaving, Finishing of Textiles  86 

2 Sugar 24 

3 Food products   11 

4 Chemicals, Chemical Products and Pharma.  26 

5 Manufacturing (miscellaneous) 19 

6 Mineral products 6 

7 Cement 14 

8 Motor Vehicles, Trailers  Auto parts  18 

9 Fuel and Energy Sector 13 

10 Information, Communication and Transport Services 7 

11 Coke and Refined Petroleum Products  9 

12 Paper, Paperboard and Products 7 

13 Electrical Machinery and Apparatus 5 

14 Other Services Activities Companies 6 

Total 251 

Finally, by eliminating the outliers during data analysis, 34 more firms were excluded and thus, 217 firms 

were confirmed for this research study, after which the sample size stood 3472 firm-year. 

This study covers non-financial companies listed on the Pakistan Stock Exchange (PSX). 

The research included data from year 2003 to 2018 on the companies that survived in this 

period. The data-set did not include the firms that did not survive in the mentioned period, 

or are new entrants. Two hundred and fifty-one (251) firms have therefore remained to be 

included as samples in the final analysis. 

The initial sample consists of all those firms listed in PSX. In order to reach the final sample 

size, various filtration processes are used. Initially, for two reasons, all financial firms such 

as banking companies, insurance companies, mutual funds and pension funds have been 

excluded from the scope of this research study. One of the reasons is that these institutions 

are far different to the rest of the non-financial firms in terms of investment structures. 

Their extent of doing the business is also different (Hilary et al., 2009). Non-financial firms 

tend to invest mostly in capital expenditure while financial institutions invest through 

consumer and industrial loans. Financial institutions in Pakistan follow their investment 

rules in accordance with the guidelines of the State Bank of Pakistan, due to which various 
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institutions influence the share-holding and investment choices (Ronald C. Anderson, 

Duru, and Reeb, 2012). This research study includes non-financial companies that have 

been remained listed on the Pakistan Stock Exchange during the time period of this 

research. After that, the companies whose data were not available were also excluded from 

the research. Finally, by eliminating the outliers during data analysis, more firms were 

excluded and thus the sample size stood 3472 firm-years. 

3.4.1 Why only Non-Financial Firms 

As all Financial firms (whether listed or not listed) are not included in the sample because 

these firms exhibit abnormal financial reporting variations. The approach for accounting 

rules  regulation, and requirements for corporate governance are different from non-

financial firms (Udin, Khan, and Javid, 2017). The structure in preparing the financial 

statements among other characteristics also differ from non-financial firms (Banerjee, 

2016; La Porta, Lopez‐de‐Silanes, Shleifer, and Vishny, 2002). Money-trading using 

different financial products is the main business of such firms that results in the 

management of interest revenues and expenses. These institutions emphasize mainly on 

current assets; therefore, they follow different accounting rules and standards than other 

firms. Such differences may impact the accuracy of accounting measures (Shahwan, 2015). 

Furthermore, having quite unique financial structure, these are highly leveraged- firms 

which affect the financial decisions differently (Lim, 2009). Moreover, the opportunities 

are open to non-financial firms to make more investments. 

3.5 Data Collection 

For the collection of secondary data, four sources are used: State Bank of Pakistan, Pakistan 

Stock Exchange (PSX); personal or direct contacts for hand-collection of data, and annual 

reports. Combining firm specific data from Pakistan State Bank and Pakistan Stock 

Exchange, the management related data are hand-collected, reference based, manually from 

company annual reports/web site. The rationale for taking 2003 as the base year is that the 

Corporate Governance code was implemented in Pakistan in 2002, it could be assumed that 

effective implementation would have been from 2003, which is the first financial year after 

CG code implementation. 
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In addition, after data collection on various variables, the initial screening process has 

observed some outliers in the data that could create bias in results and disturb the study 

generalizability. In the last, for the subsequent analysis, a total of 3,472 firm-year 

observations has been used covering the period of 16 years from the year 2003 to 2018. 

The data are then arranged in the form of a Panel-Data. However, Appendix 1 summarizes 

the industry breakdown of total 251 companies reported on the PSX for the duration (before 

excluding outliers). 

3.6 Variable Definition and Construction 

Study uses two sets of variables. First, financial variable which includes efficiency of 

investment and quality of financial reporting. Second, variable management characteristics 

which includes attributes of top management team. 

3.6.1 Investment Efficiency (IE):  

Conceptually, all projects that have an NPV in positive, such projects present the basic 

concept of IE12. Following the (Hilary et al., 2009) model, the current research study also 

estimates the company's growth opportunities. If a company achieves the expected level of 

investment, it is said that the Investment Efficiency of that company is very good. However, 

the situation in which companies tend to invest beyond their usual maximum limit is called 

over investment. In the same way, if the investment is below the limit, it is called under 

investment. This type of situation is called investment inefficiency. 

Following Hilary et al. (2009); the study is going to use a specified-model to get prediction 

for the level of investment. It is based on the growth opportunities (measured by growth in 

firm’s sales) to estimate the expected level of investment for the firm i in year t. Deviations 

from the model, which is reflected by the investment model's error term, represent 

inefficiency of the investment. 

                                                 
12 To calculate the level of investment in order to evaluate investment efficiency, the model of Gary C. Biddle 

and Gilles Hilary, (Hilary et al., 2009) has been used. According to this model, if the residual sign is +ve, it 

means firms’ investment rate is above the forecasted rate to the growth in sales. So firm will overinvest. If 

the residual sign is -ve, it means firm’s investment rate is below the forecasted rate to the growth in sales. So, 

the firm will underinvest. DV is the Investment Efficiency represented as InvEff measured as residuals with 

absolute values multiplying with -1. Many of other researchers have used this model such as: Iqbal and Khan 

(2020), García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020). 
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                    Investment i,t = β0 + β1 SalesGrowthi,t-1 + εi,t   (1) 

Investment i,t  here,  refers to the investment made by a company which is defined as an 

increase in tangible and intangible assets scaled by lagged total assets. Sales Growth has 

been described as “the rate of change of sales from year t-2 to t-1 of a firm I”.  

For each year and for industry the study estimate the investment model. The study uses the 

regression model residuals as a firm-specific proxy for Investment Efficiency since they 

represent the variance from the predicted level of investment. A positive residual indicates 

that the company invests at a greater pace than anticipated in response to revenue growth, 

implying that it will overinvest. A negative residual, on the other hand, implies that actual 

investment is lower than predicted, indicating underinvestment. The absolute residual value 

multiplied by -1 is our dependent variable, so a higher value indicates greater efficiency 

(InvEffi,t). 

3.6.2  Proxy for Investment Efficiency 

Here IE is the phenomenal stipulation thinking trend in which the manager always imagines 

the investment of a firm in positive NPV projects, ignoring the negative NPV projects. The 

same model has been used in many of the previous research-studies that have tested the 

viability of investments (Hilary et al., 2009). Lara, Osma, and Penalva (2016) have also 

used this model. The biggest feature of this model is that it uses all types of investments, in 

contrast to other research combines different types of investment capabilities. Therefore, 

the current research study is examining the viability of investment in imitation of Hilary et 

al. (2009) model. Existing study going to calculate deviation from the optimal level of 

investment by dividing sales growth over total investment in the previous year. The error-

term represents the deviation from the expected level of investment. A positive residual 

represents investment in negative NPV (overinvestment) projects whereas a negative 

residual represents companies that do not invest in positive NPV (underinvestment) 

projects. Furthermore, the higher the absolute value of the residuals, the better the 

investment potential. 

 

Tobin’s Q has been used mostly in previous literature to test the companies' investment, 

but the current research study uses sales growth for two reasons. The first reason is that the 

sales growth and the use of Tobin's Q have the same results (Hilary et al., 2009). Another 
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reason to use sales growth for investment is that Tobin’s Q could affect the quality of 

financial reporting (Hilary et al., 2009). 

3.7  Financial Reporting Quality (FRQ)  

Three different methods have been applied in this research study to test the quality of 

financial reporting. For this, to measure the financial reporting quality, different proxy-

variables have been used. These proxies are based on the Fundamental principle of 

accounting accuracy. The same concept has been used in many previous researches. At the 

end, these three proxy-results are averaged to standardize the values so that the data-biases 

could be eliminated.  

FRQ-I: 

The McNichols and Stubben (2008)13 model is used to measure the first proxy. 

            𝐀𝐑𝐢,𝐭  =  𝛃𝟎  + 𝛃𝟏𝐒𝐚𝐥𝐞𝐬𝐢,𝐭 + 𝛆𝐢,𝐭     (2)  

Where, ∆ARi,t is the annual change in accounts receivable for firm i in the year t. ∆Salesi,t 

represents the annual change in sales revenues for firm i in year t. and ἑ i,t represents 

residuals representing the measure of financial reporting quality García-Sánchez and García-

Meca (2020), Iqbal and Khan (2020).  

 

FRQ-II: 

The model developed by Kasznik (1999)14; which is modified form of Jones (1991) model, 

have been used for the discretionary accruals as a second measure of FRQ: 

 

"𝐓𝐀𝐢,𝐭 =  𝛃𝟎  + 𝛃𝟏𝐒𝐚𝐥𝐞𝐬𝐢,𝐭 + 𝛃𝟐𝐏𝐏𝐄𝐢,𝐭+ 𝛃𝟑𝐂𝐅𝐎𝐢,𝐭 + 𝛆𝐢,𝐭  (3)” 

In the above model equation, TA i,t are total accruals which are obtained by calculating: 

                                                 
13 McNichols and Stubben (2008) model has been used. Higher the values, higher the FRQ, (FRQ-Ii,t = - | εi,t |). 

The residuals obtained from this model are named as discretionary revenues. This is that portion of change 

in account receivable which is not explained by growth in sales. The 1st proxy for FRQ-I is obtained by 

multiplying the residual values with -1 to get absolute value. 
14 Model of Kasznik (1999) modified from Jones (1991) has been used. The residuals obtained are called 

discretionary accruals that represent higher FRQ for higher values obtained and vice versa.  
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(∆Non-liquid Current Assets - ∆Current liabilities) + (“∆Short-term Bank Debt-

depreciation)”. “∆Salesi,t is the ∆Revenues”. “PPEi,t is represented by property, plant and 

equipment”. ∆CFOi,t is the ∆Cash-flow from Operations. “These all terms are calculated 

by dividing these with lagged total assets”.  

 

FRQ-III: 

 

In Eq.4, the proxy is based on the model of accrual-quality. It was developed by (Dechow 

and Dichev, 2002)15. According to their model, current working capital is the portion of 

accruals that is regressed on cash-flow from activities from the previous year, current year, 

and next year. 

 

 

             "𝐖𝐂𝐀𝐢,𝐭 =  𝛃𝟎  + 𝛃𝟏𝐂𝐅𝐎𝐢,𝐭−𝟏
 +  𝛃𝟐𝐂𝐅𝐎𝐢,𝐭+ 𝛃𝟑𝐂𝐅𝐎𝐢,𝐭+𝟏

 +  𝛆𝐢,𝐭      (4)” 

In the equation that have been shown above, the WCA i,t is the working capital accruals 

which are calculated as: 

(∆Non-liquid Current Assets-∆Current Liabilities) + ∆Short-term Bank Debt. Whereas    

CFOi,t-1, CFOi,t and CFOi,t+1 are the cash flow from operations of previous year, current 

year and the next year. These all variables are deflated by average total assets. 

Following the previous research studies, estimation models are based on year and industry 

from where residuals from the equation (3) are to be extracted. These residuals reflect the 

variation which are unexplained cash flows of the current, past and the next year. In this 

context, the third FRQ metric will be as follows: Absolute residual values X (-1). A higher 

FRQ indicates a higher residual value. 

The fourth aggregate measure16 of FRQ-Aggi,t, has been derived by calculating the as the 

average of the standardized values of the three proxies, (i.e. FRQ-I,FRQ-II,FRQ-III). If the 

value obtained is high, FRQ will also be high. 

                                                 
15 The model was developed by (Dechow and Dichev, 2002) which is based on the model of accrual-quality. 

The residuals obtained from the model are multiplied by -1 to have absolute value. Higher value represent 

higher FRQ, (FRQ-IIi,t = - | εi,t |). 

16 The aggregate of three models are then calculated by taking average of values obtained from all three 

model equations to avoid data bias and errors as described by Iqbal and Khan (2020) and (Gomariz and 

Ballesta, 2014). 
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𝐅𝐑𝐐 − 𝐀𝒈𝒈 =
𝟏

𝟑
 [FRQ-I+FRQ-II+FRQ-III]   (5) 

Present study takes the absolute value of residuals obtained in Eq. 2,3,4 and 5 and afterwards 

multiplied it by -1, present study computed measure of FRQ as higher value of residuals 

indicate higher FRQ and vice versa. 

3.9. Measuring Characteristics of TMT 

By utilizing the past research studies of (Chemmanur and Paeglis, 2005; Chemmanur et al., 

2009) the TMT characteristics are categorized in three basic dimensions: 

(1) Team Resources (2) Team Structure (3) Team Reputation. The first measure of “Team-

Resources” is the size of the firm's TMT (TSIZE) which includes the number of executive 

directors and CEO, CFO, Secretary of the Company. “Team Resources” also rely on the 

team members education. To capture this notion, the ratio of TMT members having 

Business Education in TMT (BED) is taken. The former or prior experience served as an 

executive in previous firm has been taken as a proxy to measure former experience (FEXP). 

It is taken as the ratio of members of the top management team that served as executives 

before joining the present firm. The top management “Team Structure” has been captured 

in three further dimensions: (i) Gender Diversity (GDIV); defined as dummy variable, 

taken “1” for presence of female member in TMT and otherwise “0”.  (ii) the average tenure 

of the management team (TENURE); which has been captured as the average number of 

years the team members have been with the firm; (iii) CEO dominance has been measured 

as the ratio of CEO’s shareholdings in the year to the shareholdings of the overall firm’s 

top management team; (iv) CEO compensation (CEOC) taken as the ratio of CEO 

remuneration to the remuneration of TMT. 

Finally, the study measures the team affiliation as the reputation of the top management 

team by the number of other corporate boards on which TMT members sit (TAFF). 
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3.8  Control Variables 

While studying the possible influence of the FRQ on the relationship of TMT and 

Investment Efficiency, there are expectations for the influence of other factors that should 

be considered. In order to mitigate the expected bias in the study model, other explanatory 

and control variables are also being applied in current research. These are described as 

under:  

3.8.1  Leverage (Lev_LT) 

It is measured as the ratio of long-term debts of the firm and its total assets. Leverage 

(Lev_LTi,t) is the ratio between the long term debt and total assets. A negative relationship 

with Investment Efficiency was reported in the study conducted by (Baik et al., 2010). 

Accordingly, negative coefficient estimation on leverage is predicted following the prior 

literature. In addition, over-investment is expected to be negative and under-investment 

will be positively linked to leverage. 

Previous literature provides mixed results on the relationship between leverage and the 

quality of financial reporting. On the other hand, as F. Wang et al. (2015) found, but M.-L. 

Yang (2010) found negative relationship, Cascino, Pugliese, Mussolino, and Sansone 

(2010) found positive relationship. Therefore, no sign on association predicts the present 

study. 

3.8.2  Tangibility (TANGi,t) 

The ratio between tangible fixed assets and firm’s total assets is measured as tangibility of 

the firm. Higher tangibility has been reported as more inclined towards Investment 

Efficiency (Hilary et al., 2009). However, they argued negative relationship between 

tangibility and Investment efficiency Iqbal and Khan (2020), García-Sánchez and García-

Meca (2020), H. Choi and Suh (2019), Lazonick and Shin (2019). On the basis of these 

mix relationships, no prediction about the sign of the tangibility in establishing its 

relationship with Investment Efficiency is made in the current study.  
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3.8.3 Slack 

The ratio of cash to PPE has been measured as Slack to use as control variable. Many 

researchers have used this in past (e.g. Biddle  2009; Gomraiz and Ballesta 2014; Shahzad, 

F., Rehman, I.U., Colombage, S. and Nawaz, F. 2019).  

3.8.4 Firm Size (FSIZE) 

The natural logarithm of sales has been adopted as a proxy for firm-size (Fsizeit); The 

research studies conducted in the past concluded mostly that large firms are more inclined 

to Investment Efficiency (C. Wang, Raghunandan, and McEwen, 2013; M.-L. Yang, 2010). 

As such firms have greater visibility, thus, these firm tend to seek greater investment 

volume. Therefore, the prior research literature as well as the current study going to expect 

the positive coefficient-estimate on firm-size (Fsizeit). 

 

3.8.5 CaTA 

The ratio of cash to total assets is the measure of CaTA which is used as a control variable. 

Many researchers have used this in past (e.g. Biddle  2009; Gomraiz and Ballesta 2014; 

Shahzad, F., Rehman, I.U., Colombage, S. and Nawaz, F. 2019).  

3.9 Models Specifications 

As the research objectives mentioned in first chapter, the present study aims to investigate 

the impact of top management team (TMT) on Investment Efficiency (Inveff) with 

mediating effect of financial reporting quality (FRQ). To accomplish this objective, five 

levels of analysis are conducted. At first, the present study investigates the effect of the 

TMT on Inveffcy. At the second stage, the impact of TMT on FRQ is analyzed. Third stage 

of the current study analyzed the impact of FRQ on InvEff, and lastly the impact of TMT 

on Inveff with mediating effect of FRQ is investigated. Each step uses a different model. 
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Top Management Team (TMT) Characteristics and Investment Efficiency 

As discussed earlier, at first level the impact of top management team on Investment 

Efficiency is tested on PSX listed firms. The following regression model is used to cater 

this objective; 

InvEff it = β0 + β1TMTit + β2 TANGit + β3 Lev_LT it + β4FSizeit + β5Slackit + β6CaTAit 

+ εit ………….… (3.1) 

Where top management team is measured through team size (TSIZE); business education 

(BED); former experience (FEXP); gender diversity (GDIV); TMT’s average tenure 

(TENURE); CEO Dominance (CEOD); CEO Compensation (CEOC); and Team 

Affiliation (TAFF) are used separately in each regression equation; whereas tangibility 

(TANG it); Leverage (Lev_LT it); firm size (FSize it); Slack, and cash to total assets are used 

as control variables.   

At second stage, the impact of top management team on financial reporting quality can be 

measured through following equations: 

FRQit = β0 + β1TMTit + β2 TANGit + β3 Lev_LT it + β4FSizeit + β5Slackit + β6CaTAit + 

εit ………….…… (3.2) 

Where financial reporting quality measured through three means i.e. change in account 

receivables (FRQ-I); total assets (FRQ-II); working capital accruals (FRQ-III); and finally 

the aggregate of all these measures aggregate of FRQ (FRQ-IV). Like equation 1, top 

management team measures through team size (TSIZE); business education (BED); former 

experience (FEXP); gender diversity (GDIV); Team management teams’ average tenure 

(TENURE); CEO dominance (CEOD); CEO compensation (CEOC); and team affiliation 

(TAFF) and used separately in each regression equation; whereas leverage, log of sales, 

slack, and cash to total assets are used as a control variable.  

3.9.1  Financial Reporting Quality and Investment Efficiency  

As discussed earlier, at third stage the present study investigates the impact of financial 

reporting quality on Investment efficiency Iqbal and Khan (2020), García-Sánchez and 

García-Meca (2020), H. Choi and Suh (2019), Lazonick and Shin (2019). These objectives 

can be achieved through following equation: 
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InvEffit = β0 + β1FRQit + β2 TANGit + β3 Lev_LT it + β4FSizeit + β5Slackit + β6CaTAit + 

εit …………. (3.3) 

Where financial reporting quality measured through three means i.e. change in account 

receivables (FRQ-I); Total Accruals (FRQ-II); Working Capital Accruals (FRQ-III); and 

finally the aggregate of all these measures aggregate of FRQ (FRQAgg) are used separately 

in equations. Tangibility, Leverage, Firm size, Slack, and Cash to Total Assets are used as 

control variables. 

Top Management Team, Financial Reporting Quality and Investment 

Efficiency  

Lastly, current study tested the role of financial reporting quality as a mediator in 

connection between top management team and Investment efficiency Iqbal and Khan 

(2020), García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), H. Choi and Suh (2019), Lazonick and 

Shin (2019). In order to test the indirect effect of mediation between the relation of TMT 

and investment efficiency, the Hayes mediations process approach is being used. Following 

equations are used to testify this association: 
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Conceptual Model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-1 Conceptual Model 

 

Management 
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(Top Management Team) 

Investment Efficiency 

(InvEff) 

Financial Reporting Quality 

(FRQ) 

Model1: H1a-H1h 
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Table 3.2 Measurements of Dependent and Mediating Variables 

Investment Efficiency (IE)- Dependent Variable 

“Investment i,t = β0 + β1 SalesGrowthi,t-1 + εi,t”   (1)  

 If the residual sign is +ve, it means firm’s investment rate is above the 

forecasted rate to the growth in sales. So firm will overinvest. 

 If the residual sign is -ve, it means firm’s investment rate is below the 

forecasted rate to the growth in sales. So, the firm will underinvest. 

 DV is the Investment Efficiency represented as InvEff measured as 

residuals with absolute values by multiplying with -1. 

(Biddle et al., 2009) 

(Achleitner, Günther, 

Kaserer, and Siciliano, 

2014; Mei Cheng et al., 

2013; Di Meo, 2014; Lara, 

Osma, and Penalva, 2010) 

“Financial Reporting Quality (FRQ)-Mediating Variable” 
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“ARi,t = βo +β1Salesi,t + εi,t  (2)” 

 Thus, the higher values, higher the FRQ, (FRQ-Ii,t = - | εi,t 

|). 

 The residuals obtained from the Eq.1 are named as 

discretionary revenues. This is that portion of change 

in account receivable which is not explained by growth 

in sales. 

 The 1st proxy for FRQ-I is obtained by multiplying the 

residual values with -1 to get absolute value. 

McNichols and Stubben 

(2008) 

(Gomariz and Ballesta, 

2014) 
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“TAi,t = βo +β1Salesi,t + β2PPEi,t+ β3CFOi,t + εi,t     (3)” 

 The residuals obtained from the Eq.2 multiplied by -1 to 

have absolute value is the 2nd proxy. 

 Again, higher value represent higher FRQ, (FRQ-IIi,t = - | 

εi,t |). 

Kasznik (1999); Jones 

(1991) 

Gomariz and Ballesta 

(2014) 
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“WCAi,t = βo +β1CFOi,t-1 + β2CFOi,t+ β3CFOi,t+1 + εi,t”

    (4)” 

 The unexplained accruals obtained from cash flows of 

past, present and next year reflect the working capital 

variations from Eq.3. 

 The 3rd measure of FRQ-III is represented by the 

absolute value of the residuals obtained after multiplying 

it by -1. 

 Thus, higher value, higher FRQ, (FRQ-IIIi,t = - | εi,t |). 

Dechow and Dichev 

(2002) 

(Gomariz and Ballesta, 

2014) 
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𝟑
 [FRQ-I+FRQ-II+FRQ-III]  (5) 

(Gomariz and Ballesta, 

2014) 
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Table 3.3 Measurements of Independent Variables 

Management Characteristics - Independent Variable Top Management Team (TMT) Attributes 

T
E

A
M

  

R
E

S
O

U
R

C
E

S
 

1 TMT Size TSIZE 

Number of executive-

officers (i.e. including 

CEO) in a firm’s 

management team. 

(García-Sánchez and 

García-Meca) 

Jeffrey Gauthier  2019 

Shu-Miao Lai  Chih-Liang 

Liu 2017 

(Chemmanur et al., 2009) 

(Chemmanur and Paeglis, 

2005) 

2 
Business 

Education 
BED 

% of a firm’s 

management team 

having business 

education. 

(García-Sánchez and 

García-Meca, 2020) 

(Gauthier et al., 2019) 

(Chemmanur et al., 2009) 

(Chemmanur and Paeglis, 

2005) 

3 
Former 

Experience 
FEXP 

% of TMT members 

who served as 

executives prior joining 

the firm. 

(García-Sánchez and 

García-Meca, 2020) 

(Gauthier et al., 2019) 

(Lai and Liu, 2018b) 

(Lee and Moon, 2018) 

(Chemmanur et al., 2009) 

(Chemmanur and Paeglis, 

2005) 

T
E

A
M

 S
T

R
U

C
T

U
R

E
 

4 
Gender 

Diversity 
GDIV  No. of Females in TMT 

(García-Sánchez and 

García-Meca, 2020) 

(Gauthier et al., 2019) 

(Lee and Moon, 2018) 

(Lee, Sun, and Moon, 

2018) 

(Chemmanur et al., 2009) 

(Chemmanur and Paeglis, 

2005) 
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5 
Average 

Tenure  
TENURE 

No. of years (at 

average), the 

management team 

members have been 

with the team. 

(García-Sánchez and 

García-Meca, 2020; 

Gauthier et al., 2019) 

(Shu, Sulaeman, and 

Yeung, 2012) 

(Deng et al., 2017) 

(Chemmanur et al., 2009) 

(Chemmanur and Paeglis, 

2005) 

6 
CEO 

Dominance 
CEOD 

Ratio b/w CEO-

shareholdings to 

shareholdings of firm’s 

management team 

members. 

(García-Sánchez and 

García-Meca, 2020) 

(Gauthier et al., 2019) 

(Lai and Liu, 2018a) 

(Lai and Liu, 2018a) 

(Chemmanur et al., 2009) 

(Chemmanur and Paeglis, 

2005). 

7 
CEO 

Compensation 
CEOC   

Ratio b/w CEO-salary 

bonus and total salary 

and bonus of a firm’s 

management team 

members. 

(García-Sánchez and 

García-Meca, 2020) 

(Gauthier et al., 2019) 

(Lai and Liu, 2018b) 

(Lai and Liu, 2018b) 

(Chemmanur et al., 2009) 

(Chemmanur and Paeglis, 

2005). 

T
E

A
M

 M
 R

E
P

U
T

A
T

IO
N

 

8 
Team 

Affiliation 
TAFF 

No. of members serving 

on boards of other 

companies. 

(García-Sánchez and 

García-Meca, 2020) 

(Gauthier et al., 2019) 

(Lai and Liu, 2018c) 

(Lai and Liu, 2018c) 

(Chemmanur et al., 2009) 

(Chemmanur and Paeglis, 

2005) 
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Table 3.4 Measurements of Control Variables 

Control Variables 

1 Tangibility TANGit Ratio of tangible fixed assets 

divided to total assets 

Biddle  2009 

Gomraiz and Ballesta 2014 

Shahzad, F.Rehman, I.U., Colombage, S. 

and Nawaz, F. 2019. 

2 Leverage Lev_LT Ratio of long-term debt (liability) 

to total asset 

(Chang and Tsai, 2009; A. Habib et al., 

2012). 

(Baik et al., 2010) 

(Cascino et al., 2010) 

3 
Firm Size 

 
FSize Natural logarithm of sales 

(Gomariz and Ballesta, 2014) 

(S.-F. Wang, Jou, Chang, and Wu, 2014; J. 

Yang, 2010) 

4 Slack Slack Ratio of cash to PPE 

(Biddle et al., 2009) 

(García-Teruel, Martínez-Solano, and 

Sánchez-Ballesta, 2014) 

Shahzad, F., Rehman, I.U., Colombage, S. 

and Nawaz, F. 2019 

5 Cash CaTA Ratio of cash to total assets 

(Biddle et al., 2009) 

3.10  Estimation Techniques 

In order to find the existence of relationship among TMT, FRQ and IE, this study uses more 

suitable estimation techniques of panel data comprise of 251 firms for the period from 2003 

to 2018. These firms are non-financial and are listed under Pakistan Stock Exchange. 

Present study applies fixed effect (FE) random effect (RE) models of panel data. The 

Hausman test has been used to opt the model of random effect (RE) or the fixed effect (FE). 

2SLS and Generalized Moments Method (GMM) are also used among the estimation 

techniques of panel data. The current study employs ordinary least squares. In addition, 

industry-dummies are also included in this study. The robustness is also used by 

generalized moment method (GMM) and two stage least square regression (2SLS). 
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3.11  Panel Data Analysis 

In this study, the panel data methodology is applied to study the existence of the relationship 

empirically between the dependent, independent, and mediating variables. Entities (e.g. 

country, firm) vary over the time in panel data (Gujarati, 2009). Use of panel data have 

several favorable reasons that help to mitigate the heterogeneity and endogeneity issues. 

Choices are made in panel data among OLS, FEM, and estimated REM. The preference is 

dependent on intercepts, slope coefficients, and residuals suppositions (Gujarati, 2009). 

According to OLS regression, there are no major discrepancies between the firms. That is, 

the intercepts and slope coefficient remain stable over time. As a result, residuals will assist 

in determining the variations between businesses. 

3.11.1  Assumptions of Fixed Effect Model 

1.  The “regressor slope coefficient” is constant across the firms. Alternatively, 

 intercepts vary from one company to another, whereas the firm-intercept is constant 

 over time. The industry dummy may be included in the model for controlling the 

 non-observable fixed effect across the industry accordingly. 

2.  The regressor slope coefficient is constant across the companies. Cross-company 

 intercepts however, differ across firms and time. Therefore, it is possible to include 

 industry and year dummies in the model in order to control the non-observable fixed 

 effect across the industry and time. 

3.  The repressor's pendulum coefficient and intercepts vary among firms. To minimize 

 slope variations, interactive or differential slope dummy variables may be used to 

 calculate differences in slope-coefficients. 

3.11.1.1 Assumption of Random Effect Model  

The sum of random variable (if mean value is α1 with error term εi) is called coefficient of 

interception (α1i).  

The random variables are not correlated with other repressor. 

The Breusch-Pagan Lagrange Multiplier (LM) test and Hausman Specification test can help 

in determining the choice between pooled OLS, fixed or random model effect. In results-

section of Ch.4, the reported results have confirmed no significant difference between the 

firms.  
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3.11.2  Generalized Method of Moment (GMM) 

For the estimation of the Eq. 3.5, GMM is used which is suggested by (Arellano and Bond, 

1991; Blundell and Bond, 1998). The current study employs GMM estimators for 

robustness. One of the favorable reasons of using the GMM system is that it allows more 

instrument induction, thus it improves efficiency (Blundell and Bond, 1998). System GMM 

is based on the assumption that first instrument variables differences are uncorrelated to the 

fixed effects. Additional assumptions of System GMM include: 

 Small T and Large N 

 Linear functional relationship 

 Independent variables are not strictly exogenous 

 Fixed company effect 

 Heteroskedasticity and; 

 Autocorrelation within companies but are not dynamic across companies’ left hand 

side variables (Arellano and Bover; Blundell and Bond; Parrino and Weisbach).  

Furthermore, the study takes care of the impact of Autocorrelation. The result suggests that 

autocorrelation doesn’t exist. The Hansen test is performed to test the instrument’s validity. 

Furthermore, the possible reason for Heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation in the model 

cannot be addressed or identified at times. This issue too would be captured by GMM.  

3.11.3  Two Stage Least Square Regression (2SLS) 

This approach has been used by various researchers in order to capture the issues of endogeneity 

in the model (Gul, Fung, and Jaggi). The reason why to use this is that it requires variables 

from external exogenous instruments (unlike GMM). 
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3.12  Diagnostic Testing 

3.12.1  The Normality Test 

Gujarati and Porter (2012) argues that normality test must be applied to test endogeneity, 

Heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation in order to check if the error-terms are normally 

distributed.  

3.12.2  The Levin, Lin and Chu Test 

This test is used to access the stationary panel data. 

Null hypothesis: Series-stationary is not present. 

Alternative Hypothesis: Stationary in series exist. 

Rejection of the null hypothesis shows that the stationary series at normal level. 

To make it stationary, it will use the 1st or 2nd difference otherwise. 

3.12.3  The Wooldridge Test for Serial Correlation 

In panel data, if there is the existence of autocorrelation, it means there is covariance 

between the error-terms. This autocorrelation is traced out through the Wooldridge Test.  

Null hypothesis: The panel data do not have autocorrelation in it. 

Alternative Hypothesis: The panel data have autocorrelation in it. 

3.12.4  The Modified Wald test for Heteroskedasticity. 

The study is going to know the presence of Heteroskedasticity, for this The Modified Wald 

test is being applied. Fickle or inconstant variance cause the occurrence of 

Heteroskedasticity over the time. 

Null hypothesis: The variance of error terms is constant over time. 

Alternative Hypothesis: The variance of error terms is not constant over time. 

3.12.5  The Durbin Wu-Hausman Test 

If there is the existence of correlation between regressor and error, it called endogeneity 

which is determined by this test. 

Null hypothesis: There is no problem about simultaneity. 
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Alternative Hypothesis: There is the problem of simultaneity. 

No correlation means null hypothesis is not rejected and if it is rejected, it means there is 

correlation between regressor and error term. Then suitable scenario suggests the use of 

2SLS (Hamermesh and Silk, 1979) and GMM (Richardson, 2006). 

 

3.12.6 The Hensen J Statistics Test. 

The correlation between independent variables and residual covariances is tested by using 

this test. The validity of the instrument is also checked by this test (Javid, Mahmood-ul-

Hassan, Hussain, and Iqbal, 2014). 

Null Hypothesis: There is no correlation present between the instrument and the term error. 

Alternative Hypothesis: The instrument has a correlation with the term error. 

3.13 3.15  Summary of the Chapter/Conclusion 

The present research work is going to study the impact of management characteristics on 

Investment Efficiency among the firms listed in Pakistan Stock Exchange (PSX); using 

eight proxies of top management team (representing three dimensions); financial reporting 

quality and control variables for the period 2003 to 2018. To this end, three models are 

specified to estimate the relationships between TMT and the quality of financial reporting 

with Investment Efficiency, TMT and FRQ with under and overinvestment, mediating the 

effect of FRQ on Investment efficiency Iqbal and Khan (2020), García-Sánchez and García-

Meca (2020), H. Choi and Suh (2019), Lazonick and Shin (2019). The criteria for the 

selection of sample, data and data-sources as well as construction of variables are discussed 

afterwards. Finally, the estimation techniques such as OLS, 2SLS regression, and GMM 

are employed appropriately. 

 

--------------------------------------- 
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4 CHAPTER 4 

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Introduction  

This part of the research thesis comprises of “Data Analysis and Results” at chapter-4. 

Current chapter includes the empirical results of “The Impact of Management 

Characteristics on Investment Efficiency: Examining the Mediating Role of Financial 

Reporting Quality”.  The analysis and results being shared in this chapter are derived from 

the data of 251 non-financial firms listed in Pakistan Stock Exchange (PSX) from year 2003 

to 2018. After presenting the results derived from descriptive-analysis, the panel data 

regression results are being presented. This study employs OLS, two stage regression 

GMM regression, Random Effect Model (REM) and Fix Effect Model (FEM). The 

descriptive statistics is presented in section 4.2. Further, this section includes several 

diagnostic tests like normality, Wald, Wooldridge, and Poolabilty. Section 4.3 reports 

empirical results and discussion on earlier developed hypothesis in chapter 2. This Section 

is further sub divided in to five sections to report the results of the hypothesis. Finally 

Section 4.4 concludes the study and presents policy implications.  

4.2 Descriptive Analysis: 

4.2.1 Descriptive Statistics of overall study variables: 

The sample of 4016 firm-year observations have been made the base for the analysis 

containing 251 listed non-financial firms under Pakistan Stock Exchange covering the 

period of 2003 to 2018. The description of sample characteristics of the current study 

variables are tabulated in table 4.1. The study is bases on the dependent variable of 

Investment Efficiency denoted as “InvEff” which is also described as investment 

inefficiency. If a firm is making under investment (UI) or over investment (OI), both 

scenario are associated with investment inefficiency which describes deviation from 

normal volume of investment. Thus if there is no Investment Efficiency, it means there is 

investment inefficiency. The mean value of IE is 0.374 (37.4%) that means firms in 

Pakistan are showing better Investment efficiency Iqbal and Khan (2020), García-Sánchez 
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and García-Meca (2020), H. Choi and Suh (2019), Lazonick and Shin (2019). The 

independent variable have eight measuring proxies.  

 

Table 4.1 Descriptive Statistics 

Variable N Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 

Inv_Eff 3,472 0 .374 0.745 0. .002 10.463 

Ov_inv 924 0.940 1.156 0.0002 10.460 

Un_inv 2,576 -0.337 6.736 -324.90 -0.0001 

FRQ_Agg 3,718 12.947 1.446 5.409 19.108 

TSIZE 3,472 3.952 1.225 3.000 7.000 

BED 3,472 0.648 0. 124 0.2857 1.000 

FEXP 3,472 0.183 0.193 0.000 1.000 

GDIV 3,472 0.278 0.448 0.000 1.000 

TENURE 3,472 13.452 4.272 1.000 27.000 

CEOD 3,472 1.016 1.784 0.000 9.860 

CEOC 3,472 0.342 0.621 0.000 11.810 

TAFF 3,472 0.441 0.497 0.000 1.000 

TANG 3,472 0.692 0.715 0.000 15.210 

Lev_LT 3,472 0.238 0.537  0.000 8.53 

FSIZE 3,472 6.444 0.845 2.300 9.070 

Slack 3,472 0.794 19.143 0.000 1102.71 

CaTA 3,472 0.052 0.428  0.000 24.803 

The Table 4.1 provides the simple characteristics of 3472 firm-year observations across 251 

firms over the period of sixteen years from 203 to 2018. All variables are defined in Table 3.1, 

Table 3.2 and Table 3.3.  

Table 4.1 presents the results of descriptive analysis.  The average Investment Efficiency 

is 0.374 which is positive indicating that on average, the firms in Pakistan are over investing 

during the sample period of the study. The average value of financial reporting quality of 

the firms in Pakistan is 12.94 with a standard deviation of 1.44. The minimum value during 

the sample period remains 5.409 and maximum value remains 19.108. It can be reported 

that financial reporting quality maintained by Pakistan’s firms is satisfactory.  The average 

team size in Pakistan’s firms is 3.952 members. The minimum team size during our sample 

remained 3 and maximum team size reaches 7 members. The percentage of team members 

having business education is 64 percent. The percentage of female team members in the 

team are 27 percent.  The average tenure of team members remains 13.45 years during 

study sample period. The CEO dominance ratio is greater than the indicated as the firms in 
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Pakistan are highly dominated by the CEOs.  The CEO-compensation ratio is also greater 

than the indicated earlier which is higher than other team members. The descriptive 

statistics also show that 44 percent of the top management members sit in other boards’ 

meetings in Pakistan’s firm.  

Table 4.2 presents the results of correlation analysis. The dependent variable of the study 

i.e., the Investment Efficiency is positively correlated with financial reporting quality, team 

member size, and presence of female team member. However, it is negatively correlated 

with of team member having BED, FEXP of team members, and average TENURE of TMT 

members, CEOD, CEOC and TAFF. The correlation between Investment Efficiency and 

financial reporting quality is significant at 1 percent probability level. The mediating 

variable of the study financial reporting quality is positively correlated with team size, 

business education of team members, prior experience of team members and with TAFF. 

However, it is negatively correlated with tenure of members, female team members, CEO 

dominance and with CEO compensation. The correlation results of the mediating variable 

(FRQ) with FEXP, tenure of member, CEO dominance, CEO compensation and with TAFF 

are significant at 1 percent probability level. 
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Table 4.2 Correlation Results 

* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

1 Inv_Eff 1               

2 FRQ_Agg 0.090*** 1              

3 TSIZE 0.022 0.013 1             

4 BED -0.026 0.034* -0.253*** 1            

5 FEXP -0.027 0.083*** 0.158*** 0.036* 1           

6 GDIV 0.031 -0.0001 0.081*** -0.203*** 0.133*** 1          

7 TENURE -0.033 -0.101*** -0.011 -0.043* 0.018 -0.014 1         

8 CEOD -0.016 -0.078*** 0.023 0.027 -0.020 0.030 -0.061*** 1        

9 CEOC -0.006 -0.068*** 0.021 0.012 -0.024 0.005 -0.016 0.086*** 1       

10 TAFF -0.028 0.145*** 0.261*** 0.054** 0.038*** 0.202*** -0.033 -0.059*** -0.049** 1      

11 TANG 0.049** -0.026 -0.032 0.030 -0.020 -0.029 0.028 0.041* 0.091*** -0.037* 1     

12 Lev_LT 0.063*** -0.010 0.015 0.0268 0.006 0.003 0.100 -0.011 0.090*** -0.012 0.051*** 1    

13 FSIZE -0.044** 0.352*** 0.134*** -0.055** 0.284*** 0.100*** -0.016 -0.137*** -0.189*** 0.361*** -0.195*** -0.08*** 1   

14 Slack 0.064*** 0.009 -0.011 0.062*** -0.014 -0.011 -0.046** -0.014 -0.006 -0.009 0.006 0.013 -0.06*** 1  

15 CaTA 0.096*** 0.036* -0.002 0.004 -0.001 -0.006 0.008 0.040* -0.002 0.012 0.153*** 0.004 -0.014 0.063*** 1 
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4.3 Regression Analysis: 

4.3.1 Data management through data cleaning and editing: 

The current study examines the impact of various management characteristics on 

Investment Efficiency and also examines indirect effect through mediation of financial 

reporting quality between the relationship of management characteristics and Investment 

efficiency Iqbal and Khan (2020), García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), H. Choi and 

Suh (2019), Lazonick and Shin (2019). To test the mentioned impact and relationships, 

regression analysis has been used to address the aim of the research. Most important task 

that have been accomplished before initializing the analysis of the research was data 

cleaning and editing.    

The raw data sample was consisted of 546 listed firms in Pakistan Stock Exchange until the 

end of this study period that is 2018. The sample period ranges from year 2003 to 2018 

consisting sixteen years which is quite a lengthy period for this kind of analysis especially 

in Pakistan as no study has yet been conducted for this long period according to the known 

literature. This has helped in getting judgmental errors and biasness free results. The 

presence of potential outliers in the data was tested initially along with missing values and 

anomalies have been tackled.  

At very first stage, financial firms have been excluded from the sample due to their unique 

composition and accounting criteria (Deloof, 2003). After that, firms with certain 

discrepancies and missing values have been removed from the sample to purify the data 

(M. D. Hill, Kelly, and Highfield, 2010). In the last, the process of winsorizing, the data 

have been adopted at the level of 1% in order to remove outliers (García-Teruel, Martínez-

Solano, and Sánchez-Ballesta, 2010; Hennes, Leone, and Miller, 2008). At the process-end, 

final sample has come up with 4001 firm-year observations that represents 251 firms. 

4.3.2 Regression Models: 

The basic purpose of the current research study is to check the impact of management 

characteristics on Investment Efficiency by examining the mediating role of financial 

reporting quality García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), Iqbal and Khan (2020). To 

accomplish this, the study uses four main estimation models for empirical analysis.  
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These models are being given below: 

Model 1: It investigates the impact of various management characteristics   

  (independent variable) on Investment Efficiency (dependent variable).  

 

InvEff it =  β0 +  β1TMTit +   ∑β (CONTROLSit) + εit 

In order to test the impact of various management characteristics on Investment Efficiency, 

following sub- models are formulated:  

Sub-Models: 

Model1a: 

InvEff it =  β0 +  β1TSIZEit  +  ∑β (CONTROLSit) + εit 

Model1b: 

InvEff it =  β0 +  β1BEDit  +  ∑β (CONTROLSit) + εit 

Model1c: 

InvEff it =  β0 +  β1FEXPit  +  ∑β (CONTROLSit) + εit 

Model1d: 

InvEff it =  β0 +  β1GDIVit  +  ∑β (CONTROLSit) + εit 

Model1e: 

InvEff it =  β0 +  β1TENUREit  +  ∑β (CONTROLSit) + εit 

Model1f: 

InvEff it =  β0 +  β1CEODit  +  ∑β (CONTROLSit) + εit 

Model1g: 

InvEff it =  β0 +  β1CEOCit  +  ∑β (CONTROLSit) + εit 

Model1h: 

InvEff it =  β0 +  β1TAFFit  +  ∑β (CONTROLSit) + εit 
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Model 2:  This model investigates the impact of various management     

  characteristics (independent variable) on financial reporting quality  

  (mediating variable).  

FRQ it =  β0 +  β1TMTit  +  ∑β (CONTROLSit) + εit 

In order to test the impact of various TMT characteristics on financial reporting quality, 

following sub- models are formulated:  

Sub-Models: 

Model2a: 

FRQ it =  β0 +  β1TSIZEit  +  ∑β (CONTROLSit) + εit 

Model2b: 

FRQ it =  β0 +  β1BEDit  +  ∑β (CONTROLSit) + εit 

Model2c: 

FRQ it =  β0 +  β1FEXPit  +  ∑β (CONTROLSit) + εit 

Model2d: 

FRQ it =  β0 +  β1GDIVit  +  ∑β (CONTROLSit) + εit 

Model2e: 

FRQ it =  β0 +  β1TENUREit  +  ∑β (CONTROLSit) + εit 

Model2f: 

FRQ it =  β0 +  β1CEODit  +  ∑β (CONTROLSit) + εit 

Model2g: 

FRQ it =  β0 +  β1CEOCit  +  ∑β (CONTROLSit) + εit 

Model2h: 

FRQ it =  β0 +  β1TAFFit  +  ∑β (CONTROLSit) + εit 
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Model 3:  This model has been constructed to estimate the relationship between  

  financial reporting quality (mediating variable) and investment   

  efficiency (dependent variable). 

InvEff it =  β0 +  β1FRQit  +  ∑β (CONTROLSit) + εit 

 

Model 4:  This model investigates the indirect mediating effect between the   

  relationship of management characteristics and Investment efficiency. 

4.3.3 Diagnostic Testing: 

In the study, to estimate the regression models, the Panel data technique has been used. The 

diagnostic tests that are required for OLS initially are performed in order to make sure that 

there is no violation of the basic assumptions. Normality and multicollinearity have been 

checked by applying Kurtosis and Skewness test and Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) test 

respectively.  

In OLS regression models, Breusch-Pagan- Godfrey test has been applied and no 

Heteroskedasticity has been found. The test has been employed for each model and results 

are reported in which H0 is accepted in every model of the study. In order to decide between 

pooled OLS and REM, the result of Breusch-Pagan Lagrangian multiplier test are applied. 

H0 in all regression models has been rejected. Thus, the results findings accepted the REM 

initially. However, Hausman test results helped the study for the decision between REM 

and FEM in each model. Therefore the study applied FEM in model 1 of the study and 

REM has been applied in sub analysis tables 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7. 

The Modified Wald test has also been performed for the Heteroskedasticity and 

autocorrelation. The results are aligned in the table. 

In the last, the endogeneity has been checked by applying Durbin-Wu-Hausman (DWH) 

test that has indicated the regressor and error terms correlated. Going to fix this issue, the 

current study has used 2SLS. 
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Table 4.3 Summary of Diagnostic Tests 

Test Purpose Models (p-values) Decision 

Breusch-Pagan 

Lagrangian 

multiplier test 

For Pooled or 

Random selection 
0.000 0.000 0.000 

Initially 

random effect 

selected 

Hausman test 
For Random or Fixed 

selection 
0.000 0.000 0.000 

Fixed effect 

model is 

selected 

Modified Wald 

test 

For 

Heteroskedasticity in 

Fixed effect 

0.000 0.000 0.000 

Hetero issue / 

Robust test 

used 

 

Breusch-

Pagan-Godfrey 

test 

For autocorrelation 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Robust test 

used 

Durbin-Wu-

Hausman test 
For endogeneity  0.000 0.000 0.000 

Endogeneity 

issue / 2SLS 

used (for 

Robustness) 

 

Note: Detail results are given in appendix. 

4.4 Findings and Discussions: 

Model 1: It investigates the impact of various management characteristics   

  (independent variable) on Investment Efficiency (dependent variable).  

  InvEff it =  β0 +  β1TMTit +   ∑β (CONTROLSit) + εit 

Model1a: 

InvEff it =  β0 +  β1TSIZEit  +  ∑β (CONTROLSit) + εit 

The model 1a measures the relationship between TSIZE and Investment efficiency Iqbal 

and Khan (2020), García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), H. Choi and Suh (2019), 

Lazonick and Shin (2019). TSIZE is the independent variable whereas Investment 

Efficiency is dependent variable. The measurement of these variables are given in Tables 

3.2 and 3.3. 
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Table 4.4 presents the regression results of model 1a. The coefficient value of independent 

variable TSIZE is 0.009 which shows the positive significant impact on Investment 

Efficiency at 0.1 level. This result supports H1a. These results are consistent with previous 

studies conducted by (Hilary and Biddle; Lai and Liu; McNichols and Stubben). These 

results show that larger team size is better for efficient investment and it mitigates the 

inefficient investment caused by either under or overinvestment. The larger team size in 

Pakistan can formulate better mechanism of internal control and decision making as there 

is no shortage of the expert and concerned employees.   

Model1b: 

InvEff it =  β0 +  β1BEDit  +  ∑β (CONTROLSit) + εit 

The impact of team members having business education (BED) on Investment Efficiency 

(InvEff) has been tested in model 1b. The coefficient value of BED is 0.031 reported in 

table 4.4 that shows positive significance at 0.01 level. The result is aligned with the 

previous results of (Hilary and Biddle (2006); Lai and Liu (2018b); McNichols and Stubben 

(2008)) as well. The study results show that team members having business education can 

better understand the business activities thus they can make better investment decisions by 

choosing between better and profitable investment projects with positive net present value. 

These results are also consistent with {Cabrera-Suárez et al. (2018). The results support 

H1b. 
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Table 4.4 Top Management Team and Investment Efficiency (Model 1) 

VARIABLES Model 

1a 

Model 

1b 

Model 

1c 

Model 

1d 

Model 

1e 

Model 

1f 

Model 

1g 

Model 

1h 

TSIZE 0.009*        

 (1.88)        

BED  0.031***       

  (3.471)       

FEXP   0.073**      

   (2.136)      

GDIV    0.140**     

    (2.535)     

TENURE     0.001    

     (0.371)    

CEOD      -0.005   

      (-0.650)   

CEOC       -

0.034*** 

 

       (-3.204)  

TAFF        0.041* 

        (1.840) 

TANG 0.262*** 0.261*** 0.261*** 0.261*** 0.261*** 0.261*** 0.260*** 0.262*** 

 (13.225) (13.201) (13.203) (13.208) (13.144) (13.207) (13.176) (13.249) 

Lev_LT -

0.188*** 

-

0.188*** 

-

0.188*** 

-

0.189*** 

-

0.188*** 

-

0.189*** 

-

0.187*** 

-

0.189*** 

 (-10.258) (-10.256) (-10.240) (-10.274) (-10.244) (-10.278) (-10.207) (-10.301) 

FSIZE 0.066*** 0.066*** 0.066*** 0.066*** 0.066*** 0.065*** 0.067*** 0.068*** 

 (3.804) (3.793) (3.778) (3.787) (3.791) (3.768) (3.836) (3.885) 

Slack 0.003*** 0.003*** 0.003*** 0.003*** 0.003*** 0.003*** 0.003*** 0.003*** 

 (8.837) (8.845) (8.838) (8.843) (8.848) (8.840) (8.835) (8.828) 

CaTA 0.021 0.021 0.021 0.021 0.021 0.021 0.020 0.021 

 (1.549) (1.563) (1.571) (1.555) (1.555) (1.559) (1.529) (1.567) 

Constant 2.121*** 2.103*** 2.094*** 2.086*** 2.077*** 2.086*** 2.104*** 2.109*** 

 (17.814) (17.169) (18.406) (18.365) (18.256) (18.386) (18.574) (18.470) 

Observations 3,472 3,472 3,472 3,472 3,472 3,472 3,472 3,472 

R-squared 0.660 0.660 0.660 0.660 0.660 0.660 0.661 0.661 

No. of Firms 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 

Year dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Industry dummies 

Hausman Test (p-value) 

Yes 

 

 

0.000 

Yes 

 

 

0.000 

Yes 

 

 

0.000 

Yes 

 

 

0.000 

Yes 

 

 

0.000 

Yes 

 

 

0.000 

Yes 

 

 

0.000 

Yes 

 

 

0.000 
Note: This table presents the fix effect regression results with dependent variable of Investment Efficiency (InvEff) measured by (Biddle et al., 2009) model. 

The residuals obtained from this model are absolute values multiplying with -1. IVs are: TSIZE the number of executive directors and CEO, CFO, Company 

Secretary. BED is the ratio of TMT members having Business Education. FEXP is taken as the ratio of members of the top management team that served 

as executives before joining the firm. GDIV defined as dummy variable, taken “1” for presence of FM member in TMT and otherwise “0”.TENURE the 

average number of years the team members have been with the firm; CEOD the ratio of CEO’s shareholdings in the year to the shareholdings of the overall 

firm’s TMT. CEOC the ratio of CEO remuneration to the total remuneration of TMT. TAFF defined as dummy variable, taken “1” if any TMT member sit 

in other corporate boards meeting and otherwise “0”. TANG is the tangibility, Lev_LT is the leverage, and FSIZE is the size of the firm measured as log of 

sales, Slack is the ratio of cash to PPE, CaTA is ratio of cash to total assets. These are the control variables.  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------- 
Z-statistics in parentheses 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Model1c: 

InvEff it =  β0 +  β1FEXPit  +  ∑β (CONTROLSit) + εit 

The model1c describes the impact of team members having former executive experience 

before joining the firm on Investment efficiency Iqbal and Khan (2020), García-Sánchez 

and García-Meca (2020), H. Choi and Suh (2019), Lazonick and Shin (2019). The 

coefficient value of FEXP is 0.073 that shows a positive and significant impact at 0.05 

level. These results have been reported in table 4.4. The results support H1c which is 
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consistent with the results reported by (Wiersema and Bantel, 1992). The study results show 

that team members having former experience can utilize their past experience in order to 

investigate the better investment opportunities that result in efficient investment outcomes. 

In Pakistan, it is quite common practice to appoint a person at managerial level who has 

related prior experience. The prior experience is helpful in better decision making. 

Moreover it’s a very common saying that experience has no match.  

Model1d: 

InvEff it =  β0 +  β1GDIVit  +  ∑β (CONTROLSit) + εit 

Model1d has been constructed to examine the impact of presence of a female in the team 

on the Investment efficiency Iqbal and Khan (2020), García-Sánchez and García-Meca 

(2020), H. Choi and Suh (2019), Lazonick and Shin (2019). The presence of female 

member is taken as gender diversity (GDIV). It’s a dummy variable. The presence of female 

member is denoted by 1 and 0 otherwise. The results are shown in table 4.4 in which 

coefficient value of GDIV is 0.140 which is positively associated with InvEff. It is 

significant at 0.05 level and supports H1d. The result findings show positive impact for 

better investment choices that leads a firm towards efficient investment. These results are 

consistent with the prior study results of {Mirza, 2020; Lyngsie and Foss (2017); Linley et 

al. (2007); R. S. Peterson et al. (2003); H. Chen et al. (2010); T. Miller and del Carmen 

Triana (2009)}.  

Model1e: 

InvEff it =  β0 +  β1TENUREit  +  ∑β (CONTROLSit) + εit 

Table 4.4 Model1e examines the relationship between average tenure (TENURE) of the 

team members and Investment efficiency Iqbal and Khan (2020), García-Sánchez and 

García-Meca (2020), H. Choi and Suh (2019), Lazonick and Shin (2019). TENURE is 

independent variable and Investment Efficiency (InvEff) is dependent variable. The 

coefficient value of TENURE is 0.001 which is positively insignificant. These results 

rejects the hypothesis H1e. The longer tenured TMT members show no relation with the 

Investment efficiency Iqbal and Khan (2020), García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), H. 

Choi and Suh (2019), Lazonick and Shin (2019). The derived results are aligned with the 

study of Lai and Liu (2018a) but it rejects the hypothesis H1e.  
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Model1f: 

InvEff it =  β0 +  β1CEODit  +  ∑β (CONTROLSit) + εit 

The table 4.4 presents the regression results of the relation between CEO dominance and 

investment efficiency Iqbal and Khan (2020), García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), H. 

Choi and Suh (2019), Lazonick and Shin (2019). CEOD id independent variable and InvEff 

is dependent variable. The coefficient value of CEOD is -0.005 that exhibits negatively 

insignificant with investment efficiency Iqbal and Khan (2020), García-Sánchez and 

García-Meca (2020), H. Choi and Suh (2019), Lazonick and Shin (2019). As CEO 

dominance is measured as the ratio of CEO shareholding and the shareholding of the TMT. 

Thus the results show Pakistan firms are facing no certain relation between dominance and 

investment efficiency Iqbal and Khan (2020), García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), H. 

Choi and Suh (2019), Lazonick and Shin (2019). Being a dominant person in the firm, the 

CEO enjoys the fruits of the authority and it seems as they use their undue powers to 

overcome the decisions of the other team members and the firm to influence the investment 

projects. These CEO often prefer his own interest instead of a firm. The results are 

consistent with (Lai and Liu, 2018b). Thus the result rejects the H1f . 

Model1g: 

InvEff it =  β0 +  β1CEOCit  +  ∑β (CONTROLSit) + εit 

The table 4.4 show the results of the relation of Compensation of CEO with investment 

efficiency Iqbal and Khan (2020), García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), H. Choi and 

Suh (2019), Lazonick and Shin (2019). The coefficient value is -0.034 at 0.01 significant 

level that shows that CEOC is negatively significant. In Pakistan, it occurs as highly paid 

CEOs prefer their personal objectives rather than firm’s objectives. These results are 

matched with (Lai and Liu, 2018c). However the study supports the hypothesis H1g.  

Model1h: 

InvEff it =  β0 +  β1TAFFit  +  ∑β (CONTROLSit) + εit 

Table 4.4 regress the relationship between team members who attend other company’s 

boards meetings and the investment efficiency Iqbal and Khan (2020), García-Sánchez and 

García-Meca (2020), H. Choi and Suh (2019), Lazonick and Shin (2019). The coefficient 

value is 0.041 which is positively significant at 0.1 level and results are aligned with Ullah, 

Zeb, Khan, and Xiao (2020)and Bzeouich, Lakhal, and Dammak (2019). The board 
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diversity often shake team affiliation and such diversified team members may take risky 

decisions using their multi firm experience. This strategy often works and team affiliation 

of members causes investment efficiency to improve.  

The control variables of the study that include TANG, FSIZE, and Slack are positively 

significant at 0.01 level. These results are consistent with the study results that have been 

conducted by (Agyei-Mensah, 2021). The control variable of Lev_LT is negatively 

significant with 0.01 level while cash to total assets (CaTA) is insignificant with positive 

coefficient value of 0.021.  
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Table 4.5 Top Management Team and Overinvestment (Investment Inefficiency) 

Robustness Test 1: (Model 1) 

VARIABLES Model 1a Model 1b Model 1c Model 1d Model 1e Model 1f Model 1g Model 1h 

         

TSIZE -0.033**        

 (-1.995)        

BED  -0.176***       

  (-2.880)       

FEXP   -0.058*      

   (-1.741)      

GDIV    -0.228**     

    (-2.294)     

TENURE     -0.012    

     (-0.709)    

CEOD      0.095**   

      (2.233)   

CEOC       0.522***  

       (4.133)  

TAFF        -0.006 

        (-0.038) 

TANG 0.755*** 0.754*** 0.756*** 0.754*** 0.762*** 0.762*** 0.804*** 0.756*** 

 (3.414) (3.409) (3.421) (3.412) (3.444) (3.451) (3.647) (3.417) 

Lev_LT -0.776*** -0.781*** -0.781*** -0.774*** -0.787*** -0.784*** -0.812*** -0.781*** 

 (-3.509) (-3.533) (-3.530) (-3.501) (-3.556) (-3.549) (-3.684) (-3.534) 

FSIZE 0.107 0.099 0.102 0.118 0.099 0.119 0.165 0.099 

 (1.053) (0.993) (0.970) (1.170) (0.992) (1.182) (1.633) (0.931) 

Slack -0.003 -0.003 -0.003 -0.003 -0.003 -0.003 -0.002 -0.003 

 (-0.826) (-0.849) (-0.831) (-0.818) (-0.862) (-0.785) (-0.737) (-0.831) 

CaTA 6.268*** 6.309*** 6.331*** 6.150*** 6.335*** 6.500*** 6.360*** 6.325*** 

 (5.065) (5.113) (5.132) (4.961) (5.140) (5.268) (5.177) (5.130) 

Constant -112.844*** -113.071*** -112.983*** -112.912*** -112.823*** -113.328*** -114.041*** -112.963*** 

 (-42.255) (-41.982) (-42.334) (-42.438) (-42.295) (-42.542) (-42.787) (-42.331) 

Observations 2,552 2,552 2,552 2,552 2,552 2,552 2,552 2,552 

Number Firms 229 229 229 229 229 229 229 229 

Year dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Industry dummies 

 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Note: This table presents the robustness of the regression results with dependent variable of Investment Inefficiency (InvEff) measured by over investment 

(OI) Biddle et al. (2009) model. The residuals obtained from this model are absolute values multiplying with-1. IVs are: TSIZE the number of executive 

directors and CEO, CFO, Company Secretary. BED is the ratio of TMT members having Business Education. FEXP is taken as the ratio of members of 

the top management team that served as executives before joining the firm. GDIV defined as dummy variable, taken “1” for presence of FM member in 

TMT and otherwise “0”.TENURE the average number of years the team members have been with the firm; CEOD the ratio of CEO’s shareholdings in 

the year to the shareholdings of the overall firm’s TMT. CEOC the ratio of CEO remuneration to the total remuneration of TMT. TAFF defined as dummy 

variable, taken “1” if any TMT member sit in other corporate boards meeting and otherwise “0”. The measurements of the variables are given in appendix. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --- 

 

 

Table 4.5, main Model 1 presents the impact of various management characteristics on 

investment inefficiency measured by over investment (comprehensive measurement of 

variables have been given in appendix). The estimation of Model 1 has been evaluated with 

these robust results (Biddle et al., 2009). The reported results show that overall coefficient 

results of various management characteristics (independent variables) are almost consistent 
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with the results obtained from Model 1 in Table 4.4. Thus, these robustness results confirm 

previous regression results of the study examined using Model 1 and sub models 1a to 1h 

that have been reported in Table 4.4; with minimum variation in robust statistics, it also 

supports study hypothesis of H1a to H1h.  

Table 4.6 Top Management Team and Underinvestment (Investment Inefficiency)  

Robust Test 2: (Model 1) 
VARIABLES Model 1a Model 1b Model 1c Model 1d Model 1e Model 1f Model 1g Model 1h 

TSIZE -0.185**        

 (-2.440)        

BED  -0.624*       

  (-1.649)       

FEXP   -0.062*      

   (-1.657)      

GDIV    -0.646**     

    (-2.345)     

TENURE     -0.022**    

     (-1.986)    

CEOD      0.033   

      (0.289)   

CEOC       0.751***  

       (4.412)  

TAFF        -0.051 

        (-0.156) 

TANG 1.259*** 1.242*** 1.241*** 1.256*** 1.258*** 1.241*** 1.314*** 1.242*** 

 (4.227) (4.174) (4.169) (4.225) (4.221) (4.168) (4.424) (4.171) 

Lev_LT -1.128*** -1.147*** -1.142*** -1.130*** -1.154*** -1.142*** -1.178*** -1.141*** 

 (-4.039) (-4.104) (-4.083) (-4.048) (-4.126) (-4.088) (-4.232) (-4.084) 

FSIZE 0.178 0.195 0.183 0.171 0.209 0.183 0.192 0.180 

 (0.705) (0.770) (0.726) (0.678) (0.827) (0.727) (0.764) (0.714) 

Slack -0.003 -0.003 -0.003 -0.003 -0.003 -0.003 -0.002 -0.003 

 (-0.725) (-0.722) (-0.719) (-0.712) (-0.761) (-0.719) (-0.690) (-0.721) 

CaTA 8.413*** 8.393*** 8.420*** 8.346*** 8.427*** 8.429*** 8.204*** 8.449*** 

 (4.666) (4.651) (4.650) (4.632) (4.673) (4.673) (4.566) (4.675) 

Constant -
119.821*** 

-
121.025*** 

-
120.586*** 

-
120.185*** 

-
120.536*** 

-
120.613*** 

-
121.943*** 

-
120.545*** 

 (-35.204) (-35.210) (-35.781) (-35.717) (-35.828) (-35.816) (-36.238) (-35.772) 

Observations 2,552 2,552 2,552 2,552 2,552 2,552 2,552 2,552 

R-squared 0.433 0.433 0.433 0.434 0.433 0.433 0.437 0.433 

Number of 

Firms 

229 229 229 229 229 229 229 229 

Year 

dummies 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Industry 

dummies 

 

Yes 

 

Yes 

 

Yes 

 

Yes 

 

Yes 

 

Yes 

 

Yes 

 

Yes 

Note: This table presents the robustness of the regression results with dependent variable of Investment Inefficiency (InvEff) measured by under investment 

(UI) (Biddle et al., 2009) model. The residuals obtained from this model are absolute values multiplying with-1. IVs are: TSIZE the number of executive 

directors and CEO, CFO, Company Secretary. BED is the ratio of TMT members having Business Education. FEXP is taken as the ratio of members of 

the top management team that served as executives before joining the firm. GDIV defined as dummy variable, taken “1” for presence of FM member in 

TMT and otherwise “0”.TENURE the average number of years the team members have been with the firm; CEOD the ratio of CEO’s shareholdings in 

the year to the shareholdings of the overall firm’s TMT. CEOC the ratio of CEO remuneration to the total remuneration of TMT. TAFF defined as dummy 

variable, taken “1” if any TMT member sit in other corporate boards meeting and otherwise “0”. The variable measurements are given in appendix. 

 

z-statistics in parentheses 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table 4.6, main Model 1 presents the impact of various management characteristics on 

investment inefficiency (underinvestment) measured with regression equation Investment 

i,t = β0 + β1 SalesGrowthi,t-1 + εi,t  (measurement of variables have been given in appendix). 

The estimation of Model 1 has been evaluated with these robust results (Golden-Biddle, 

2020). The reported results show that overall coefficient results of various management 

characteristics (independent variables) are almost consistent with the results obtained from 

Model 1 in Table 4.4. Thus, these robustness results confirm previous regression results of 

the study examined using Model 1 and sub models 1a to 1h that have been reported in Table 

4.4; with minimum variation in robust statistics, it also supports H1a to H1h. The results are 

also consistent with the  

 

Model 2:  This model investigates the impact of various management    

  characteristics (independent variable) on financial reporting quality  

  (mediating variable).  

  FRQ it =  β0 +  β1TMTit  +  ∑β (CONTROLSit) + εit 

FRQ − A𝑔𝑔 =
1

3
 [FRQ-I+FRQ-II+FRQ-III]  

 

The Model2 Table 4.7 describe the regression results of the relationship of various 

management characteristics and financial reporting quality García-Sánchez and García-

Meca (2020), Iqbal and Khan (2020).   
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Table 4.7 Top Management Team and Aggregate Financial Reporting Quality 

(Model 2) 

VARIABLES Model 2a Model 2b Model 2c Model 2d Model 2e Model 2f Model 2g Model 2h 

         

TSIZE 0.092**        

 (2.488)        

BED  0.060***       

  (3.349)       

FEXP   0.281**      

   (2.287)      

GDIV    0.120***     

    (3.246)     

TENURE     0.092*    

     (1.939)    

CEOD      -0.014   

      (-1.062)   

CEOC       0.012  

       (0.383)  

TAFF        -0.084* 

        (-1.796) 

TANG 0.137** 0.137** 0.136** 0.137** 0.143** 0.139** 0.138** 0.135** 

 (2.434) (2.438) (2.419) (2.437) (2.531) (2.462) (2.443) (2.390) 

Lev_LT -0.026 -0.026 -0.030 -0.027 -0.031 -0.028 -0.028 -0.027 

 (-0.475) (-0.480) (-0.549) (-0.491) (-0.564) (-0.517) (-0.505) (-0.489) 

FSIZE 0.320*** 0.317*** 0.299*** 0.317*** 0.320*** 0.315*** 0.320*** 0.302*** 

 (10.363) (10.337) (9.423) (10.316) (10.466) (10.213) (10.354) (9.505) 

Slack 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.000 

 (0.542) (0.556) (0.535) (0.541) (0.459) (0.523) (0.546) (0.534) 

CaTA 0.007 0.007 0.006 0.007 0.008 0.008 0.007 0.007 

 (0.169) (0.175) (0.142) (0.174) (0.183) (0.199) (0.176) (0.155) 

Constant 11.806*** 11.824*** 11.883*** 11.781*** 11.886*** 11.814*** 11.766*** 11.855*** 

 (48.520) (44.009) (49.247) (49.581) (48.802) (49.297) (48.960) (49.205) 

Observations 3,472 3,472 3,472 3,472 3,472 3,472 3,472 3,472 

Number of 

StkId 

250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 

Year dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Industry 

dummies 

Hausman Test 

(p-value) 

Yes 

 

 

0.0888 

Yes 

 

 

0.0888 

Yes 

 

 

0.0888 

Yes 

 

 

0.0888 

Yes 

 

 

0.0888 

Yes 

 

 

0.0888 

Yes 

 

 

0.0888 

Yes 

 

 

0.0888 
Note: This table presents the random effect regression results with aggregate FRQ measured by regression models presented by (Kasznik, 1999); which 

is modified form of Jones (1991) and Dechow and Dichev (2002) models. The aggregate residual values obtained from these models are absolute 

values multiplying with -1. IVs are: TSIZE the number of executive directors and CEO, CFO, Company Secretary. BED is the ratio of TMT members 

having Business Education. FEXP is taken as the ratio of members of the top management team that served as executives before joining the firm. GDIV 

defined as dummy variable, taken “1” for presence of FM member in TMT and otherwise “0”.TENURE the average number of years the team members 

have been with the firm; CEOD the ratio of CEO’s shareholdings in the year to the shareholdings of the overall firm’s TMT. CEOC the ratio of CEO 

remuneration to the total remuneration of TMT. TAFF defined as dummy variable, taken “1” if any TMT member sit in other corporate boards meeting and 

otherwise “0”. TANG is the tangibility, Lev_LT is the leverage, and FSIZE is the size of the firm measured as log of sales, Slack is the ratio of cash to PPE, 

CaTA is ratio of cash to total assets. These are the control variables. The comprehensive measurement of variables are given in appendix. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

z-statistics in parentheses 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Sub-Models: 

Model2a: 

FRQ it =  β0 +  β1TSIZEit  +  ∑β (CONTROLSit) + εit 

Model 2a explains the relationship between team size and financial reporting quality 

García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), Iqbal and Khan (2020). The results exhibit the 

coefficient value of TSIZE which is 0.092 resulting positively significant at 0.05 level. The 

results are consistent and aligned with the results of (D. Zhang, 2019). The same aligned 

results has been presented by (Bills, Harding, Seidel, and Truelson, 2020). Thus H2a is 

accepted here. 

 

Model2b: 

FRQ it =  β0 +  β1BEDit  +  ∑β (CONTROLSit) + εit 

Table 4.7, model2b describe the relationship between members having business education 

and financial reporting quality García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), Iqbal and Khan 

(2020). It is quite common that professional business qualification can better mitigate the 

chances of any in appropriations and manipulation in the accounting record. Business 

education supports quality reporting of accounts. The study results show 0.01 level of 

significance with coefficient value of 0.060 and these results are aligned with the results 

presented by Tuo, Zhang, Liu, and Du (2019) and Mohammed and Bello (2019). These 

results support H2b. 

 

Model2c: 

FRQ it =  β0 +  β1FEXPit  +  ∑β (CONTROLSit) + εit 

The relationship between former executive experience and quality of financial reporting 

has been examined in table 4.7 model2c. The results gives the opinion that members 

possessing former experience before joining the firm is positively associated with financial 

reporting quality with coefficient value of 0.281 at 0.05 level. This result accepts H2c and 

these results are consistent with the (Bhuiyan, Salma, Roudaki, and Tavite, 2020). The 

results are also consistent with (Plöckinger et al., 2016). 
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Model2d: 

FRQ it =  β0 +  β1GDIVit  +  ∑β (CONTROLSit) + εit 

Table 4.7 describe regression results that are based on model2d. The presence of female 

team member in the team is the independent variable and financial reporting quality is 

dependent variable. The relationship between these two is positively significant with 

coefficient value of 0.120 which is significant at 0.01 level. The result findings are 

consistent with (Pucheta-Martínez, Bel-Oms, and Olcina-Sempere, 2018). Another study 

conducted by Dobija, Hryckiewicz, Zaman, and Puławska (2021), however show negative 

significant results. However hypothesis H2d is accepted.   

 

Model2e: 

FRQ it =  β0 +  β1TENUREit  +  ∑β (CONTROLSit) + εit 

The role of longer tenured members in maintaining financial reporting quality is evaluated 

in table 4.7 using the regression model2e. The results show that there is positive relation 

between tenure and the quality of financial reporting. The coefficient value is 0.092 at 0.1 

significant level. Thus the study hypothesis H2e is accepted and these results are consistent 

with previous studies conducted by (D. Zhang, 2019). The same type of findings were 

reported by (Bravo and Reguera-Alvarado, 2018). However Cassell et al. (2012) argued 

that tenure doesn’t play fruitful role in maintaining financial reporting quality García-

Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), Iqbal and Khan (2020). The hypothesis H2e is accepted 

here.   

 

Model2f: 

FRQ it =  β0 +  β1CEODit  +  ∑β (CONTROLSit) + εit 

The relationship between the dominance of CEO and FRQ is examined in model2f and 

table 4.7 gives the coefficient value of CEOD -0.014 which shows negatively insignificant 

results. Thus the hypothesis H2f is rejected. The dominant position of the CEO doesn’t earn 

an influencing position for the CEO. The results are aligned with the study of (Yasser and 

Al Mamun, 2015). However the inconsistent results are also analyzed by the study 

conducted by (Roodposhti and Chashmi, 2011).  
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Model2g: 

FRQ it =  β0 +  β1CEOCit  +  ∑β (CONTROLSit) + εit 

The regression equation presented in model2g examines the relationship between the 

compensation of the CEO and financial reporting quality García-Sánchez and García-Meca 

(2020), Iqbal and Khan (2020). The results are shown in table 4.7. The coefficient value of 

CEOC is 0.012 showing insignificant relationship with the financial reporting quality 

García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), Iqbal and Khan (2020). The results examine that 

in Pakistan, compensation plans of team members (CEO) and FRQ has no as such direct 

influential role with each other. Thus the hypothesis H2g is rejected in the study.  The past 

studies support these results like the study conducted by (Ahsan Habib and Hossain, 2013). 

 

Model2h: 

FRQ it =  β0 +  β1TAFFit  +  ∑β (CONTROLSit) + εit 

Model2h describes the relationship between the team members who sit in other board 

meetings and financial reporting quality García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), Iqbal 

and Khan (2020). The coefficient value is -0.084 which is negatively significant at 0.1 level. 

The hypothesis H2h is accepted here. The results are consistent with previous studies 

results conducted by Firoozi, Magnan, and Fortin (2016) and Singoei, Kibati, and Kiprop 

(2021).  

 

The validity of the results have been checked with the robustness of the results obtained 

from table 4.7. As FRQagg is the aggregate of the three proxies of the financial reporting 

quality, the results of FRQ-I, FRQ-II and FRQ-III should describe the robustness of the 

results of FRQagg (Oluoch, 2014). The robustness is conducted to ensure that study 

estimations are efficient and are free from any biasness. Thus in Table 4.8, Table 4.9; and 

Table 4.10 the robustness of the results of main research Model 2 has been aligned 

Table 4.8, main Model 2 presents the impact of various management characteristics on 

financial reporting quality measured with regression equation FRQ-I through 

       ARi,t  =  β0  + β1Salesi,t + εi,t (complete measurement of variables have been 

given in appendix). The estimation of Model 2 has been evaluated with this robust results. 

The reported results shows that overall coefficient results of various management 

characteristics are almost the same as examined in Model 2 in Table 4.7. thus, these 

robustness results confirms previous regression results of Model 2 and sub models 2a to 2h 
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reported in Table 4.7; with minimum variation in robust t-statistics, it also supports H2a to 

H2h .  

Table 4.8 Top Management Team and Discretionary Revenues (FRQ-I) Robustness Test 1: 

(Model 2) 

VARIABLES Model 2a Model 2b Model 2c Model 2d Model 2e Model 2f Model 2g Model 2h 

         

TSIZE 0.015**        

 (2.527)        

BED  0.238**       

  (2.106)       

FEXP   0.179***      

   (3.846)       

GDIV    0.026**     

    (2.426)     

TENURE     0.007*    

     (1.687)    

CEOD      -0.006   

      (-0.217)   

CEOC       0.036  

       (1.034)  

TAFF        -0.011** 

        (-2.151) 

TANG 0.012 0.011 0.012 0.011 0.018 0.012 0.013 0.011 

 (0.188) (0.168) (0.182) (0.177) (0.273) (0.178) (0.194) (0.175) 

Lev_LT 0.075 0.077 0.073 0.074 0.070 0.074 0.073 0.074 

 (1.246) (1.275) (1.210) (1.233) (1.165) (1.236) (1.209) (1.238) 

FSIZE 0.108* 0.105* 0.109* 0.109* 0.115** 0.109* 0.110* 0.109* 

 (1.892) (1.847) (1.912) (1.919) (2.015) (1.906) (1.927) (1.914) 

Slack -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 

 (-0.029) (-0.016) (-0.023) (-0.028) (-0.080) (-0.026) (-0.020) (-0.025) 

CaTA 0.024 0.024 0.023 0.024 0.025 0.024 0.024 0.024 

 (0.544) (0.560) (0.540) (0.552) (0.563) (0.549) (0.560) (0.549) 

Constant 13.541*** 13.647*** 13.447*** 13.465*** 13.525*** 13.473*** 13.453*** 13.470*** 

 (34.682) (33.988) (36.059) (36.162) (36.272) (36.230) (36.173) (35.968) 

Observations 3,472 3,472 3,472 3,472 3,472 3,472 3,472 3,472 

R-squared 0.338 0.339 0.338 0.338 0.339 0.338 0.339 0.338 

Number of 

Firms 

250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 

Year 

dummies 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Industry 

dummies 

Hausman Test 

(p-value) 

Yes 

 

 

0.000 

Yes 

 

 

0.000 

Yes 

 

 

0.000 

Yes 

 

 

0.000 

Yes 

 

 

0.000 

Yes 

 

 

0.000 

Yes 

 

 

0.000 

Yes 

 

 

0.000 
Note: This table presents the robustness of regression results presented in Table 4.6 Model 2 with FRQ-I measured by regression models presented by Kasznik (1999); 

which is modified form of Jones (1991). The residual values obtained are absolute values multiplying with -1. IVs are: TSIZE the number of executive directors 

and CEO, CFO, Company Secretary. BED is the ratio of TMT members having Business Education. FEXP is taken as the ratio of members of the top management team 

that served as executives before joining the firm. GDIV defined as dummy variable, taken “1” for presence of FM member in TMT and otherwise “0”.TENURE the 

average number of years the team members have been with the firm; CEOD the ratio of CEO’s shareholdings in the year to the shareholdings of the overall firm’s TMT. 

CEOC the ratio of CEO remuneration to the total remuneration of TMT. TAFF defined as dummy variable, taken “1” if any TMT member sit in other corporate boards 

meeting and otherwise “0”. The comprehensive measurement of variables are given in appendix. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Z-statistics in parentheses 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table 4.9 Top Management Team and discretionary accruals (FRQ-II) Robustness Test 2: 

(Model 2) 

VARIABLES Model 2a Model 2b Model 2c Model 2d Model 2e Model 2f Model 2g Model 2h 

         

TSIZE 0.015**        

 (2.527)        

BED  0.238***       

  (3.106)       

FEXP   0.179***      

   (4.846)      

GDIV    0.026**     

    (2.426)     

TENURE     0.070**    

     (2.317)    

CEOD      -0.006   

      (-0.217)   

CEOC       0.036  

       (1.034)  

TAFF        -0.011* 

        (-1.751) 

TANG 0.012 0.011 0.012 0.011 0.018 0.012 0.013 0.011 

 (0.188) (0.168) (0.182) (0.177) (0.273) (0.178) (0.194) (0.175) 

Lev_LT 0.075 0.077 0.073 0.074 0.070 0.074 0.073 0.074 

 (1.246) (1.275) (1.210) (1.233) (1.165) (1.236) (1.209) (1.238) 

FSIZE 0.108* 0.105* 0.109* 0.109* 0.115** 0.109* 0.110* 0.109* 

 (1.892) (1.847) (1.912) (1.919) (2.015) (1.906) (1.927) (1.914) 

Slack -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 

 (-0.029) (-0.016) (-0.023) (-0.028) (-0.080) (-0.026) (-0.020) (-0.025) 

CaTA 0.024 0.024 0.023 0.024 0.025 0.024 0.024 0.024 

 (0.544) (0.560) (0.540) (0.552) (0.563) (0.549) (0.560) (0.549) 

Constant 13.541*** 13.647*** 13.447*** 13.465*** 13.525*** 13.473*** 13.453*** 13.470*** 

 (34.682) (33.988) (36.059) (36.162) (36.272) (36.230) (36.173) (35.968) 

Observations 3,472 3,472 3,472 3,472 3,472 3,472 3,472 3,472 

R-squared 0.338 0.339 0.338 0.338 0.339 0.338 0.339 0.338 

Number of 

Firms 

250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 

Year 

dummies 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Industry 

dummies 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Note: This table presents the robustness of regression results presented in Table 4.6 Model 2 with FRQ-II measured by regression models presented by 

Dechow and Dichev (2002). The residual values obtained are absolute values multiplying with -1. IVs are: TSIZE the number of executive directors and 

CEO, CFO, Company Secretary. BED is the ratio of TMT members having Business Education. FEXP is taken as the ratio of members of the top 

management team that served as executives before joining the firm. GDIV defined as dummy variable, taken “1” for presence of FM member in TMT and 

otherwise “0”.TENURE the average number of years the team members have been with the firm; CEOD the ratio of CEO’s shareholdings in the year to the 

shareholdings of the overall firm’s TMT. CEOC the ratio of CEO remuneration to the total remuneration of TMT. TAFF defined as dummy variable, taken 

“1” if any TMT member sit in other corporate boards meeting and otherwise “0”. The comprehensive measurement of variables are given in appendix. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- 

Z-statistics in parentheses 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

 

Table 4.9, main Model 2 presents the impact of various management characteristics on 

financial reporting quality measured with regression equation FRQ-II through 

           TAi,t =  β0  + β1Salesi,t + β2PPEi,t+ β3CFOi,t + εi,t (measurement of 

variables have been given in appendix). The estimation of Model 2 has been evaluated with 

these robust results. The reported results show that overall coefficient results of various 

management characteristics (independent variables) are almost consistent with the results 

obtained from Model 2 in Table 4.7. Thus, these robustness results confirm previous 
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regression results of the study examined using Model 2 and sub models 2a to 2h that have 

been reported in Table 4.7; with minimum variation in robust statistics, it also supports H2a 

to H2h.  

Table 4.10 Top Management Team and FRQ-III Robustness Test 3: (Model 2) 

VARIABLES Model 2a Model 2b Model 2c Model 2d Model 2e Model 2f Model 2g Model 2h 

         

TSIZE 0.078***        

 (3.335)        

BED  0.407**       

  (2.237)       

FEXP   0.038**      

   (2.214)      

GDIV    0.142***     

    (2.718)     

TENURE     0.103***    

     (2.809)    

CEOD      -0.014   

      (-0.648)   

CEOC       0.010  

       (0.346)  

TAFF        -0.048* 

        (-1.785) 

TANG 0.088 0.083 0.085 0.085 0.081 0.085 0.085 0.085 

 (1.607) (1.524) (1.545) (1.554) (1.481) (1.544) (1.549) (1.560) 

Lev_LT -0.068 -0.067 -0.071 -0.070 -0.069 -0.071 -0.071 -0.071 

 (-1.334) (-1.316) (-1.400) (-1.372) (-1.349) (-1.393) (-1.403) (-1.402) 

FSIZE 0.081* 0.080* 0.086* 0.082* 0.082* 0.086* 0.086* 0.083* 

 (1.689) (1.665) (1.785) (1.707) (1.708) (1.789) (1.790) (1.730) 

Slack -0.001 -0.001 -0.001 -0.001 -0.001 -0.001 -0.001 -0.001 

 (-1.431) (-1.394) (-1.414) (-1.404) (-1.380) (-1.415) (-1.412) (-1.422) 

CaTA 0.012 0.014 0.013 0.012 0.013 0.013 0.013 0.013 

 (0.321) (0.374) (0.349) (0.336) (0.343) (0.352) (0.355) (0.354) 

Constant 4.933*** 4.882*** 4.586*** 4.660*** 4.568*** 4.605*** 4.586*** 4.626*** 

 (14.989) (14.409) (14.564) (14.838) (14.507) (14.667) (14.602) (14.630) 

Observations 3,472 3,472 3,472 3,472 3,472 3,472 3,472 3,472 

R-squared 0.359 0.358 0.357 0.358 0.357 0.357 0.357 0.357 

Number of 

Firms 

250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 

Year 

dummies 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Industry 

dummies 

Hausman Test 

(p-value) 

Yes 

 

 

0.000 

Yes 

 

 

0.000 

Yes 

 

 

0.000 

Yes 

 

 

0.000 

Yes 

 

 

0.000 

Yes 

 

 

0.000 

Yes 

 

 

0.000 

Yes 

 

 

0.000 
         
Note: This table presents the robustness of regression results presented in Table 4.6 Model 2 with FRQ-III measured by regression models presented by 

Dechow and Dichev (2002). The residual values obtained are absolute values multiplying with -1. IVs are: TSIZE the number of executive directors and 

CEO, CFO, Company Secretary. BED is the ratio of TMT members having Business Education. FEXP is taken as the ratio of members of the top 

management team that served as executives before joining the firm. GDIV defined as dummy variable, taken “1” for presence of FM member in TMT and 

otherwise “0”.TENURE the average number of years the team members have been with the firm; CEOD the ratio of CEO’s shareholdings in the year to the 

shareholdings of the overall firm’s TMT. CEOC the ratio of CEO remuneration to the total remuneration of TMT. TAFF defined as dummy variable, taken 

“1” if any TMT member sit in other corporate boards meeting and otherwise “0”. The comprehensive measurement of variables are given in appendix. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----- 

Z-statistics in parentheses 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table 4.10 presents the robust results of main Model 2 that have been examined in Table 

4.7 presents the impact of various management characteristics on financial reporting quality 

measured with regression equation FRQ-III through  "WCAi,t =  β0  + β1CFOi,t−1
 +

 β2CFOi,t+ β3CFOi,t+1
 + εi,t   (comprehensive measurement of variables have been given 

in appendix). The estimation of Model 2 has been evaluated with this robust results. The 

reported results show that overall coefficient results of various management characteristics 

are almost consistent with the results obtained from Model 2 in Table 4.7. Thus, these 

robustness results confirm previous regression results of the study examined using Model 

2 and sub models 2a to 2h that have been reported in Table 4.7; with minimum variation in 

robust t-statistics, it also supports H2a to H2h.  

The Table 4.11, Model 3 presents the regression results examining the relationship of 

FRQagg with three dependent proxies of investment efficiency described as investment 

efficiency and inefficiency. Further, investment inefficiency represents over investment 

(OI) and under investment (UI) (Biddle et al., 2009) . The coefficient value of FRQagg is 

0.017 which is positively significant with investment efficiency at 0.01 level of 

significance. Thus the study hypothesis H3 is accepted. These results are consistent with 

the previous results of the studies conducted by Hilary et al. (2009); Iqbal and Khan (2020); 

Gomariz and Ballesta (2014). 

In order to investigate the impact of financial reporting quality on investment inefficiency, 

the under investment and over investment scenario has been adopted which is given by 

(Hilary et al., 2009). The coefficient value of FRQagg is -0.082 which is negatively 

associated with OI at 0.05 level of significant. The results exhibit that better quality of 

financial reporting mitigates the chances of over investment (investment inefficiency) as 

described by Hilary et al. (2009). This negative association of FRQagg with over 

investment also supports our findings in investment efficiency representing the hypothesis 

of H3.  

The coefficient value of FRQagg is -0.290 which is negatively associated with under 

investment at 0.01 level of significance. These results exhibit as robust for investment 

efficiency Iqbal and Khan (2020), García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), H. Choi and 

Suh (2019), Lazonick and Shin (2019). Its means FRQagg is negatively associated with 

inefficient investment (i.e under investment). The results are aligned with previous results 

of Hilary et al. (2009); Iqbal and Khan (2020); Gomariz and Ballesta (2014). Overall the 
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control variables are positively and negatively associated with efficient and inefficient 

investment scenario.  

 
Table 4.11 Relationship between FRQAgg and Investment Efficiency (Model 3) 

 InvEff OI UI 

VARIABLES Model 3 Model 3 Model 3 

FRQ_Agg 0.017*** -0.082** -0.290*** 

 (3.191) (-2.548) (-3.718) 
TANG 0.261*** -0.134** 1.251*** 

 (13.212) (-2.216) (4.214) 

Lev_LT -0.190*** -0.194*** -1.122*** 

 (-10.359) (-3.827) (-4.027) 
FSIZE -0.067*** 0.008 0.202 

 (-3.887) (0.160) (0.804) 

Slack 0.003*** 0.004 -0.003 

 (8.855) (0.536) (-0.729) 

CaTA 0.020 0.077*** 8.496*** 

 (1.531) (3.096) (4.724) 

Constant 1.856*** 2.029*** -116.857*** 

 (13.917) (5.164) (-33.383) 

Observations 3,472 920 2,552 

R-squared 0.661 0.768 0.436 

Number of Firms 250 250 229 

Year dummies Yes Yes Yes 

Industry dummies 

Hausman Test (p-value) 

Yes 

0.000 

Yes 

0.000 

Yes 

0.000 
Note: This table presents the fix effect regression results with aggregate FRQ measured by regression models presented by Kasznik (1999); which is 
modified form of Jones (1991) and Dechow and Dichev (2002) models. The relationship between FRQagg and Investment efficiency, over 

investment and under investment have been examined.  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----- 

Z-statistics in parentheses 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table 4.12 2SLS Robustness test by GMM of the effect of FRQ (Model 3) 

VARIABLES InvEff OI UI 

Log_FRQ_Agg 0.083*** -0.113** -0.126*** 

 (3.592) (2.376) (-2.577) 
TANG 0.071** -0.104* -0.050 

 (2.556) (-1.659) (-0.660) 

Lev_LT 0.015 -0.013 -0.071 

 (0.481) (-0.307) (-0.960) 
FSIZE -0.093*** -0.137*** 0.143* 

 (-5.509) (-4.085) (1.826) 

Slack 0.002*** 0.012 -0.002*** 

 (18.066) (0.926) (-5.672) 

CaTA 0.019 -0.012 0.073 

 (0.321) (-0.065) (0.856) 

Constant -0.329 -0.397 0.522 

 (-1.590) (-0.852) (1.059) 

Observations 3,209 674 2,535 

R-squared 0.861 0.900 0.057 

Year dummies Yes Yes Yes 

Industry dummies Yes Yes Yes 

    
Note: This table presents the robustness of regression results presented in Table 4.10 Model 3 with FRQagg measured by 2SLS by GMM model. The 

residual values obtained are absolute values multiplying with -1. The estimation of the measurement results presented in Table 4.10 has been evaluated 

through inefficient investment represented by over and under investment. The comprehensive measurement of variables are given in appendix. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Robust z-statistics in parentheses 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
 

 

Table 4.12 presents the robust results of main Model 3 that have been examined in Table 

4.11 presents the impact of aggregate financial reporting quality on efficient and inefficient 

investment. The estimation of Model 3 have been evaluated with these robust results. The 

overall reported results show that coefficient results of FRQagg are almost consistent with 

the results obtained from Model 3 in Table 4.11. Thus, these robustness results confirm 

previous regression results of the study examined using Model 3 with minimum variation 

in robust t-statistics, it also supports H3.  
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Table 4.13 Indirect Effect of FRQAgg between the relationship of TMT and InvEff 

Effects Path 
Path 

Coefficient 

Indirect 

Effect 

Standard 

Deviation 

Total 

Effect 
VAF 

Direct without 

mediator 
TSIZE   InvEff 0.009 Not applicable 

Indirect with 

mediator 

TSIZE   InvEff 0.0053 Not applicable 

0.0054 27.7% TSIZE   FRQAgg 0.092 
0.00151 0.0084 

FRQAgg   InvEff 0.017 

Direct without 

mediator 
BED   InvEff 0.031 Not applicable 

Indirect with 

mediator 

BED   InvEff 0.0019 Not applicable 

0.0027 37.0% BED   FRQAgg 0.060 
0.0010 0.0835 

FRQAgg   InvEff 0.017 

Direct without 

mediator 
FEXP   InvEff 0.073 Not applicable 

Indirect with 

mediator 

FEXP   InvEff 0.0147 Not applicable 

0.0154 30.5% FEXP   FRQAgg 0.281 
0.0047 0.0552 

FRQAgg   InvEff 0.017 

Direct without 

mediator 
GDIV   InvEff 0.140 Not applicable 

Indirect with 

mediator 

 

GDIV   InvEff 

 

0.0098 

 

Not applicable  

0.0100 

 

20% GDIV   FRQAgg 0.120 
0.002 0.0229 

FRQAgg   InvEff 0.017 

Direct without 

mediator 
TENURE  InvEff 0.001 Not applicable 

Indirect with 

mediator 

TENURE  InvEff 0.0009 Not applicable 
 

0.0009 
166.6% TENURE  FRQAgg 0.092 

0.0015 0.0024 
FRQAgg       InvEff 0.017 

Direct without 

mediator 
CEOD     InvEff -0.005 Not applicable 

Indirect with 

mediator 

CEOD     InvEff 0.0074 Not applicable 

0.0075 2.67% CEOD     FRQAgg -0.014 
-0.0002 0.0057 

FRQAgg     InvEff 0.017 

Direct without 

mediator 
CEOC    InvEff 0.034 Not applicable 

Indirect with 

mediator 

CEOC   InvEff 0.0237 Not applicable 

0.0237 0.84% CEOC   FRQAgg 0.012 
0.0002 0.0167 

FRQAgg   InvEff 0.017 

Direct without 

mediator 
TAFF   InvEff 0.041 Not applicable 

Indirect with 

mediator 

TAFF   InvEff -0.0007 Not applicable 
-

0.0004 
350% TAFF   FRQAgg -0.084 

-0.0014 0.0220 
FRQAgg  InvEff 0.017 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Variance Accounted For (VAF) Indirect effect/total effect *100 
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Table 4.13 described the indirect effect on the relationship between various management 

characteristics and investment efficiency Iqbal and Khan (2020), García-Sánchez and 

García-Meca (2020), H. Choi and Suh (2019), Lazonick and Shin (2019). Direct effects 

were computed without the interaction of the mediator. Results showed that all the factors 

were significant except the factor CEOD and CEOC. This indicates that financial reporting 

quality can act as a meaningful and powerful mediator factor while assessing the 

relationship of all the independent factors with investment efficiency except CEOD and 

CEOC. Indirect paths were also required to assess whether financial reporting quality 

mediates the relationship between all the required factors (TSIZE, BED, FEXP, GDIV, 

TENURE, CEOD, CEOC and TAFF) with investment efficiency. 

VAF (variance accounted for) was computed to measure the strength of mediation (Hair et 

al., 2014). VAF less than 20% shows small and significant indirect effect. Therefore, it can 

be concluded that there is no mediation. So, from the analysis we can conclude that 

financial reporting quality does not have mediating effect on the relationship between 

CEOD and investment efficiency, and also not have mediating effect on the relationship 

between CEOC and investment efficiency. Since the VAF greater than 80% shows full 

mediation and VAF between 20% and 80% shows partial mediation. Thus, it can be 

concluded that financial reporting quality partially mediates the relationship of TSIZE, 

BED, FEXP and GDIV with investment efficiency whereas it fully mediated the 

relationship of TENURE and TAFF with investment efficiency.  
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Table 4.14 Summary of Research Objectives, Hypotheses and Test Results 

Specific 

Objectives 
Hypothesis Description Results 

(1) Establish impact 

of top management 

team on Investment 

Efficiency 

H1a:  A relation exists between TMT size and the firm’s 

 Investment efficiency. 
+Significant 

H1b: A relation exists between TMT members with BED and a 

 firm’s Investment efficiency. 
+Significant 

H1c: A relation exists between TMT members with FEXP and a 

 firm’s Investment efficiency. 
+Significant 

H1d: A relation exists between TMT GDIV and firm’s 

 Investment efficiency. 
+Significant 

H1e: A relation exists between TENURE of members and a 

 firm’s Investment efficiency. 
+Insignificant 

H1f: A relation exists between CEOD and firm investment 

 inefficiency. 
-Insignificant 

H1g: A relation exists between CEOC and a firm’s Investment 

 efficiency. 
- Significant 

H1h: A relation exists between TAFF and a firm’s Investment 

 efficiency. 
+Significant 

(2) Determine the 

relationship 

between TMT 

attributes and 

firm’s FRQ. 

H2a: A relation exists between TMT size and the firm’s FRQ. +Significant 

H2b: A relation exists between TMT members with BED and a 

firm’s FRQ. 
+Significant 

H2c: A relation exists between TMT members with FEXP and a 

firm’s FRQ. 
+Significant 

H2d: A relation exists between TMT GDIV and firm’s FRQ. +Significant 

H2e: A relation exists between TMTs TENURE of member and 

a firm’s FRQ. 
+Significant 

H2f: A relation exists between a CEOD and a firm’s FRQ. -Insignificant 

H2g: A relation exists between CEOC and firm’s FRQ. + Insignificant 

H2h: A relation exists between TAFF and a firm’s FRQ. -Significant 

(3)Determine the 

relationship 

between firm’s 

FRQ and IE. 

H3: The relationship exist between FRQAgg and Investment 

 efficiency. 
+Significant 

(4) Establish the 

indirect effect of 

FRQ on the relation 

b/w TMT and IE. 

H4: FRQAgg mediates the relationship between various 

 management (TMT) characteristics and firm’s 

 Investment efficiency. 

Partial 

mediation 

exists. 
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Research Model 
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 Model 3: 

 

 

 

Figure 4-1 Research Model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Model 3 

0.017*** 

(3.191) 

Management 

Characteristics 

(TMT) 

Investment 

Efficiency 

(InvEff) 

Financial Reporting 

Quality (FRQ) 

Model 1:  

H1a-H1h 

Model  

2a 

Model  

2b 

Model  

2c 

Model  

2d 

Model  

2e 

Model  

2f 

Model  

2g 

Model  

2h 

0.092** 0.060*** 0.281** 0.120*** 0.092* -0.014 0.012 -0.084* 

(2.488) (3.349) (2.287) (3.246) (1.939) (-1.062) (0.383) (-1.796) 

 

Model 1a Model 1b Model 1c Model 1d Model 1e Model 1f Model 1g Model 1h 

0.009* 0.031*** 0.073** 0.140** 0.001 -0.005 -0.034*** 0.041* 
(1.88) (3.471) (2.136) (2.535) (0.371) (-0.650) (-3.204) (1.840) 
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4.5  Chapter Summary/Conclusion  

The chapter under study reports descriptive and correlation data analysis statistics on the 

hypothesis which were developed earlier. Furthermore, the elaboration of obtained results 

from the analysis are also included in this chapter. The panel data analysis of 217 non-

financial firms listed under PSX that cover 16 year-period from 2003 to 2018 is outlined in 

this chapter. To validate and analyze the validity of the hypothesis, this analysis employs 

OLS, two-stage regression, and GMM regression approaches. Using various calculation 

methods and proxies to calculate Investment Efficiency, the key results of this analysis are 

almost similar. The key models' robustness is also discussed in detail in the results. Via 

mediation, the thesis investigates the indirect impact of financial reporting consistency on 

the relationship between management characteristics and investment performance. 

Investment Efficiency has a high average tendency for FRQAgg. Where companies have 

stronger TMT qualities, however, high FRQAgg has a greater proclivity to grab over and 

under investment. The implications, as well as future guidelines, will be discussed in the 

final pages of this report. The conclusion will be used in the following chapter as well. 

 

-------------------------------------------------  
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5 CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Chapter Introduction 

The study focusses the impact of various management characteristics on Investment 

Efficiency and indirect effect of financial reporting quality García-Sánchez and García-

Meca (2020), Iqbal and Khan (2020). The sample of the study is consisted on non-financial 

firms listed in Pakistan Stock Exchange from the period 2003 through 2018. Various 

proxies along with methods for calculating the different results have been adopted and 

analysis results are almost found nearly identical.   

The observational and theoretical presentation of the experiments are being given in this 

chapter that are mostly based chapter No. three and four in order to draw a comprehensive 

conclusion and evidence. In the first part of this chapter, descriptive results and correlation 

results are given. After that, in order to evaluate the theories the ordinary regression analysis 

and stepwise regression results are shown. Furthermore, the theories for the research were 

captured through study-goals 

5.2  Conclusions of the Study 

This study lays a broad foundation for the future research work into the theory and practice 

of TMT, Investment Efficiency and financial reporting quality in non-financial firms listed 

under PSX in Pakistan. The main objective of the study was to investigate the impact of 

various management characteristics (TMT characteristics) on Investment Efficiency by 

examining the indirect mediating role of financial reporting quality García-Sánchez and 

García-Meca (2020), Iqbal and Khan (2020). To achieve the objectives, the study extends 

more findings and arguments to the existing research literature in following ways: Firstly, 

the study tested the impact of various characteristics of management (under TMT) on 

Investment efficiency Iqbal and Khan (2020), García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), H. 

Choi and Suh (2019), Lazonick and Shin (2019). In order to test the relationship in between 

these two variables, eight proxy variables for TMT are used to capture various attributes of 

the management characteristics. It is tested to establish how FRQ is influenced by TMTs. 

The study investigates the relationship between financial reporting quality and Investment 
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Efficiency in the next step. In the last phase of the analysis, the indirect effect of FRQ on 

the relationship between TMT and Investment Efficiency have been tested through 

mediation using the Hayes mediation process approach.  

TMT variables are statistically relevant for Investment Efficiency, as well as financial 

reporting quality as described in the study results. The TMT scale, education, previous 

experience, gender balance, tenure, CEO supremacy, CEO salary, and team affiliation were 

the different characteristics variables that were statistically important in understanding 

FRQ in the past studies as well. 

Secondly, the study findings reveal that TMTs in non-financial firms in Pakistan has 

significant influence over the financial reporting quality García-Sánchez and García-Meca 

(2020), Iqbal and Khan (2020). The most parsimonious variables in explaining the model 

were; TSIZE, members with business education (BED), TMT members having former 

executive experience (FEXP), presence of female team member in the team (GDIV), CEO 

compensation (CEOC) and TMT members who sit in other boards meetings (TAFF). The 

two independent variables, TENURE and CEOD were insignificant in explaining the 

investment efficiency but TENURE of TMT members exhibit significant relationship with 

financial reporting quality García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), Iqbal and Khan 

(2020).  

Thirdly, mostly there exist positive relationship between TMT proxies and financial 

reporting quality including all four measures. Since the relationship is almost consistent 

(overall) with each financial reporting quality measure to overall measures of management 

characteristics, so the study can build an overall conclusion indexing the results as a whole 

in order to better understand the relationship between the study variables. Thus a steady 

can overall describe the independent variable of TMT as having significant relationship 

with bot financial reporting quality proxies and investment efficiency Iqbal and Khan 

(2020), García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), H. Choi and Suh (2019), Lazonick and 

Shin (2019). This makes it easier to have composite index for the three measures of 

financial reporting quality for the explanation purposes. However, the relationship that exist 

between the variables is likely to enhance financial reporting quality in listed firms in 

Pakistan. It is due to Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan (SECP) which is the 
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regulatory authority for implementing the corporate rules and regulations in industrial 

sector of Pakistan.  

Fourthly, the study confirms that measures of financial reporting quality of the listed non-

financial firms of Pakistan are influenced by top management team attributes as well. It is 

quite visible that most of the TMT proxies are significantly associated with financial 

reporting quality and investment efficiency Iqbal and Khan (2020), García-Sánchez and 

García-Meca (2020), H. Choi and Suh (2019), Lazonick and Shin (2019). Many enterprises 

in Pakistan, mostly listed companies are motivated to engage in voluntary disclosures as a 

way of enhancing the value of their stocks and ability to raise capital at the lowest cost 

possible in accordance with the results of this study. This was evident from a few Pakistan’s 

enterprises that are listed at PSX.  

Fifthly, the study confirms the existence of a joint effect of top management team and 

financial reporting quality on investment efficiency in non-financial firms. However, the 

joint effect was not great going by the adjusted coefficient of determination reported from 

each model but can still be used to explain variations in financial reporting quality in   non-

financial firms. It is therefore expected that to have greater TMT with respect to financial 

reporting quality García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), Iqbal and Khan (2020). 

5.3  Contribution of the Study-Findings  

Despite reporting results on the effect and relationship on the current study variables, the 

study findings contribute to both knowledge and management Policies. Any study guided 

by empirical testable hypothesis serve the purpose of either validating the theory or 

falsifying the theory. The current study is just straitening the theories used in the study 

since most of the theories contribute to understandings the link among TMT and financial 

reporting quality García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), Iqbal and Khan (2020).  

The upper echelon theory in particular is emphatic on the effect of management 

characteristics on financial decisions and how these choices create conflicting motives 

among stakeholders by restricting the information available to decision makers. However 

other theories used in the study try to bring out the balancing act in enhancing corporate 

Investment Efficiency along the TMTs.  

The findings reveal up to somehow weak financial reporting quality in Pakistan as a result 

of asymmetric information between firms’ management and the stakeholders and the other 
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indicators used in measuring FRQ. Better TMT attributes can serve to control agency cost 

that appear when ownership is more dispersed. (García-Meca and Martínez). With the help 

of enhancement in quality of financial reports, managers can influence the expected 

interpretation of investment components since TMTs are considered positively associated 

with FRQ and Investment Efficiency and more negatively with inefficiency.  

The study finalized its investigation by testing the relationship between TMT and 

Investment Efficiency/inefficiency and it empirically shows that TMT attributes influence 

the Investment Efficiency that has also been tested with indirect effect through mediating 

the financial reporting quality García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), Iqbal and Khan 

(2020).  

5.3.1 Knowledge Contribution  

The study has contributed to knowledge in several ways; firstly, this study sets pace for 

studying various management characteristics that are found to be very critical for 

maintaining financial reporting quality and enhancing the efficiency for investment projects 

that can benefit the firms. This has been contributed by measuring four proxies of FRQ that 

could have significant impact on the efficiency of investment, and these have been 

neglected before in Pakistan. Secondly, the study has contributed to methodological 

contribution that helps in establishing advanced financial reporting quality to the firms in 

future. Most of these firms have not been considered as viable due to their nature of doing 

business and maintaining proper reporting standards. The models used in the study have 

been tested and hence, can be used in future academic studies. Those scholars that had 

weaknesses in their academic work can get modification in future studies. While recent 

studies have concentrated on individual characteristics to establish how managerial 

characteristics matter in explaining corporate Investment Efficiency/inefficiency in listed 

companies. The study provides Novell findings on how TMT influence financial reporting 

quality and efficient investment decisions.  

5.3.2 Empirical Contribution 

This involves testing the extent to which TMT attributes affect Investment 

Efficiency/inefficiency and financial reporting quality which have been investigated under 

discretionary revenues (FRQI), discretionary accruals (FRQII), accrual quality (FRQIII) 
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and aggregate of these three measurements (i.e., FRQAgg) by taking average of three proxy 

variables in order to avoid potential data bias or error. The current study adds to academic 

knowledge by providing empirical evidence to academic knowledge on pointing towards 

the significance of top management characteristics. The study has established that TMT, 

hence more of the study characteristics should be explored with an intention of determining 

an optimal number of characteristics a top-team should possess. Those characteristics may 

affect the investment decisions and quality of financial and accounting statements. The 

fundamental qualitative management characteristics can measure both financial and non-

financial attributes of the firm whether listed or not listed, hence, a robust measure for 

corporations that do not list in stock exchanges can get benefit from this study.  

The research extends the emerging academic literature on TMT, Investment Efficiency and 

financial reporting quality in Pakistan’s firms. This introduces important insights from 

accounting literature on quality reporting and investment decisions.  

The adopted Investment Efficiency measurement models in the study can explain the 

investment decisions effectiveness in firms in Pakistan. This can provide an exploratory 

scheme which can be used by corporate decision makers to generate informed decisions 

and policies in constituting the top management team for better standards of reporting that 

can help in improving the investment opportunities. The results can further be extended to 

help researcher in exploring the role of team members to explain financial reporting quality 

and to control the top executive’s level characteristics.  

5.3.3  Contribution to Managerial Policy and Practice  

The study contributes in developing policies relevant to enhancing the managerial control 

to reduce the asymmetric information to avoid potential reporting flaws given that these are 

not mandatory to resolve them. Since managerial characteristics vary from organization to 

organization. The institutionalization of the management policies will help in enhancing 

uniform and comprehensive investment growth aspects and standards of reporting of 

financial matters across the firms. Regulatory bodies and top most executives will use the 

findings in enhancing the BoDs, audit committee and top management composition 

towards enhancing the value of firm. The study is more significant in the composition of 

top management team. Upper echelons theory emphasizes and suggests cross-sectional 
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differences in managers characteristics that enhance firms out comes. This should be used 

by top management to enhance their performance as well.  

Top management team’s role is crucial in attaining high quality reporting thus making 

decisions for proper investment projects. The Policy will help in enhancing good 

managerial characteristics in attaining high quality reporting standards. Financial 

statements are used to show the results of management accountability for resources 

entrusted to them. Financial reports should possess high degree of excellence in terms of 

information disclosed described in financial reports.  

With current restructuring in  non-financial firms, the findings have greater implications on 

manager compensation Policy, performance record, corporate governance issues and 

measurement of  FRQ.  

5.4  Limitations of the Study  

Firstly, the major limitation to the study was the scope of the study. This study was limited 

to   non-financial firms listed in Pakistan Stock Exchange (PSX). In the background to the 

study, it was stated that firms in Pakistan are categorized into four distinct classes: financial 

firms, non- financial firms, listed and non-listed firms. The current study is limited to two 

of them; non-financial firms and listed firms. Since the study is limited to the two aspects 

of the industry, much could not be got from the other two aspects. It is assumed that with 

the inclusion of the other two, the result could be different. The scope of the study also 

limits the level of comparison among the firms. The generalization of the findings may be 

limited to   non-financial firms only. This may hinder the theory building in these areas.  

Secondly, Pakistan is going global and this is seen through, various international 

participations, the issuance of NOCs for foreign investment by foreign firms among others. 

Therefore, with the exclusion of these study aspects within this scenario set ups from the 

study, pose a greater challenge. The scope of the study is only within Pakistan. There is a 

great belief that, if other firms were included in this study, then different result could be 

obtained. Extending the scope of the study would have probably increased the level of 

generalization on the impact of other variables that communicate the specific corporate 

culture of the countries, commitments, racial and ethnicity.  

Thirdly, the study could not exhaust all the statistical and economic models and methods 

available for studies like this one. There are, still quite a number of models available for a 
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study of this kind, given that each model or statistical method has its suitable and unsuitable 

merits. Through other analysis techniques, different findings may be obtained that may 

result in enhancing the empirical studies in the area. The current study has its base-

reliability on regression and correlation analysis in justification of testing the various 

effects and relationship. The study has emphasized on observable characteristics thus 

limiting other non-observable characteristics. 

Fourthly, lack of many studies in the non-financial sector, made it quite difficult to make 

some comparison. Most of the studies that have been reviewed were from the context of 

listed companies which are closely linked to the current study. Given other studies in this 

area, the study could have utilized the context of other sectors to create more impact on the 

variables. However, the best was made out of the empirical studies to make comparison 

since all firms are in the nature of the same line of business.  

Lastly, the other limitation of the study was source of required secondary and management 

related information. Most of such data on non-financial firms are not readily available, and 

there are a lot of bureaucracy and privacy related problems in obtaining such data. 

Obtaining the required data from the industries is mostly discouraged by the firms in 

Pakistan and this problem has become more serious in context of COVID-19 situation 

where lock-down restrictions and physical and face to face contact were restricted. People 

were more concerned about their health due to pandemic threats. However, for this research 

there was a lot of support also.  

The regression model used in the study assumes that the relationship exists between TMTs, 

Investment Efficiency and financial reporting quality García-Sánchez and García-Meca 

(2020), Iqbal and Khan (2020). The relationship may even be a curvilinear which may give 

adverse effect on financial reporting quality García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), Iqbal 

and Khan (2020).  

5.5  Suggestions for Further Studies  

The research work examines the impact of TMTs on Investment Efficiency with indirect 

effect also by testing the mediation of FRQ in non-financial firms and has pave way for 

future research in the following areas:  

Future research work should be done in other firms as financial firms are excluded from 

the scope of this study. Moreover, non-listed firms should also be investigated for their 
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management and investment structures. This will broaden the reach of the observations to 

make them more generalizable. As a result, potential studies may be repeated to look at 

other top management team attributes/characteristics that could have a greater effect in 

corporations, administrative bodies and state agencies, publicly traded entities, and non-

governmental organizations (NGOs). 

Other demographic factors such as race, history, faith, overconfidence, etc. can be used in 

this type of study. When forming top leaders and a management team, this will aid in 

explaining how managerial challenges and reporting consistency impact investment 

prospects. 

Since top executives' history is an actionable variable for corporate TMT, potential studies 

could quantify the quality performance using other indices of monitoring metrics and 

quality expectations by tracking real fixed effects of top management team over time. Better 

perception of top management's position is critical for financial quality monitoring and 

investment-related matters, as well as addressing the firms' performance or inefficiency in 

their ventures. 

The current research used eight proxy variables for measuring management characteristics; 

four proxies have been used to measure FRQ and one proxy has been tested for Investment 

efficiency Iqbal and Khan (2020), García-Sánchez and García-Meca (2020), H. Choi and 

Suh (2019), Lazonick and Shin (2019). These variables in the study did not show significant 

relationship with dependent variables namely; earnings quality, timeliness reporting, 

disclosure quality and fundamental qualitative characteristics. The use of other 

discretionary policies would report different results.  
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APPENDICES 

Appendix 1 

Measurement of Dependent and Mediating Variables 

Investment i,t = β0 + β1 SalesGrowthi,t-1 + εi,t”   (1)  

 If the residual sign is +ve, it means firm’s investment rate is above the 

forecasted rate to the growth in sales. So firm will overinvest. 

 If the residual sign is -ve, it means firm’s investment rate is below the 

forecasted rate to the growth in sales. So, the firm will underinvest. 

 DV is the Investment Efficiency represented as InvEff measured as 

residuals with absolute values by multiplying with -1. 

(Biddle et al., 2009) 

(Achleitner et al., 2014; 

Mei Cheng et al., 2013; Di 

Meo; Lara et al., 2010) 
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“ARi,t = βo +β1Salesi,t + εi,t  (2)” 

 Thus, the higher values, higher the FRQ, (FRQ-Ii,t = - | εi,t |). 

 The residuals obtained from the Eq.1 are named as 

discretionary revenues. This is that portion of change in 

account receivable which is not explained by growth in sales. 

 The 1st proxy for FRQ-I is obtained by multiplying the residual 

values with -1 to get absolute value. 

(Gomariz and Ballesta, 

2014) 
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“TAi,t = βo +β1Salesi,t + β2PPEi,t+ β3CFOi,t + εi,t     (3)” 

 The residuals obtained from the Eq.2 multiplied by -1 to have 

absolute value is the 2nd proxy. 

 Again, higher value represent higher FRQ, (FRQ-IIi,t = - | εi,t |). 

(Gomariz and Ballesta, 

2014) 
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“WCAi,t = βo +β1CFOi,t-1 + β2CFOi,t+ β3CFOi,t+1 + εi,t”    (4)” 

 The unexplained accruals obtained from cash flows of past, 

present and next year reflect the working capital variations from 

Eq.3. 

 The 3rd measure of FRQ-III is represented by the absolute value 

of the residuals obtained after multiplying it by -1. 

 Thus, higher value, higher FRQ, (FRQ-IIIi,t = - | εi,t |). 

(Dechow and Dichev) 

(Gomariz and Ballesta, 

2014) 
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1

3
 [FRQ-I+FRQ-II+FRQ-III]  (5) 

(Gomariz and Ballesta, 

2014) 
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Measurements of Independent Variables  

T
E

A
M

  

R
E

S
O

U
R

C
E

S
 

1 TMT Size TSIZE 

Number of executive-

officers (i.e. including 

CEO) in a firm’s 

management team. 

(García-Sánchez and 

García-Meca) 

Jeffrey Gauthier  2019 

Shu-Miao Lai  Chih-Liang 

Liu 2017 

(Chemmanur et al., 2009) 

(Chemmanur and Paeglis) 

2 
Business 

Education 
BED 

% of a firm’s 

management team 

having business 

education. 

(García-Sánchez and 

García-Meca) 

(Gauthier et al.) 

(Chemmanur et al., 2009) 

(Chemmanur and Paeglis) 

3 
Former 

Experience 
FEXP 

% of TMT members 

who served as 

executives prior joining 

the firm. 

(García-Sánchez and 

García-Meca) 

(Chemmanur et al., 2009) 

(Chemmanur and Paeglis) 

T
E

A
M

 S
T

R
U

C
T

U
R

E
 

4 
Gender 

Diversity 
GDIV  No. of Females in TMT 

(García-Sánchez and 

García-Meca) 

(Chemmanur et al., 2009) 

(Chemmanur and Paeglis) 

5 
Average 

Tenure  
TENURE 

No. of years (at 

average), the 

management team 

members have been 

with the team. 

(García-Sánchez and 

García-Meca; Gauthier et 

al.) 

(Chemmanur et al., 2009) 

(Chemmanur and Paeglis) 

6 
CEO 

Dominance 
CEOD 

Ratio b/w CEO-

shareholdings  

shareholdings of firm’s 

management team 

members. 

(García-Sánchez and 

García-Meca) 

(Chemmanur et al., 2009) 

(Chemmanur and Paeglis). 

7 
CEO 

Compensation 
CEOC   

Ratio b/w CEO-salary  

bonus and total salary 

and bonus of a firm’s 

management team 

members. 

(García-Sánchez and 

García-Meca) 

(Chemmanur et al., 2009) 

(Chemmanur and Paeglis). 

T
E

A
M

 M
 

R
E

P
U

T
A

T
IO

N
 

8 
Team 

Affiliation 
TAFF 

No. of members serving 

on boards of other 

companies. 

(García-Sánchez and 

García-Meca) 

(Chemmanur et al., 2009) 

(Chemmanur and Paeglis) 
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Measurements of Control Variables  

1 Tangibility TANGit 
Ratio of tangible fixed 

assets divided to total 

assets 

Biddle  2009; 

Gomraiz and Ballesta 2014; 

Shahzad, F.Rehman, 

I.U., Colombage, S. 

and Nawaz, F. 2019. 

2 Leverage Lev_LT Ratio of long-term debt 

(liability) to total asset 

(Chang and Tsai, 

2009 2012; A. Habib 

et al., 2012). 

3 
Firm Size 

 
FSize Natural logarithm of sales 

(S.-F. Wang et al., 2014; J. 

Yang, 2010) 

4 Slack Slack Ratio of cash to PPE 

(Biddle et al.) 

(García-Teruel et al.) 

Shahzad, F., Rehman, 

I.U., Colombage, S. 

and Nawaz, F. 2019 

5 Cash CaTA Ratio of cash to total 

assets 

 

 

  

https://www.emerald.com/insight/search?q=Faisal%20Shahzad
https://www.emerald.com/insight/search?q=Ijaz%20Ur%20Rehman
https://www.emerald.com/insight/search?q=Ijaz%20Ur%20Rehman
https://www.emerald.com/insight/search?q=Sisira%20Colombage
https://www.emerald.com/insight/search?q=Faisal%20Nawaz
https://www.emerald.com/insight/search?q=Faisal%20Shahzad
https://www.emerald.com/insight/search?q=Ijaz%20Ur%20Rehman
https://www.emerald.com/insight/search?q=Ijaz%20Ur%20Rehman
https://www.emerald.com/insight/search?q=Sisira%20Colombage
https://www.emerald.com/insight/search?q=Faisal%20Nawaz
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Appendix 2 

Diagnostic Results 

Jarque–Bera test  

Jarque-Bera normality test:  2.6e+05 Chi (2)      0 

Jarque-Bera test for Ho: normality: 

 

Levin-Lin-Chiu test 

Results: 

 

 

Wooldridge test 

Results: 

 

 

 

                                                                              

 Other statistics are suitable for finite or infinite number of panels.

 P statistic requires number of panels to be finite.

                                                                              

 Modified inv. chi-squared Pm       53.8265       0.0000

 Inverse logit t(1254)     L*      -36.5748       0.0000

 Inverse normal            Z       -29.0035       0.0000

 Inverse chi-squared(500)  P      2202.1434       0.0000

                                                                              

                                  Statistic      p-value

                                                                              

Drift term:   Not included                  ADF regressions: 1 lag

Time trend:   Not included

Panel means:  Included

AR parameter: Panel-specific                Asymptotics: T -> Infinity

Ha: At least one panel is stationary        Avg. number of periods =  13.89

Ho: All panels contain unit roots           Number of panels       =    250

                                      

Based on augmented Dickey-Fuller tests

Fisher-type unit-root test for Inv_Eff

           Prob > F =      0.0000

    F(  1,     249) =    246.258

H0: no first-order autocorrelation

Wooldridge test for autocorrelation in panel data
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The Modified Wald test for Heteroskedasticity 

Results: 

 

 

The Durbin Watson test 

Chi2 (1) = 8752.53 

Prob > chi2 = 0.0000 

The Hensen J Statistics Test 

First stage regression summary statistics 

 

Variable 

  

 Adjusted Partial  Robust 

R-sq. R-sq.  R-sq.  F(1,3175) Prob > F 

Log_FRQ_Agg 0.4933 0.4880  0.0227  62.3562 0.0000 

 

 

Correlation:   no autocorrelation

Panels:        heteroskedastic

Coefficients:  generalized least squares

                                                                              

       _cons     .7993791   .0887676     9.01   0.000     .6253979    .9733604

        CaTA     .1106316    .008851    12.50   0.000      .093284    .1279793

       Slack     .0022982   .0004004     5.74   0.000     .0015135    .0030829

      LgSale    -.0824325   .0094547    -8.72   0.000    -.1009635   -.0639016

      Lev_LT     .0537784   .0227006     2.37   0.018      .009286    .0982708

      Lev_TL     .0485497   .0162817     2.98   0.003     .0166381    .0804613

        TAFF     .0108646   .0208331     0.52   0.602    -.0299675    .0516967

        CEOC     .0081699   .0095075     0.86   0.390    -.0104645    .0268043

        CEOD    -.0104977   .0036027    -2.91   0.004    -.0175588   -.0034365

      TENURE      .002066   .0015274     1.35   0.176    -.0009275    .0050596

        GDIV     .0091571   .0303822     0.30   0.763    -.0503909    .0687051

        FEXP    -.0381487    .051339    -0.74   0.457    -.1387713    .0624739

         BED    -.1929811   .0561184    -3.44   0.001    -.3029711   -.0829912

       TSIZE     .0126515   .0117906     1.07   0.283    -.0104576    .0357607

                                                                              

     Inv_Eff        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

Log likelihood             = -1962.744          Prob > chi2       =     0.0000

                                                Wald chi2(13)     =     458.70

                                                              max =         14

                                                              avg =     13.888

                                                              min =         10

Estimated coefficients     =        14          Obs per group:

Estimated autocorrelations =         0          Number of groups  =        250

Estimated covariances      =       250          Number of obs     =      3,472
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